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THE

Articles

Sir: I have just finished reading
"Casale'
Approach
to Teaching
the Cello"in
the June issue. What
a wonderful article! I am not familiar
with the author
(David
Cherniavsky},
but he must be a
most privileged and close friend of
Casals' to be able to write such an
intimate and revealing
picture of
the greatest
cellist of our day.

Once again

ETUDE

has added

pleasure and knowledge to my own
musical endeavors.
Thank
you sincerely {or the
many, many hours of happiness
your magazine has given me.

Elizabeth Foster
Philadelphia, Po,
Sir: 1 am not a teacher
nor a
student of music, ancl in fact do
not even play an instrument.
But
as a mother of two small children
studying the piano, J want you to
know
how much
I value the

ETUDE.

Miniature Classics vol.

Schubert Album
• favorite melodies, transcriptions and
lighter compositions.
410-40200

$1.00

• Bach and Handel. 24 selections of
these two master composers.
410-40055

The World's
Great Waltzes
•

$.50

15 arrangements
Stanford King.
410-40247

Standard Opera Album
•

familiar selections from favorite
operas.
15

410-40209

$.7 5

Souvenirs of the Masters
• introducing famous melodies with
text ad libitum. arranged by George
Spaulding, words by Jessica Moore.
410-40208

$1.00

Miniature Classics vol. II

410-40159

First

• 46 compositions-familiar,

of the

•

masters.
430-40061

Little Pieces from the Early Classics
• compiled and arranged by Leopold J. Beer. also
published for violin and piano.
410-41000

• 37 compositions
culty.

$.50

*Piano Classics

$.60

$.75

...........•......

*Grieg Album

• Haydn and Mozart. 20 selections
of these two master composers.
430-40056

for the piano by

$1 .50

of medium diffi·
$1.25

............•....

Pieces
in the Classics

short selections from themasters.
compiled by Charles W. london.
51

410-40151

$1.00

Short Classics Young People Like
• 32 compositions
terer.
410-40254

compiled and edited by Ella Ket·

..............................

.. $.75

(Mrs.) Robert Campbell
Ardmore, Penna.
Sir: 1 enjoy your magazine immensely (I have purchased. the last
two issues).
Of special
interest
to me was the article on Handel in
the May issue. I also enjoy your
many features
and departments.
All in all I find your magazine
most informative,
enjoyable,
and
interesting.

Tbank you, I am
William H. Huffman, Jr.
Williamsport, Pa.
IlMusic at International
Gardens"

Friendship

Gentlemen:
Your
June
issue
brought
a great deal of pleasure
to the Paderewski
Club of Michigan City. What an enjoyable
surprise to find our dedication
cere.
many of the Paderewski
bust in-

• Sold onty in~U.S.A.

Order Now! Be prepared to begin the season.

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

During the past six or eight
months -I have enjoyed
so many
articles that I am eager for the
time when my children will be old
enough to read such articles as the
one about Sibelius in the June issue ....
and the story about the
International
Friendship
Gardens
in Indiana.
Such stories open up a whole
new world to me and make me
more determined than ever that an
understanding
of music will be an
important
part of my children's
education.
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EDITOR
eluded in the article, "Music at
International
Friendship Gardens."
We are a small group and we
worked long and hard to raise the
money for this project. All the people in the community
cooperated.
We owe a great deal to the sculptor, Mr. Robert Wilcox, who so
excellently molded "our Paderewski." The ETUDE magazine helped
too, as we used pictures of Paderewski from your magazine.
Mr. Harold Wolf, from whom
we purchased
the pedestal, worked
very accurately
so that the pedestal would in every way help to
make the memorial a work of art.
The Gardens
are a wonderful
sight to behold. Thc person who
compiled this material did a thorough job and it is one of the most
complete
articles on the Gardens
we have seen in a long time.
lVIr. Virgil Stauffer is a friendly
and cooperative
gentleman
and
does a tremendous job in bringing
together
the people of the world
through
his masterpiece
of Jiving
Rowers. We were happy to work
with him.

More and More Congregations
Are Singing the Praises 0/
the Baldwin
Electronic Organ

M". AI. Proll
Michigan Citv. Ind.
A llTiming"

Idea

Sir: I use a "minute timer.'
1
set the lesson time and a bell rings
when the lesson is over. Many
pupils like it so much they have
persuaded
their parents
to purchase a timer for them for practice purposes.

The superb tonal
the

and depth
more

tone,

For here is an in.

with traditional
from its softest

to its magnificent

organ
whisper

choir of full organ.

Compare the Baldwin for tone,
for beauty, for economy!

"I'll Take the Low Road," by Sid-

Eleanor Mcl'ucker
Butte, Montana

by

and more congregations

strument

Sir: This is to express my appreciation
for your fine magazine,
and to express sincere approval of
ney C. Clark, in the June issue.
There is a teacher with the right
viewpoint on our present day teaching problems,
and I think
we
should all follow his advice.
As for Guy Maier-well,
I've
attended his classes, so you don't
have to guess I read his articles
first! He is one of the really inspiring
teachers
of the country,
and he writes almost as well as he
talks-l Let's have all the articles he
will write, and some more master
lessons.

being enjoyed

everywhere.

"I'll Take the Low ROad"

of

richness

it brings to sacred

music-are

Graycelyn P. Augsburger
Wheaton, Illinois

colors

Baldwin-the

The Model
outstanding

5} or the larger Model

ease of playing,
investment

10, offers your church

features-incomparable

beauty,

ease of installation

and maintenance.

Organ For Your Church"

and "Fund Raising Plans."

Electronic

BALDWIN

BUILDERS
HAMILTON

PIANO

Of; BALDWIN
VERTICAL
AND

Organs.

Write

for our

BI!L1L
A T ·DWIN

COMPANY,
GRAND
GRAND

of

like to send you more

ELECTRONIC
THE

these

tone quality,

and real economy

We would

information
about Baldwin
booklets, "Selecting
A New

superior

PIANOS·
PIANOS·

CINCINNATI

ORGANS
2,

ACROSONIC
SPINET
BALDWIN
ELECTRONIC

_

OHIO
PIANOS
ORGANS

1
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I

CORRECTION -

In the June and July issues of ETUDE we were guilty of error in the advertisements for Lewis Arfine. An incorrect address was given, Therefore, we would
appreciate it most sincerely if all ETUDE readers who endeovored to contact
this company would again write to them at their correct address:
LEWIS
ARFINE MUSIC, Dept. 302, I 17 W. 48th s-, N.Y.C. 36, N. Y.

tile music magazine

Offices, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
.

James Francis
Founded

IB83 by THEODORE

Than~ Yo,u, THE

Cooke. EdiUJr EmtrillU
(Eflitor,

PRESSER

Guy' McCoy,

Managing Editor
Manager

NOW READY-MUSIC

contains

.
il
Karl W Gehrkens
Elizabeth
Harold Berkley
Maurice DUlllesnJ
.
I SI ' k
'lexander McCurdy
Nice 35
omms y
,!'1..
Guy Maier
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THE MAKING OF A VIOLINI'"-T.
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PIANO CLASSES-MORE
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back them up! Visit your Jesse
French dealer, today! See, inspect,

play the new "Crescendo." Then,
have your dealer explain the low
down payment and easy budget
terms which will put this outstanding
new value triumph
in
your home, now!
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"Crescendo" Spinet, is proof to
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ..
NEW RECORDS.
...•••••..••.
, , , • ,.
j Oil,.
IOllim,ky
MUSICAL ODDITIES.
Doll, Alldrr.o(l
MUSIC LOVER'S BOOKSHELF .. , .
WORLD OF MUSIC
,,....
. .........•
' •..••.
,
·C"
ADVENTURES OF A PIANO TEACHER. _ ...••
, ...•..•
,., , .. , II)' Mitier
TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE.
. ..••.
, ..•..•..
, _Mauritc
O~"lIe~'lil
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. . . . . . . . . .. . ... ,..
. •..•...
, KflrI J.
('/,rke".
ELEMENTARY STUDY OF THE PEDAL. . . . •. . ..• __
ell. Billglillm
VIOLINIST'S FORUM. .
.
' .......•.
,
//arol<l
8e'kler
VIOLIN QUESTIONS
,......
_
1I"r"'<I 8erkle
ORGAN QUESTIONS........
.
_ . , .. , . , ,
Fr{.der~t:k
Phillip.
JUNIOR ETUDE
_
, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. II:tJbrtll
e I
THREE PRE.REQUISITES
TO BECOMING A :llLSICIA
... Arthur Olfr/ Antln (>11
KNOW THESE COMPOSERS?,
.,,
,Dlice Wearer Ritll!tlDIU·
RELAXATION THROUGH :\t"USIC. _.
.
Barbaro Alii 0"

tuners, technicians,
teachers
those who know pianos from A
to z. They'lltcll
you Jesse French
pianos are second to none in their
price class. Strong words'? Yes.
But here, in the remarkable
ne"",

II

12
11
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WHY NOT MUSIC? , . . .. . .....
.. ,,
WISDOM FROM A MASTER VIRTUOSO .. , .
. , , . . ..
.,
BUILDING A LENDING LIBRARY OF P'IANO )'lU IC.
..
LET THEM SING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... - . , , , . - . ,
MAKING THE ORGAN PAY DlYIDENDS,
.
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Famousfor Musical Excellence Since 1875
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:

me th""e free

booklet"

the Best Piano"

in Yovr Child's

Development"

---------Zone_S'ole __

~

Pte,;,.e check here if yov are

a teacher

~
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1112.2 Pr-ice

TWO-Grode

in My Heart,

plus five other Hit

75c

Paraders

• ROMBERG
•. HERBERT
• FRIl\lL
• PORTER
• YOUMANS
1\-1.\DE E.~RY FOR TilE PIANO by ADA RICHTER
Wonderful
material!
Grade 2-2~'2 price only 75t! each album
GERSHWIN Bk. 1 .. Bk. 2 .. (8 songs in each) FRIML Bk. 1 .. (7 songs)
ROMBERG Bk. 1 .. Bk. 2 .. (8 songs in each) PORTER Bk. 1 •• (7 songs)
V. HERBERT Bk. 1 .. Bk. 2 .. (8 songs in eacn) YOUMANS Bk. 1 .. (8 songs)
Send for free catalog of thousands
of titles of all types of piano music.

LEWIS

ARflNE

MUSIC,

117 W. 48th

St.,

N, Y. C. 36, N. Y.

Organize Now
Help your town by
estoblishing

0

chopter

of

NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS

Music of Poland
Seven

Polish Folk Songs
Suite oj Ancient
Airs arul: OrH!ces

Panufnik:
lish

Po-

Here is a recording
that immediately stamps itself as out of the
ordinary.
It is the first output of a
choral group of young voices organized in Poland for the performance and popularization
of the
folk songs and dances of .Poland.
The group, ktwwn as the Mazowsze

(Continued on Page 6)

ONTINUING
this series begun in the
May issue, our composer for August
is Cecile Chaminade whose melodic gifts
produced a number of works which attained immense popularity.
Mme. Cham inade was born in Paris on August 8. 1857
and died at Monte Carlo April 18. 1944.
At an early age she manifested unusual
talents for composing
and when twelve
years old she wrote ballets in which she
drilled her playmates, arranging steps, designing figures, and even the costumes,
She was fortunate in attracting the interest of Georges Bizet. the
composer of "Carmen," who in a sense directed her education.
She studied with Le Couppey, Savard, Marsick, and Benjamin
Godard. Mme. Chaminade herself gave Le Couppey the credit for
her success as a pianist. She visited England for the first time in
1892 and became exceedingly popular. For a number of vears her
European tours had great success. She made her Americ'an debut
in Carnegie Hall New York in 1908. Her recitals were exclusively
of her own works. She attained such popularity that at one time
her feminine admirers jn the United States had formed more than
200 "Chaminade Clubs."
She wrote over 500 miscellaneous works which included besides
her songs and piano pieces, a concerto for pjano and orchestra.
two orchestra suites, chamber music, a ballet, and a light opera:
Of her piano works, the most popular are The Flauerer, Pas des
Atnphores, La Zingara, Valse Caprice, Air de Ballet, and Scarf
Da~ce, t~le latter having a reported sale of over five million copies.
lhe plano solo, The Flatterer
will be found on Page 32 of this
·month's music section,

Ho.

OF TODAY-BOOk

Fortune. Here

One teacher
it. Write

with vision can do
now to Irl Allison,

M.A., Mus. D., Pres. Box 1113,
Austin, Texas.

~~Sohandy!"
SUfiS

Cecile Chaminarlc

C

.~Pianos
JESSE fRENCH

tion. A complete libretto in Italian
and English is provided. The long
cast includes Giuseppe Taddei, Mario Filippeschi,
Giorgio
Tozzi,
Plinio Clabeeei, Graziella Sciuttl,
Miti Truccato Pace, Fernando
Corena, Rosanna
Carteri, Tommaso
Soley, Antonio Pirino and Mario
Zorgniotti.
The orchestra and chorus of Radio Italiana of Turin are
the complementary
forces, all under the inspired
baton of Mario
Rossi. (Cerm-Sor!a, 4 LF discs).

COMPOSER OF THE MONTH

6-l

J~Frenchssons
1

in 1894, 1923 and in 1931. It is
likely that many of the present
generation know only the William
Tell Overture with its now famous
"Lone Ranger" theme.
The present recording
does full
justice to the magnificent
score.
The principal roles are in capable
hands and the difficult music is
made almost to sound easy. The
chorus work is thrilling and there
arc moments of genuine
inspira-

61
63

~

:

William Tell

A most important
addition
to
the growing list of recordings
of
complete operas is this new album
of Rossini's .Iamous opera, one of
the longest and with respect to the
leading tenor role, one of the most
demanding in all operatic history,
In its original form, it required
over five hours for its presentation,
but since its premiere
in 1829, it
has been judiciously cut to a more
comfortable
length,
It has been
given at the Metropolitan
Opera

Wheel of

GERSHWIN

GASCOYNE

51

BOOKLET help, yo" be

Illre you buy ,jght! Check the
coupon below for your copy of
"How 10 Chao,,, the Right Piano"
to guide you to the right final
decision.
We will also send,
free, a copy of "Mv.ic in Yovr
Child's Development."
Mall the
covpon now.

ETUDE STAFF

1907.19~9J

Shirley C. Jefferis, Business

Vol. 70 No, 8
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~IARGUERITE PIAZZA
UbOl.t lit!,"

TONKabinet
:MARGUERJTE PIAZZA of the .!\'Ielropolitan opera and singing star of NBC-TV's
"Show of ,c;hows··prulecls her sheet music
in a TONKabinct. "]l's indispensable for
protecting my music against loss or damage;' she says. "Keeps it all sorted, neatly
filed ... I never need waste time searching
for the music I want."
ENJOY
thi, safety
and con,"en;ence
far your mll~ic.
Ask your dealer to show rOll the many lovely slylcs
a,-ailable.

The specially
d"s;,,,,,d
drawer
tray that mukcs
jilin,
and jiadin,
so COS)·.
Only TONKabiJlets
Itave it.

Style 675 sho"·n
holds aboul 75(1 .heN.
of music.
Write for dealer's
name and folder .howing
other
styles for homes, school!, bands, etc. Tonk At}g. Co.,
1912 IV. MagJlo!ill
Avc., Clt/cugu
14, 1l1.

~ONK
1.
ah·lne tS
I

FOR YOUR

SHEET MUSIC

1952
3

study and particularly to those
more respondent to his own expressive exigencies. His recent
compositions that have reported
greater consent are," etc. One
of the movements of a work on
the Palermo program is listed
as "Man's Caducity" (a desperate attempt to transliterate the
Italian word for Fall) ; another
is described as "panic expressions thinking of the final day."

SHERWOOD MUSIl: Sl:HOOL
Distinauished since 1895 for the trummg

of professional

o

musicians. Member of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American

and European

artists. Degree, diploma, and certificate courses in piano,
voice",violin, organ, 'cello, wind inatrutnenta, Public School
music, composition.

In the heart o~ cultural

ing accommodations

*

al moderate

Chicago. Liv-

cost.

*

FALL SEMESTER OPENS SEPTEMBER 10

NICOLAS

SLONI1USKY

For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman, Musicui Director.

A

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTEof MUSIC
John

Philip Blake, Jr., President

Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Master of Music' Degree in 23 Fields
Graduates

Music Education

Major program well qualified

Music in public schools. A catalog
Institutional

to teach

all pheses

of

will be sent on request.
St. louis S. Missouri

ASPEN INSTITUTE
June 30 -

OF MUSIC

August 31, 1952

Address: Genevieve Lyngby, Rm. 50S, 38 S. Dearborn, Chicaqo 3, Illinois.

BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Dir.

26 FENWAY,

BOSTON.

MASS.

A Complete School of MUSIC, DRAMA and DANCE.
Degree, Diploma, Certificate Courses. Faculty of '60.
Dormitories for Women. Catalog on request.
Associate

Member

CINCINNATI

of Nationaf Association

of Schools of Music

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty
Established 1867, Operated
under. auspices Cincinnati
Institute of Fine Arts
affiliated with University. of Cincinnati. Complete .school of music-Degrees,
Diplomas, Certificates-dormitories,
10 acre campus.
For Catalog
address,
C. M. Benjamin, Registrar, Dept. E. T. Highland Ave. and Oak S~., CINCINNATI 19, OHIO

THE CLEVELAND

INSTITUTE

OF MUSIC

Baehelor of Music-Master
of Musie-Bachelor
af Science in Education
{B.S. in Ed. by arrangement
with Kent State University I

BERYL RUBINSTEIN,

Mus.D.,

Director

3411, Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
Member

of

the

Notionol Association

1)epau!
UNIVERSITY

.L-..

MUSICAL

U

Member National A55oci~tion of Schools of Music

7801 Bonhomme Avenue

ALBERT ALPHIN,

curiosities,
one book has become a
collector's ltem, not because of
the novelty of its contents, but
because of its extraordinary
English. "It is an anthcl gy o l
opera
plots, translated
from
German by one F. harley lind
published in London
in th
1890's. Here is a sampl
quotatiou : "Tu r-andot is happy:
Kala'l has loosed all her riddle
and she hopes 1I0\\' to get him
nls bridegroom."
The (tis is of
course the German word for as.
One of the character
is d .
scribed as "a girl of eminent
beauty against her will." Th re
is a scene depicting
a battle
with the re\ olting peasants."
~IONC

1014 SO. MI[HUiAN AVENUE • I:HU;AGO :I • ILLINOIS

4

By

CHICAGO

of

Schools

of

Music.

THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Offers occredited courses in Piano Voice Violin
Organ. Public School Music, Theory, and 'Orches~
hoi Instruments.

Confers degrees of B.M., A.B., and M.M.
Regular Summer School Courses.
Address Registrar for Bulletin
Room 401, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago

I, Illinois

Som.e I,rullsllliion.s of J oks
on mu~ic recentl)
publish d in
America furnish their share of
bafJIed amusernent.
Thus_ .a
book on modern
lllUiOic refers
to "grand nones." It takes quite
a bit of guessing to under~tand
that these strange entities arc
major ninths.
I n a book on
Mou5sorgsky,
therc
are can·
stant references
in the text to
minor gammas,
major
gammas, and chromatic
gammas.
These gammas have no relation
to gamma rays: they are simply
transliterations
of the Russian
word (or scale, \\ h icll in tu rn
"is derived
from the French
word "garnrne.))
One of Ille 'nos! hUlllorous
examples of musical EnJTlish as
"she is wrote" is furni~led hv
the polyglot
program
of th~
1949 Festival of Contemporary
J\1usic, given in Palermo. Sicily.
In one of the biographical
sketches in the program
book
the following compositions
are
listed under the caption
OPERAS: "a Concert {or piano.
strings and battery:
three melodies on some
poems."
Of
course. the word Opera
is a

or

literal rendering
the Italian
\\ ord "Opere,"
which means
Work,.
In the "PI,,, of Ih,
P r.r" the Pal nne program
I"pinillll. that "the theme is er.
posed
b
Ih
In..trumcnlal
Corp." The render J nru farrher IhM ill the second variat ion the theme
i.."subdivided
among Ihe mouth-in ..trurnents."
rhcn'
i~u rll) thmlc canon in
the' Iourth vnriatiun in which
rho theme "pus ..C:-. from one in:.'1 runu-nt
uutu the ether."

•
a II oncert
for 1\\0 Piano," by an
Itul iau composer gives these
parlitutar:o": ··The fir~t tempo
Upl'll'" \\ ith an
introductionin
th· (tHIH llf olHinnlc
ill which
t)wrru.·.. .lrc ,xpo~." The haIt"
h.....
:t trltll~lator,
"Iorking hard
\dth ~ln ltolinn.F.ntrH:.h diClion·
an. did nol realize that theItal·
ian \\ nnl... on«rto and O~i·
nuto nrc u{" epled lHu;;icallerm~
in un) 1:lI\gunge! He goeson
h) ....1\ that "in the grare thaI
{oll(l\~~. ~uch clements reappear
,p3,.ed. extended so n,~y 50 10
rt'3C'h an c'tpressi,-e remere'
hrnnce of their nffirmalion .. '
Th(' -ft.-ond tempo open;; with a
rln t hm of ...icilinn. and con·
ch;dE"$ il~}( \\ ith 3 slow and
•
\.
_.
of
progrr ...~l\e
(15per~loll
t hrll1r-elements. n The program
note l~nd~ "ith
this galement: '-Through a continuo."l. ..
e:;eendo "
\"ount.:rp01l111SIIC cr
Ihem"" 01 the e<posed ,ubI'"
. nd r<
are parked oncc ag3l11 3
I
dueed to one sole horizon1a
ll
line nnd Ihen nrtical.
tiE"

\L, ...
I';; of

I'"

Here i. (/,comler/ullb"t
. a IV
... oping of word5 JR
praphical ,kelch ill the Palena'
.,
'I I
ear5.proprogram:
. 11 nter), - d h~
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marks a pau~ an}f(l111
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the Ul~;.ical technique

The following
makes a
grim reading: "Hartmann's first
opera executions had place in
Munich; for the twelve years
following he could rely only on
foreign executions."

concurred and collaborated towards the realization of this
uneasy but complex enterprise.
When later in our curt life, each
and everyone of us shall have
as a sweet leitmotive in the
symphony of souvenirs the vision of this Sunny Island on
the background of limpid blue
skies and celestial harmonies,
we shall feel to have been fully
paid up for the enthusiastic
preparation
of nine days of
spiritual retreat."
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For the se eioe s student

tensive

professional

anced with participation

lIans von Buelow used to
call Festivals "Pestivals."

and general

Dormitories.

co-educational

:-ive concert
artists,

series

excellent

W'

as to the
right word, the translator
of the Palermo Festival program uses hyphenated
syno·
nyms, and speaks of a "babychild" or a' "reply-answer." In
one instance, the translator, in
his eagerness to please the
English-speaking readers, has
rendered into English even the
last name of the composer Hans
Erich Apostel, referring to him
in the biographical sketch as
Apostle.
HEN

IN

DOUBT

There m·e frequent mentions of "camera music." It has,
however, nothing to do with
photography,
but relates to
chamber music.
Here are a few sentences
from an opera plot: "Orpheus
accepts, and after a brief de·
scent in the dark kingdom,
comes back with the nice-joyful
Nymph. This is a good occasion for him to profuse triumphant Latin "erse~. But, alas, in·
advertently, he turns around
and
behold Euridice
snutched buck into Hen by the
underworld guardians."
An excerpt from the libretto
of "The CycIop" reads as follows: "Ulysses that drives into
Polyphemus' eye is the brief
and well-known fable; it is the
little courageous but intelligent
man that wins the great giant."

The President of the Stee"r·
ing Committee of the Palermo
Festival strikes the right note
when he writes in the introduction to the program book: uThe
task which we have imposed on
ourselves obliges us to render
due merit to all those bodies
and persons -whohave so validly

pro
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T EO SLEZAK was as famous for
L his wit as for his singing. He perpetrated his best-

of Schools of Musie

Write for:
Conservatory
catalog
grees awarded

known witticism when the swan
failed to make its appearane,e to
carry him away in the last act
of "Lohengrin."
Slezak whispered: "When does the next
swan leave?"
Slezak's
autobiographical
sketch written for the TonkunstKalender of 1925 is a gem of
urbanity. "I was born on August 18," he wrote, "but I wiII
.not divulge the year, because
they will not believe me anyway, and, on the assumption
that I am not teIling the truth,
they will add at .least three to
four years to my age. I was a
bottle baby. It was possible then
because there was plenty of
milk. (Slezak wrote this when
Germany l1ad an acute milk
shortage.)
I attended kindergarten, primary school, and
four grades of high school. 1
did best of all in kindergarten.
My .modesty forbids me to admit that "I am a prodigy and a
star of the first magnitude on
the artistic firmament. I am an
honorary member of the National Costume Society, and a
contributing
member of the
Volunteer Fire Brigade, and I
collect stamps. I have given up
collecting thousand-mark bills
because . they are worthless.
(This was written during German inflation.)
I have been
married for some years, ana
have a son and a daughter.
(The son, Walter Slezak, is now
a well-known movie actor.) My
whole family nags me constand y, and I am under str-iet
orders not to overeat, because
if I put on too much fat, it
would end my career as a
singer of love songs."
THE END
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Founded in 1886 by John J. Hattstaedt, today The American Conservatory of Music is considered outstanding among institutions
for music education in this country.
THE FACULTY-One
hundred and thirty artist teachers many of
national and inte~national reput!1tion, including pianists; Hudolph
Reuter, Kurt 'VaTIleck, H~ns Hemot, Bruno Glade and others' Voice'
Theodore Harrison, Charles LaBerge. Frances Grund Barre 'Hill B:
Fred Wise; Violin: John Weicher, Scott Willits Stella Robe~t.sOrgan: Frederick Marriott, Edward Eigensche~k; Theory: Le~
Sowerby, Jt;thn .Palmer, Jeanne Boyd, Irwin Fischer; School Music:
Robert DaVIS, Russell Harvey.
Accredited Courses are offered in Piano,
Vocal. Violin, Organ,
Orchestra
and
Band Instruments.
Public School Music,
Musical Theory.
Degrees-Bachelor
of Music, Bachelor of
Music Education. Master of Music and
Master of Music Education are conferred
by authority of the State of Illinois and
recognized as a guarantee of accomplishment.
Students' Self Help-The
management
makes every endeavor
to assist needy
students to find part. time employment.
Many find work as teachers. accompan.
ists or par't-time positions working for
commercial houses. etc.

Professional
and Teaching Engagements
-Graduates
of the Conservatory
have
been much in demand as teacher's and
also in concert. opera. radio, orchestra
lyceum and choir work. The News Bul:
letin containing
a list or about 300 successful graduates holding responsible po_
sitions ~n Universities,
Colleges, Conservatories.
and PUblic Schools will be
sent upon request.
'!:uition is reasonable in keeping with the
times and may be pnid in convenient installments. Complete particulars given in
catalog which will be mailed on request.
Boarding-Information
reJ'(arding accom_
modations can be round in the catalog.

Member oj the National Association oj Schools oj Music
For free

catalog

.

address

John

R. Hattstaedt

'

President

580 Kimball Hall, Chicago 4., III.
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~ g~ SCHILLINGER SYSTEM ••
J:IIl of COMPOSITION and ARRANGING
•
Begins Sepfember 22. 1952
Fall

FULL

PROGRAM INCLUDING: RHYTHM
TRAINING,
MF,NTS OF THE ORCHESTRA, .AND WORKSHOP
,
ORCI-IESTRATION
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•
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Division of General Educ:ation

: NEW

YORK

One Washington Square,

UNIVERSITY

New York 3, N. f.

SPring 7·2000, Ext. 755
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COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory,
College, Special; and Graduate
Departments.
C~urses leading
~o
Bachelor of Music Bochelor of Music Education, Master of MUSIC, and Teacher s
Certificates
i'n Music and Theatre Arts. Fall session starts Sept. 8.

Clarence

Eidam

'

.

President
Edwin L. Stephen-Mgt_.

William Phillips
Member NASM
l06

SOllth

Wc:rbczsh, Chitczqo

Deczn
4. Illinois

COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY

Choral Ensemble, is made up of
ninety. young people chosen by audition hom nearly 4 thousand applicants. It has become in aremarkahly short time, the foremost
ensemble of its kind in Poland.
The seven songs are typical of the
folk music of Poland. Texts of the
numbers
are supplied.
The reverse side carries a fine recording
of a Suite of Ancient Polish Air
and Dances written
by Andrz j
Panufnik, one of Poland's lading
contemporary
composers.
(Vanguard, one LP disc).
f}uflll.ro
/~(.;:;;:;i acri ( Udiftl
Moler, Ave ft'/tlrifl, LllIH/i Atla Vprgi"p,
T:e O'-'Itlll)

Verdi:

,
A "SELF-INSTRUCTOR·' BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
Formerly Bdiror of Musical Theory [or "The llller'la/jolial Mluicia""
To comply·wilh
many re~uests
for a Self. Instructor
a KEY has been added to this c~urse to eliminate
the need of a teacher.
By checking
the work dan.e on .e~~rc,~e,5
of t.he len~ns
....!th the co.milleted
work in the key, the game benefits
as those obtained
In H,dlvldual
Instruc\lon
:*lll be derl_ved.
A
special
introductory
price of $7.00 ig being
made for a limited
time
only.
Wrlte
for details
and
money-back
guarantee.

JOSEPH A. HAGEN

•

•

-

new piano

70 WEBST~R AVENUE. PATERSON. N. J.

:Jeachin'if pieceJ

"Les J eunes

au p'lana

If

by ALEXANDRE TANSMAN
composer

Vol. I
Vol. II
Vol. III
Vol. IV

of "Pour les Enfanfs"

Mirelle & the Animols
Marianne at the Newsstand
The Ima9inary
Busride
In the Telescope

EachVol. $2.25

printed in France

ASSOCIATED
25 W. 45th

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Inc.

Street
(or

COMING

New

York City 36

your local dealer)

IN SEPTEMBER

The September issue of ETUDE will include a number of articles
of unusual interest and educational value. There will be a highly
valuable story by the noted Metropolita'l Opera singer, Jarmila
Novotna, on "What to Do On the Stage," in which the importance
of stage deportment is stressed.
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statement,
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One of the most popu~ar anti interesting programs on the air is
"The T~lepl~one HOllI·," heard and seen by millions every week.
The artlcle m the September issue, "Backstage at the Telephone
Hour," tells about it. In this story which 'Vall ace Magill told to
Rose Heylbut, the reader is taken right back of the scenes and
learns first hand all the details connected "with putting one of the
big radio programs on the air.·
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In another colorful and timely story, Verna Arvey gives a most
interesting account of the Royal Ballet of Denmark and the active
support given it by the Royal Family of that country. "Denmark's
~oyalty ,Bows to the Ballet and Its Composers~' is one of the high.
l1ghts of the September issue ....
"Your Child and the Practice
Problem," by Ernest Weidner is a solid down-to-earth discussion
of this etem_al problem of getting children to practice.

These and other articles with vadel appeal will mark the Sep.
tember issue as one of the best ever. Don't miss it.
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scored for 4-part chorus a appella
and Laudi Alia Vergine i written
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a cappella. This recording
is in
c, ery way meritorious.
The
ienna
Kammerchor
does
some
thrilling singing and they are ably
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The Theater Dictionary
by Wit/refl Granville

ject he has yet seen in any language.
The evolution of harmony from
the medieval modes and the polyphonic system was gradual, put
none the less pronounced. One of
the first to explore the subject was
Gioseffo Zarlino, an Italian Franciscan Monk born in Chioggia in
1517 and died in Venice in 1590.
He wrote treatises upon Harmony,
Counterpoint and Canon. It was
not until 1726 however, that the
French
composer Jean-Philippe
Rameau wrote his "Noveau Systeme du Musique Theorique," in
which he developed his theory
of chords built on fundamental
basses or roots. This theory has
inAuenced most all books on harmony since its publication. There
are now obtainable well over one
hundred works upon harmony,
some of trivial consequence and
others of real import. Many other
volumes have fallen into disuse
and are only to be seen in wellstocked' libraries. The works of
Beethoven's teacher, 1. G. AIbrechtsberger (Composition 1790) ,

Ho! Ho! Here we have it,-a
glossary of the jargon of the theater which explains to your reviewer why, when he is with a
group of stage folk, he is soon bewildered by the patois of terms
which seem to have no connection
with life in front of the footlights.
Suppose you should hear for instance, "The slinger threw the
lines across the stage to a slick
ham who knew his business. It was
just before the rag went down. The
punks did not know what it was all
about, but any Pros or P.A. could
have told them. However, they
waited to give the next act the 0-0.
The nut was too high to insure sue·
cess. The rag ascended and all the
pusbers started to mussitate. The
manager advised the author to kill·
a-ba·by. A hoofer came out and
tried some hokum but the ghost
did not walk that night." All of
which translated might read; '''The
prompter shouted the lines across
the stage to a smart actor who
knew his business. It was just before the curtain went down. The Adolf B. Work (Musical Composi.
bucolic audience did not know tion 4 Vols.) have become Muwhat it was all about, but any pro- seum pieces. The earlier books
fessional or publicity agent could upon harmony were often like po·
have told them. However, they lice ·regulations. They told the stuwaited to give the next act the once dent what he could do and what he
over. The operating expense was could not do. For instance, up to the
too high to insure success. The cur· time of Monteverdi, unprepared
tain went up and all the men who sevenths were taboo. Monteverdi
pushed scenery around, began to thought that used in the right way
move their lips without making a they might be beautiful; soon they
sound. The manager' advised the became commonplace to the com·
posers. Your reviewer was taught
author to cut out a baby footlight.
A dancer came out and tried some to look upon parallel fifths as a
form of original sin.
comic business, but no salaries
were paid that night."
In our day and generation, most
Americans have been nurtured
All in all tbe writer found "The
Theater Dictionary" a most curi- upon the harmonies of Ernst Friedrich Richter, George W. Chadwick,
ous and interesting spot· light upon
the life behind the asbestos c_urtain. Ludwig Buhsler, C. H. Kitson,
Philosophical Library
$5.00
Hugh A. Clarke, Stephen A. Em-.
ery, Percy Goetschius, S. JadasHarmonic Practice
sohn, Homer A. Norris, Preston
b}· Rogel' Sessions
Ware Orem, Francis L. York,
As an American, your reviewer ·George Wedge, Walter Piston, Sir
takes great pride in stating his John Stainer and others.
opinion that Roger Sessions' 441Your reviewer finds in Dr. Sespage harmony seems to him the sions' new work, something lackmost logical, understandable
and ing in many other harmonies and
comprehensive work upon the sub- that is the leisurely, unpedantic
ETUDE-AUGUST
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The

study

of har-

mony is valuable or worthless depending upon how it is received by
the student. The writer recently
asked a student if she had studied
harmony. "Oh yes," she replied,
"I got through that in six months
of my Freshman year." Investigation of course, showed that she had
very little knowledge of the subject. Richard Wagner is said to
have completed his .study of harmony with Christopher H. Muller
and with Theodore Weinlig in a
relatively few months. But Wagner
was Wagner and a genius. Few
composers had anything like his
receptivity. Imagine as a boy of
thirteen, Wagner translated from
the Greek to German, the first, sec. ond and third books from Homer's
"Odyssey" and also "Achille's Joy
in Victory." This was what pas·
sibly led to the remark attributed
to Liszt, "Wagner knew harmony
when he was bortl."
Possibly one of the reasons why
we in America remained behind
the great Eur-opean masters so long
was that we attempted to accom·
plish in a few months what took
superior minds years to master.
"Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! ",
became a curse with much art effort in America. Dr. Sessions'
treatment of intervals is especially
deliberate and clear. Intervals and
triads and sevenths as well as' root
relationships must be mentally
masticated before one can proceed
in harmony. Therefore your reviewer applauds the "stu fen weise"
or "step by step" method of progress which Dr. Sessions has employed. His treatment of accessory
tones as well as harmonic elaboration, tonicization and modulation
through the unaltered
Diatonic
Scale, Exotic Varients and Augmented Sixth chords, are all distinctive and usefuL He forges
ahead never asking the student to
leap over chasms, and he has employed a vocabulary which is definitive and clear at all times.
"Harmonic
Practice"
has over
eight hundred notation examples.
Dr. Sessions was born in Brooklyn in 1896. He graduated
from
Harvard

with a B.A. in 1915. He

then received a B.M. at Yale under
Horatio Parker He then studied
with Ernest Bloch. From 1917 to
1921, he taught Theory at Smith

College. He lived in Europe from
1925 to 1933. Upon

his return

to

America, he taught at Princeton
and is now Professor of Musical
Composition at the University of
California at Berkeley.
.
Harcourt, Brace & Co.
$7.50

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
College of Music
All Branches

of Music
and Music Education

Dean Rober! A. Choale
Courses leading to the degrees A.A.
in Mus.; B. Mus.; M.M.; M.M. Ed. In
conjunction with the Graduate
School
-M.A.; Ph.D. In conjunction with the
School of Education-M.Ed.;
Ed.D.
Year-round

Projects andWorbhops

Workshop

in Music Education
Opera Workshop
Pianists Workshop

include-

Eminent
Faculty
of Artists,
Composers, Scholars and Educators
.
Master

Classes

Arthur

under such leaders

Fiedler
Albert

For in/ormafion,
/older, write

Roland
Spalding
cafalogue,

asHayes

illusfrated

DONALD L. OLIVER
Director 0/ Admissions

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Room lIS
705 COMMONWEAtTH

AVENUE

BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS

Attention! Piano Teachers!
Are Y.m! missing the many
benefits you and your students
should be getting from

MODERN

METRONOME
TECHNIQUES

tI

Discover tor yourself why
~ many teachers (prates·
slOnals, too) are getting
Such wonderful results
with modern metronome
techniques! Send only
$1.00 (cash or check) today for your copy of the
authoritative book "Metronome Techniques"
by
Frederick Franz. You'll
~nd it w0Fth many times
Its low price! Write to·-

MElltOtoiOME
TECH~~OUES

...~"'«.......

FRANZ MANUFACTURING

CO.

53 Wallace St ,New Haven 11, Conn.
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The 23rd annual Chicagolancl
Music Festival win be held at Soldiers Field, Chicago on August 2~.
Henry Weber, general musical director with his staff, has arranged
a len~thy program crammed
with
stars of opera, concerts, radio and
television. Occupying
a prominent
part in the program also will be the
announcement
of the winners
of
various musical contests which have
been conducted preliminary
to the
festival itself. Three distinguished
guests will be Rise Stevens, opera
star Paul Lavalle, noted conductor
of ;he Band of America .and Will
Rossiter, Chicago's 8S-year old composer and music publisher.
Wallace
Goodrich,
director
emeritus of the New England Con·
servatory of Music died in Boston
on June 6 at the age of 81. He had
retired in 1942 after forty-two years
devoted to the work of the Con·
servatory. He held various important
posts as organist and conductor.

A Cantors

Institute,
the first
of its kind to be established in the'
country' will be inaugurated
in
October by The Jewish Theological
Seminary of America. The Institute
will offer a six-year course leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Sacred
Music.
Upon completIon
of the
course graduates of the Institute will
be qualified to occupy
posts as
Cantors
and directors
of music
throughout the country.
The Philadelphia
Orchestra
As·soci(J.tion and the American Sym.
phony Orchestra· League, Inc. are
jointly sponsoring a project unique
in American
symphony
orchestra
history. Through the plan an opportunity is provided for a limited
number o[ conductors of community
and non-professional
orchestras
to
work with Eugene Ormandy and the
Philadelphia
Orchestra
in a can·
centl"3ted series of rehearsals
and
conferences to be held from Septem.ber 30 through October 4. The com·
munity symphony conductors
will
be enabled to choose as study sub·
jects a few musical works ·which
they will be using with their own
orchestras during the coming season.
The fifteenth annual Cannel-bythe-Sea Bach Festival was held in
Carmel, California July 14 to 20.
Under the baton of conductor Gastone Usigli, some of the best known
of the instrumental and choral works
of Bach were included in the week's
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programs with the closing programs
being given over to the Mass in
B minor.
Dr. Raymond
M. Bu~rows,
Professor
of Music Education
at
Columbia
University
and
widely
known in music educational
fields,
died in New York City on May 31.
Dr. Burrows
with Dr. Anthony
Loudis had toured the country as ~
two-piano team. He gained prominence as a piano teacher and lately
had specialized in group instruction.
He had given lect.ures and del11?nstrations of his class piano teaching
procedures before some of the leadine educational
groups. He had been
as~ociated with Columbia University
since 1927.
Dr. Robert A. Clwllte, {or the
past two years head of the Nort~lwestern University School of MUSIC
Teacher Trajning Studies, and ~vide·
ly known in the west as a distill'
"-uished music educator,
has been
~ppointed
Dean of Boston University's College
of Music, effective
August 1.
R;'ssel.te,. G. Cole, organjst-composer of national
repute,
fonner
president
of the Music Teachers
National Association,
died at Lake
Bluff, IJlinois. May 18, 1952, at the
age of 86. He had been active jn
Chicago from 1902 to his retirement.
His compositions
included symphon·
ies, choral works. and smaller pieces.

"La Clemllnz(l di 'fito," the last
opera written ·by Mozart will be
presented at. Tanglewood in August
by the opera
department
of the
Berkshire
:Music Center. Boris Goldo\'sky will have charge and it is
believed this will be the firs.t complete presentation
of the opera in
America. It will be given under the
title "Titus"
with a new English
translation
by Sarah Caldwell.
Leou Fleisher, 24·year-old pianist from San Francisco is the winner
of the Queen Elizabeth of Belgium
International
Musical
Competition
of 1952, considered the most important musjcal contest in t.he world.
The award in money amounts
to
approximately
$3000 and there are
also appearances
with orchestras
in
Europe.
The DlIllish State Symphony
Orchestra
will tour the United
States in .the fall, giving thirtyeight concerts in a 45-day period.

hort
B erns tei
etn "s
.
"Trouble
JO
Tahiti."
bad
IlS
opela.
.
premiere at Brandeis
Universlt~
at
Waltham,
Mass. on June 12. rite
leading
rules
were
sun~
by ,I el
Tangeman
and David Atkinson.
Fh
Leon are I

C01U.-.:T.I·.'IONS

-(For drtai!s,

IJedonnance
was conducted b} \It
Bernstein
and according to repQrt.:
"the production pleased the audience
of more than 3000."
The

8th

hfusical

annual

P/lilatlelphia

Festival, sponsored bnbt

Philadelphia
Inquirer Charities [nr.
was given in Philadelphia on June
13 before
an
audience of SOm!
90.000 persons. Alexander 5malleni
conducted
the Festival Symphonl"
Orchestra
and Ed Sullivan was tb~
Master
of Ceremonies. The long
program
had many stars from the
operatic
and entertainment lIorld.
and a number of excellent choral
and instrumental
groups. The all·
Pbtledelphle
enior High Seh'.!1
horu , directed by Louis C. Wer"!fl
and th Philadelphia
uburban Hi.
chool
horus, conducted by CI~dt
Dengler made valuable comrlbuti
to the program.

(Contiuuet!
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uirit e to sponsor listed)

From a conference with Michael Rabin,
sensational young violinist
(and his parents)

ont 1\1. ihard
vmhcm
• The American
Guild of
rgunists
Pril
~lOO and publicatit>n
ofT red by Th . 11. II. Gray COIllIJUn), he.
Closing date January
1. 1953. Am rI an t.uild of OrgBni~t.., 630
Fi(lb Avenue, New York 20.
•

Nurt.hern
California
Harpists'
As.,ocialio~
omp~ ...ilion Conle~t.
'100 award~. Closing date January
J, 19:> Oeuuls from )\oune
La .Jlothe, 687 Crizzly P uk Blvd.• Bcrkele)' 8, aliforniD.

1'\\'0

• CUlllposit.ion Contesl,
for ,\t)1ll n 'ompo
r.., l;ponsored by ~ha
.
OmJcroli.
Award
150 ..00 I""
,,,Inner t I>e ann un ced at 0 ha OmlCraa
Nalional
Convention
in 1953. £\0 ·Iv::lillg dBI announced. Addr~
Lela Hanmer,
Conte t Chairman.
III ri 'an
JU ...cntalory of MU~IC,
Kimball Building,
Chicago 4, 1I1inoi..::..
• The 20th Biennial Young Arti.::.h Audilioll:) of the J 81ional Federa·
tion of ~rusic Clubs. Cia ift ations: piano. ,nice. \inlin. tring.(luarld.
Awards in all classes.
Finals in lh :spring
f 1953. All details from
~hs. R. E. \Vendland,
1204
. Third
lree!. Temple, Texlls.
• The 13th Biennial
Student Audition~
of the Nalional federalion
of Music Clubs. Awards.
State and
alional.
pring of 1953. ~lr5.
F10ride Cox, 207 River Slreet. Belton,
outh
arolina.
• Mendelssohn
Glee Club.
T. Y. C .. ~ectmd annual
ward Conttsl for
tbe best original
male chorus.
100.00 pri£e. Closing dale Janu~ry
1, ]953. Detai.ls from ~Iendel=-Hhn
Gle("
lub. 1;-1 W. 18lh 51.. ~ew

York II, N. Y.
• Seventh annual
Ernest
Bloch Award.
pOll.::.Oredby The Unit.ed
'~elllpJe Chol"U~. ~oIJlPosit~on
Contesl
opt:'11 t;' al~.coll1p~rs. ~n~:
S150 and pu.blicalLon. CloslIlg Jute 0 tuber l.. 1%2. nlled Te r
Chorus, Box 18. Hewlett. N. Y.
• Capital University
Chapel Choir Conductors'
Guild annual anth:~
competition.
Open tt> all COlllpo:-ers. COllle.:'>l close:'S August 31. It) .
Complete rules from E\ereu
M hrley.
ootesl Secretary. Mees un·
servatory,
Capital
Uni\ersity.
Columbus
9. Ohio.

t~l

• Marian Anderson
Scholarships
for \'ocaJ ~tudy. Closing dale
annOllncet-1. ~'larian
Anderson
Scholar~hip
Fund. c/o ~hS5 A I-e
i\nderson.
762 S. Manin
St.. Philadelphia
46. Pa.
• Purple

Heart

Songwriting
Awards.
Popular.
standard or~socre:
1000; second prize.
-00: four prizes of ..
Clnsmg date not announced.
Order of the Purple Heart. ~
54th St., N. Y. C.

s.?ng:. First prize.

~~~aW:

• Sixth Annual
Composition
Contest
~pon~ored by the Friends ~:
Harvey Ga~L Inc. Open to all composen:-o Prize $-WO for
one;~.)
opera. Closl1lg date December
1. 1952. Victor -awdek. ChaIrman.
Shady Ave., Pittsburgh
6. Pa.

b:s'

As told to Rose Heylbut

W

HEN Zino Francescatti
listed a movement
from the Bach
Concerto for two violins on a recent Telephone Hour broadcast, he sought among his eminent colleagues
for a partner who
could most nearly approximate
his o\vn standards
of musicianship
and performance
values. His choice fell on Michael Rabin. Young
Mr. Rabin had less than two years of pr:ofessional
experience
which still averaged
a good proportion
to his years of living as
he had not then reached his sixteenth birthday.
Michael Rabin's
sixteen years include
immensely
successful
appearances
with the Telephone Hour, with the New York Philharmonic-Symphony,
Carnegie
Hall recitals,
and recitals
and
orchestral
performances
throughout
the country;
but his most
interesting
experiences
center around
the development
which
made the appearances
possible. He says that he doesn't remember "beginning"
music-it
has always been as much a part of
home life as the family itself.
Michael's father, George Rabin, is a violinist
with the Phil.
harmonic-Symphony.
His mother, Jeanne,
a Juilliard
graduate,
i:; a fonner concert pianist who now limits her professional
ac"
tivities to accompanying
her son. As a baby, Michael would crawl
under the piano and hum along while his mother practiced. Nights,
from his bed, he would listen to his parents'
ensemble playing
in the living. room. Around the age of three, he· demonstrated
absolute pitch by identifying
the tonalities
of automobile
horns
in the street. At five, he began piano lessons with his mother,
showing such aptitude
that he mastered the Bach Inventions
and
early sonatas of Haydn and Mozart within two years.
The~, when Michael ",:"as seven, the family visited a physician
friend who was an amateur musician with a collection of violins.
One of these, though no.t a toy, was of miniature
size. Having
seen only full-sized
violins, Michael became fascinated
with it,
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spent the evening playing tone games, and finally took the little
instrument
home with him. His father gave him random
hints
on the management
of strings and bow, and suddenly .Michael was
playing the violin. For a while he studied both violin and piano
with his parents. Then, at eight, he expressed
a preference
for
the violin "because
you have greater variety of tone color." At
that point, Mr. Rahin thought the child's
gift warranted
more
intensive training
than he could give him, and placed Michael
under Ivan Galamian,
who has remained
his only teacher.
"For eight or nine months, I worked at nothing but technical
dev.elopment,"
Michael states. "And after having made music on
the piano, it was no joke-all
the time scales and bows! But I
found that my piano work was a great help. After you've dealt
'with fixed notes, you have a basis of intonation.
Even if you
mean to stay with the violin, I think it's a good idea to know
something
about the piano first. You have to do a lot of self.
correction in getting used to making tone on the strings, and the
piano gives you the basis.
"I had three lessons a week, and worked four hours a day. For
the longest while it was nothing but exercises
and scales (one
octave, two,. three;
first slowly, then more rapidly),
changing
bows and changing rhythms to develop the different characteristics
of the bow. For instance,
I'd playa
scale with all the rhythmic
variations of two·four time I could think of -dotted
quarter and
eighth, dotted eighth and sixteenths,
and so on.
"My real luck was having help at practice as well as at lessons.
My mother always listened to me while I worked, ke.eping me
up to standard
on the things you don't always remember-restdurations, fingerings,
indications,
consulting
the text when you're
not sure. Supervised
practice is a wonderful
idea; you learn more
accurately and, in time, you develop accurate habits. Then there's

9
/

nothing to un-learn at lessons, I still work better when one of
the family's around,
.
.'
"Today, my practice schedule begins with an early morning
warm-up-scales, of course, plain, in thirds; sixths, oct.aves, and
tenths' then exercises' then a review of whatever technical prob"
ith sOl.neIems I've
been working on, I also enjoy warming up ,W,It
thing that isn't just a drill, but music-maybe a Pagamm ~ap~lc~.
I get pet works of this kind. For a while, I'd play Scnabme s
Etude in Thirds every day. Then I took one of the perpetuo
mobile works. Now I dig into Paganini. After that, I'm ready
for the compositions, Naturally, I work ~t them as ~usic, but I
like to take difficult spots out of context and practice them as

.
exercises.

Piano ClassesAfor.e Work, but Worth It!

"

Michael has never had to struggle with musical problems. However, there have been practice difficulties; "Sometimes I get
careless," he confesses.
.
"No matter how much a youngster loves music," said Mrs.
Rabin, "he's bound to be bored by straight technical work. And
it isn't enough to tell him it's necessary. As I see it, the only cure
is to infuse a measure of interest into the repetition of scales and
exercises, so that he'll want to keep on. It's a mistake to sugarcoat
drill patterns with meaningless little 'pieces'-simply,
the groundworkmust be done as groundwork-but by using a little in.genuity,
one' can awaken the child's natural enthusiasm. For example,
Michael and I would have 'contests'-See if you can playa oneoctave scale perfectly; see if you can spot a flaw before I do.
Then we had the marble trick. lance read that a great pianistmaybe De Pachmann-c-used to keep a little dish of pebbles on
the piano, and take one out each time he finished a certain exercise. We had no pebbles, so we used marbles; eight in a plate,
and one came .out when the drill of the moment was completed.
Then we added side interest! The exercise had to be not only
played, but played perfectly. One mistake-any kind of mistake-cand the taken-out marbles were' put back, the score was wiped
out, and we began an over again, A flaw in the eighth repetition
would mean sixteen exercises!"
"And then there was the mirror," put in Michael, remembering
the past. "To get the best sound, your bow must go perfectly
straight-direction,
you know. It's terribly important, especially
when you get to the end of the bow. Well, there was a time when
the bow wouldn't keep straight. I got careless, I guess... _ Then
I went before a mirror to practice, and when I saw how that bow
was sliding around, I straightened it in a hurry! It sometimes
takes a big jolt like that to wake you up. When something goes
wrong, I try to think out what causes the trouble before trying
to correct it: When you know what is wrong, and why, it helps
you more than just having someone tell you what to do with
your hands."
During the training years, moments of carelessness were a
sign that a vacation was due, and for a week Michael would be
excused from practice. The first day passed in high fettle. If the
family was in town, Michael would take long exploratory walks,
or tinker with the mechanics of radio (at which he is adept) ;
in summer, when they were at Calamian's camp, he'd go fishing:
The second day, then, he'd intersperse his fun with moments of
thoughtfulness. By the third day, he'd take up his voHin-not
to practice, just to play. The fourth day found him asking permission to go back to routine.
"Once," said Michael, "I practiced badly-really, it was awfulbecause I wanted to go fishing, so Mother said, 'All right, go
ahead.' And I didn't catch a thing. Next day, the same. Then I
got tired of doing nothing, and I practiced the best I knew howand what do you think? Right after, I caught two bass and a
perch !"
. "Musical fish, probably," said Mrs. Rabin.
"Because of the scales ... " grinned Michael.
The Rabine have no formula for inculcating musicality (as apart
from sound musical habits). "I may be wrong," says Mrs. Rabin,
"but I believe that genuine musicianship is definitely a matter
(Contin"ed on Page 52)

Donald Voebces, maestro of the Bell T ...I phone Or"'ith Michfll'1 Rahill
f~lr n brond-

ehcsu-a, ,·chcursing
east ullIleu1·.lncc.

A group of private

teachers

studying class procedures

under

DI·. Werder

nud Jilmes Reistl'up.

Here are words of wisdom on this allimportant subject from one who has had
mueh practical experience ill class teaching.
. ./

by Richard H. Werde,.

"I'VE

(above)
George
R~,bin (father),
(sister), and .Jeanne Rubin (mother)
family music making.

WOHKED harder at my teaching
this past month than I ever have," a
private piano teacher said to me after her
first few weeks experience with class piano
instruction. "Children in my beginning
classes enjoy themselves so much and work
so hard at their lessons, my private teaching is beginning' to seem dull by comparison," said another.
Statements such as these and the remarkable interest evidenced by parents and children in class work during recent. years
would seem to make it important for every
studio teacher to look into the possibilities of piano instruction of this type.
Accepted as a part of the modern music
curriculum by outstanding authorities in
music education throughout the nation, the
principles of group teaching-particularly
at the elementary level-are recognized as
being of special value to youngsters in
meeting the social and emotional demands
of the present-day home and school environment.
While those of us who have experienced
the emotional and educational rewards of
group teaching are apt to wax over-enthusiastic about its potentialities, it is by

liclltlcL
Bertin
gel together {or-

(below) ZillO Fvaucescutt! and
lichacl
Hobin jll-t
before tbei!' recent joint appearunee
on the Bell Telephone Hour.
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no means a cure-all for the piano teacher.
But just as private teaching has advantages which cannot be duplicated, so group
teaching, as it has been developed in recent years, has possibilities and advantages which cannot be obtained in the private situation. Group teaching, at first
thought, would appear to be merely an attempt to mass educate piano pupils with
the obvious inherent flaws and pitfalls
of mass education. This is not so, however: and the purpose of the next few
paragraphs is to explain to the interested
teacher the basic advantages and possibilities of this work.
Certain fundamentals of piano teaching
are generally recognized and accepted as
basic components of good music education.
First of all, musical performance general-

Dr. Wel·dcl" is the Db-ector of the Campbell School 'of Music in Washington, D.C.,
and is a member of the faculty of the Music
Department
of the Catholic University of
America. He is a graduate
of Columbia
University and is prominent
as a concert
pianist on the East Coast. He has lectured
and assisted in the organization
of piano
classes throughout the country.

ly, and piano playing particularly, is a
form of social and emotional self-expressian-for
the eight-year old as wen as
the concert artist and more important to
the youngster than the professional. As
such, teachers must present the principles
of piano playing simply and directly. The
initial desire of the child for such selfexpression must not be frustrated and
warped by dull technical obstacles at any
time during his first period of piano study.
Secondly, the basic functions of technique
must be recognized as few and easy to
teach. While every youngster's hand and
physical equipment varies somewhat from
every other child's, the basic elements which
govern the development of a solid technic
are in almost every case the same, with
varying emphases in individual cases. The
teacher who cannot present the fundamentals in an interesting way, relying' pri •
marily upon appealing piano pieces for
their presentation, is not doing justice to
her children. With these considerations in
mind, let· us examine some of the challenges which the private teacher, toying
with the idea of doing some class teaching,
(Continued on Page 62)
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The inspiring story of a 43-year
old band in a west coast city,
and what it means to the
citizenry of that city.

by Frank C. Clark
Eugcn

Municipal Band
ON SUNDAY,

March 23rd, the City of

Long Beach, California, in a gala concert complete with flowers, speeches, and
an unusual guest, celebrated the forty-third
anniversary of its world-famous Municipal
Band. It is surprising that a municipal band
should attain such longevity in these precarious times for musical organizations;
but what is especially amazing about the
City of Long Beach and what justifies its
jubilation, is the fact that its band has functioned without interruption,
on a full-time
basis, since March 1909. Long Beach points
to this record with pride, knowing that it
is without equal in the history of music.
Floral tributes and congratulatory
telegrams were the order of the day, but the

highlight was supplied by Director Eugene
La Barre when he presented as his guest,
the man who nearly half a century before

had started it all, Mr. E. H. Willey. lVlr.
Willey, now 73, lean and alert, the man
whose vision and initiative had conceived
the original Long Beach Municipal Band
and who had directed its first concert, took
over the baton. There followed an energetic
and faultless rendition of several numbers
taken from the band's initial program that
brought an ovation from the audience, the

like of which Mr. Willey probably
experienced

The Long Beac~ (California)

OOI'I'e

Extraordinary
had not

in all his years. Nostalgic

flowed freely.

Ln

tears

.

The program was a memorable
one, fittingly, for the occasion
was indeed great.
It celebrated the fact that this city of less
than 300,000 people, through the years that
have brought two terrible wars, a gnawing
depression,
and even a devastating
earthquake, has somehow managed to maintain
and support a major musical organization
at1~ to keep it functioning
on a" full-pay
baSIS. Almost unbelievable
is it that this
small city has been able tq muster the will
and the means to 'furnish to its citizens and
visit~rs daily band concerts of the highest
quality for 43 years.
Immediately
there
comes to mind the dual question: why did
the city go to such lengths to do this; and
how was it accomplished?
The why is answered by the fact that the
pioneer people of Long Beach came from
the midwest: parti~ularly
from Iowa. They
had been raised WIth and educated to band
music, so it was natural
that their esthetic
thoughts and tastes should turn to the COncert band for a medium of expression, They
wa.nte~ their ~wn band so that they could
enJoy ItS mUSIC and they wanted a band of

their own to put on display at f tive and
civic occasions.
they were enthusiastic
about their new city. so were they enthusiastic about its band. Pride dictated that it
should be one worth writing home abouL

And write home they did. Other eoastal
cities in CaUlornia
had good beaches, orange trees, and a share of congenial elimate, but none had a musical organization

in the least comparable
to the Long Beach
Municipal Band. It became the clinching
persuader

in enticing

relatives,

friends. and

neighbors from be k home. The hand became a tcur i t 'must.
t the concert pavilion they relaxed.
g ssiped, absorbed sunshine, and mellowed
in temperament with
the excellent
music.
They came to visit;

they heard;

they saw;

tbey liked it They

stayed.
Soon, in the vaults of the Long Beach
banks there was stacked
much gold, the
hard-won
gleanings
from the harvest fields

of the land of corn and plenty.
The Real Estate Dealers Association took
note; the Chamber
of Commerce. Kiwanis

and Lions Clubs, and the Apartment ~ou:e
Owners

Association

extended

blessings;

the ;\Iwlicipal

entrenched

as a prime

enthuSlasliC

Band found itc,e!f
economic

factor in
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Municipal Band with its director, Eugene La Barre, "cady fOI' one of its manr nppeueauces,

the life of the city. That is the story of
why Long Beach has maintained a band
for 43 years.
It is quite easy to explain how Long

propriate
music. A new admiral assumes
command of the Long Beach Naval District; a war-scarred
cruiser returns from
Korea. To these occasions the presence of

musicians, serving as a practical goal that
is wen worth working for. Its stimulating
influence is manifest throughout
the musi-

Beach has maintained
beginning the band's
met by direct property

the Municipal Band adds life and dignity.

The Educational
and cultural aspects of
the band are further attested by the fact
that ten of the younger members are natives

Civil service regulations
govern the employment of musicians. All hiring is done
by direct competitive
examination,
and
privileges such as sick leave, vacation time,
and retirement
pay are accorded every
band member. These good working conditions, unusual to the musician, make the
job exceedingly
desirable
and contribute
much to the excellence of the band. It is of
interest to note that all band members are
by choice affiliated with the American Federation of Musicians. This organization
has
always extended its whole-hearted support.
Never, in the long history of the band, has
there been an incidence of friction between
the bandsmen and the management
of the
city.
Mr. Eugene La Barre, the present director
of the band, succeeded
to office in the
fall of 1950, the sixth in a line of distinguished musicians who ha ve ruled the destiny of the band through the years. Before
him were Me. Willey, Osa Foster, Dr. Her·

of Long Beach and products of Long Beach

bert L. Clarke, B. A. Rolfe, and

schools. For the most part, these young
men received their instrumental
training
from band musicians,
becoming so proficient that they were able to win their jobs
in open competition
with instrumentalists
from the country
over. Thus, the Long
Beach Band provides incentive to young

ards, all of whom contributed
to the fame
of the organization
and whose wise guidance insured its perpetuation
Mr. La Barre came to Long Beach with
abilities
suited to the exacting require.
ments of the position.
Originally
serving as cornetist (Continued on Page 64)

its band. Since the.
expen~es have been
taxation. In accord-

ance with the City Charter

a levy of .0444

per $100.00 assessed property value is made,
the item appearing separately on each tax
bill under the heading "Band Tax." Every
taxpayer knows the exact cost of the band
10 him, no effort being made to conceal the
fact. Some idea of the value Long Beach
places on its band can be gained by con-

sidering that the band budget for the year
1952 is $168,000. That is a lot of money.
However, when divided by the population
of the city it amounts to only 68 cents per
person, small cost indeed for such a potent
publicity medium.
Even so, there are values greater than

gold. The intangible

effects of the band

upon the social, educational,
and cultural
life of the city are incalculable.
By these,
also, Long Beach is enriched.
Mayor Burton Chace desires a band at
the airport to meet an important
official
of the Government. Just the placing of a
telephone call to Mr. La Barre assures him
that one of the finest bands in the nation
will greet the dignitary-at
no added expense to the city. A fraternal
convention
gets under way at the municipal auditorium
to the accompaniment
of stirring and ap'
ETUDE-AUGUST
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A vast interurban
audience has been entertained daily for 22 years via broadcasts
or concerts over California
stations. This
good-neighbor policy has won man)! friends
for the city and added greatly to its weekend and holiday population.
Educationally,
the
broadcasts
have
proved very successful. Usin,g them as examples for emulation, instructors find them
an invaluable aid in teaching, and a pilgrimage to Long Beach to hear a concert
is an eagerly-awaited
event in the life of
many school bands. Requests for numbers
of particular interest to the students are
ways fulfilled, and invitation
to attend rehearsals, so that the band can be observed
under workshop conditions,
is generously
extended.

aJ-

cal life of the city.

J. J. Rich-
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Here's a teacher who found that

alteutively to muaic is to give them a llarl in
making it; which they do in their

TOY SYMPHONY

COllgl'cgatioll.::J1
of this al'ticle

ehul"ch in
dh·cclor.

j.s

by Adelaide K. Roeslein

THERE

grammar

. opportunity

ARE

many

schools

children

in

our

who do not have the

of playing

a

musical

instru-

ment. There are also quite Ilaturaliy many
who do not possess musical talent.
.
But: regardless
of musical talent of children, or the financial status of parents, all

children can and should be taught to listen
to good music. And by "'listening," I mean
thoughtful, intelHgent listening.
In my own experience, it has been found
that by far the best way to create not only
the ability but the wjJlingness, to 1isten
attentive1)~'to music is to give children a
part in it. This has becn done with all
grades through the sixth, by means of Toy
Symphony.
.
Although there has been 110opportumty
to try the experiment with boys of the

II
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To Those High School Juniors and Seniors

by

the best way to get children to listen

The Toy SympllOuy O.'chesln.l of the Community
Los Alamitos,
CalifOl"nia, nf which
Ihe aulho.·

phony is used entirely to teach, or bring
out, the expression of a musical number.
That is, the accents, the crescendos and
diminuendos,
the loud and soft parts, and
the staccatos can all be produced and emphasized
the Toy S)rmph.ony as an accompaniment
to some solo instrument, or
perhaps several.
It is putting it mildly to say that I have
found both practice work and the actual
presentations
mo t effective. ~~t only are
the children intrigued
and fascinated, but
the audience
have b en thrilled with the
performances.
both in th. auditori.ulll and
on the radio. \nd the children raking part
were all ab \'C th l:"
nd grade. thus provo
illO'
that rln ihm band instrum ntQcan be
a<i:.pl d lO ·Ihe
Id r children a well as
u ed for th
primnr i s. And the) listen
willingly and mtent lvely, ev 11 esgerly. for
the pr per I luce \\ her the)' ..hall, them,
selv C~. be -cme a port of the muei '.
In rezard
to lu-trum I1t .., the To)' lm·
o
phon)
ha
man)'
pO"Qihil~li.. I have
COlli bed the dim
st I' S for instruments of
sound and cfle t, such 8_ b b) rattles,
bells. ·ricket e, nod an thing el that made
a uois for \\ hich n use c uld be found. I
110\·0 houaht
round
lluloid baby rattles,
o
removed the raul
through tI lit in the
side and th n ill ..ertcd [ust rhe riglu amount
of rice or lin) p rbbl ., then lo-ed the slit
"'jlll S 'oh;h lap '. Thi .. J r \ idcd a unique
'·S\, i~h.
\\ ish" \\ hi ,h had a n \ I effect in
certain l) pes of music, especially panish
and South
\m ri nn c I1lpo..iti(JIl~. The
sound was ~im1l8r Lo that of lhe sand
block.
Bells of aH cl'll1<.'civable de~ riptions hare
been boughl-hi~
b lis. lillie bell,. high
tinkh- bell~, hraS'Sy clanging bells-and
each - had its 0\\ n place in a composition.
Somctimes
thc instrumenl..: were used
mo~tly to create atmo pherc, and'some·
times only to bring out c'\pr ..ion.
1ft here \\ a;:- a Slor)' behind the music,
we ~tudied and cli::cu
d that first. This.
in itself, was a mo~t inter "ling part of our
sludy. but it also helped u lo decide which
instruments
\\ ere the most appropriate to
use for atll1o~phere,
\Vhen we \,ere presenting a Spanish
number. we slre.;:';:-ccl the castane15 and rat·
lIe::. 1£ jt was: a Hungarian
melody, ~pe'
cially On the G~ p::.) ::.icle, \\ e u~cd a great
(leal o( tambourine
work. for a solemn
Indian
numher. particularly a \\ar dance.
\\'e brought in the "boom, boom') of a to)'
bas~ drum. ] f a clock was the ~ubjecl. \\e
introduced the re~oundjllg tap of the "'ood
block. If il was aboul the birds, lhe night.
ingale furnished
the clue. for a Chin~
number, we combined the \\DOdblock \fith
some sort of effect on a TO\~ :\dophone,
and sOll1etime~ used the trfangfes for a
chime effect.
It should ht" understood. bowe\-er, thai
in usinO' certain
instruments for alI110:"
phere,
choice f Continued on Page 56)

seventh and eighth grade~, J have worked
with girls of the~e grades and found them
110t only very much interested, but greatly
fasciliateel.
Far too jjttle material has been written
and published on Toy Symphony work. It
is important. rt can be maue to serve a
real purpose in bringing mu~ic to under.
privileged children and those who do not
seem to possess musical talent.
Before going any further, let u,~see what
Toy Symphony
is-or
rather, perhaps,
what my own conception of it is in regard
to the use made of it and the ultimate result or effect on the children. Although the
instruments are the same as those used in
the rhyt~m bands that are so much a part
of the kmdergarten
and lower {Trades for
teaching time and rhythr~l, the Toy Syrn.

The rOle of public school music educator
is not necessarily a bed of roses, but
there are many rewards for the sincere
worker not included in the monthly

pay check.

WHY

NOT
MUSIC?

by 1. LILIAN VANDEVERE
OUR PIANO PLAYING seems to draw
the crowd around you, and hold it
there. You can pour syrup over the latest
hit song, give out with Sweet Adeline for
the lads, or syncopate smartly. You go
around humming that queer little folk song
that the Glee Club picked up last week.
You turn on opera while you dry your
hair. You save up for that Prokofieff record.
You're always being roped in to help with
the Sunday School youngsters when an en·
tertainment is in the air. And still you say
that you don't really know what you'll do
afler High School!
Can't you see a whole strawstack point.
iug toward a possible career in music. Oh,
no-not the acrobatic arpeggios at some
vocal studio! Neither does it mean listening
to little Tommy as he blithely plays B with
one hand and E-flat with the other. The field
that offers independence, endless variety,
and vital contact with children is that of the
music supervisor, or, as she is now called,
the Music Educator.
What special qualifications will you need
for such work? Nothing elaborate, but there
are certain essentials, The first is a clear,
true singing voice. Nothing on the Patrice
Munsel style; just a voice that keeps· right
with the tune all the, time, and treats it
genlly.
.

Y

Next comes t4e "ability to play the piano
with a fair degree ,of ease and accuracy.
No brash boogie, but steady rhythm, and
bass notes exactly as they're written. Most
vital of all is honest enthusiasm for music,
and lastly, endless patience. It's shiny dimes
to a sugared doughnut that you can q.uaEfy.
If you've strummed a guitar, played in
the school band or orchestra, or sung in
a choir, chorus, or glee club, then you're
al,eady that much farther ahead on the
music road.
Does it mean years of grind, before you'll
be on your own? Not at alL But you'll need

a degree in Music Education after you finish High School. Many State Teachers Colleges, conservatories, and Universities have.
courses that will give you the training in
this line of work, and also the chance for
practice teaching. Some of these institutions
have summer sessions where you may shorten the time of training while enjoying your
vacation.
All such courses will include the Psychol.
ogy of Teaching, and Music Methods, How·
ever, you can stand these when they are
combined with conducting, choral training,
and class work with children. Besides, you
will enjoy working with other young people
who appreciate good things, and who find
their self-expression in music.
What are the prospects of a pOSItIon,
after you have taken such a course? You
want to know, frankly, whether it will be
worth the time and effort. If you have
shown yourself capable and \yilling to work,
there will more than likely be a position
waiting for you. In many of these schools,
heads of music departments or school board
members come visiting in the spring, to
interview promising
seniors, regarding
places that will be open in the fall. The more
promise, the better the place!
You won't nudge the present Director of
Music in Cleveland or Philadelphia off his
desk chair-not
the first year! You ~ay
land in some pin-point like R~aring Branch,
population 2604, salary $800. But right
there--at that very pin.point-you
may get
a grip on your work, a sense of belonging,
and a chance to be a real person in the community.
You'll probably have a finger in everything, from the Rhythm Band to a church
choir, but it will be fascinating work. By
the time you've got every last boy singing
in Friday assembly, entertained the P.T.A.,
and put on a Christmas pageant, you'll
wonder why you ever came so near to go·

ing home, the end of that first month. .
You'll have to win over some of the regular grade teachers who will regard you as
an upstart interruption of the sacred l'OUtine. They will raise the wail-"Eut
we
can't teach music!" You may have to take
over the class of Miss Blake, whose work
in reading is outstanding, but whose vocal'
music stopped with Because, and show her
how to teach the children a simple song,
You will take Nick, who sulks in the
southeast corner at assembly, and help him
to find the three or four sure tones of his
changing voice, and show him how to use
them as the bass of Old Folks at Home. Who
knows, maybe he and three other fellows
can get together with you, and plan a spe·
cialty number for the next assembly period.
You will have to produce ~es,!lts, stead·
ily and cheerfully, no matter whether the
Boys Glee Club meets al 8: 15 A.M. on Mon·
day, or 4:30 on Friday. The job is not nine
to five, but a continuous performance. You
will be expected to manage anything, from
preparing an Indian dance for Miss Mac·
Closkey's Second Grade to taking the brass
quartet to the next church supper.· Wellwould you rather type letters, juggle a filing
cabinet, or punch a switchboard from nine
to five, exactly?
Is there anything you can do, right now,
to get more background while you are still
in High School? There is so much that you
can do that you'll be lucky to get your reg·
ular home work done, and raise that C in
Math. to a B. Here are a few of the things,
all very possible. Your own gumption will
decide where and how.
At every chan'ce you get, play accompani.
ments. Grab a violinist, and hang on until
he gives you a chance to play with him. In·
stead of lounging over a soda "at the Dainty
Shoppe, get Nancy to go along home with
you, and play all the dUels you can
lay hands on. (Continued on Page 59)
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Build a Lending Library of Piano Music!

Wisdom from

An original idea jor developing sight-

A Master Virtuoso

reading ability on the part oj lJItpilsand what teacher would not be hapIJy
to have good sight-readers in her classes?

hy ROSE GROSSMAN

Now

The

noted

)lianisl,
holtling
Li~Y.t'. ",·ttlkinjt'8tiekt
in n Vt"'II('lillll IIlil'I·OI'. r hr- (I'UIII\' Or "'hieh
f'11~I'avefl hy flilllll(HHI.
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Some of the

li.l.l1ost COllUllOll

faulLs of young piau

are here discussed by the distingnished

T IS
the
young
to one

sometimes
useful to comment upon
most ordinary
faults to be found in
pianoforte
students as they occur
who is con stand y being asked to

listen to their playing.
First of all, I would mention their habit

I'

of playing pieces much too difficult for
their technical
capacity,
which fault gen.
erally ends in the humiliation
of the per~
former.
Many teachers
give their pupils
such pieces to study
are only possible
of proper performance
by a master,
and
allow them to play these without sufficient
prepa:-ation.
Then the pupil gets into the
had habit of breaking
down, slurring over
difficult passages, and generally deteriorating his technical
powers
in ·vain efforts
against odds too great for him. This very
pernicious
fault mostly arises from overambition on the student's
part and cannot
always be blamed upon the teacher.
The
student wishes to shine in some well-known
masterpiece
of great
difficulty and persuades
his professor
against
his better
judgment to allow him to learn it. Anyhow,
these ~cases of premature
ambition almost
always defeat. their own object and, by
causing over-strain,
over-anxiety,
and nervousness, prevent the student from doing
himself justice at all or making advancement to the degree that he should.

as

I

'I

0'.

by Mark Hamb ourg

Mar,k HalllbOlll'g

I

stud Itt

p ia u iat-p (laO'

The next error I hac e noticed is that of
learning
pieces much too quickly.
Music
for performance
should
be learned
slowly, dividing
it into sections
of from eiaht
.
0
t~ slx~een measures
at a time, thoroughly
digesting
thes.e before proceeding
farther,
?nd n~t dashmg
through
the whole piece
Il1 a slipshod
fashion.
Often I have found
that, when asked to repeat some measures
of the piece .the~ have been playing,
stu.
dents a~e qurte ~ncapable
of starting
anywhere HI the llllddle of· the music;
they
can only start all over again at the beginning o.r at an obvious
double-bar
repeat.
This IS I)ecause
they do not really know
~heir music inside-out;
tbe~r have learned
]t ?nly superficially.
If one really knows
a pIece well enough
to play it in public,
one should be, able to begin playing
it at
any· measure
III any
part of the music.
I
consider
this a most important
point
i
. ..
d
n
pIamsttC e lication.

Serious
students.
a a rule, also do 1I0t
give their attention
nearly enough to playing before people. They tudy, tudy. stud)',
and practice,
practice, practice, by themselves, or for their
own teacher, and find
they are getting
on beautifully;
and when
at last they have to play to a larger audience, the demon
of "nerves"
takes possession of them, and they go all to pieces. Of
course,
some people
undoubtedly
possess
more
temperament
for playing before an
audience
than others. But there is a large
element of habit in it, and the student who
acquires
this
habit
a soon a possible,
from constant
playiog
for people. gains a
confidence
and a mastery
of his means of
expression
which
cannot
be too highly
\'alued.
Another
thing I ha~e noticed with stu'
dents is that, while having their lessons, they
are so anxious
to keep on playiug that they
do not really listen (Continued on Page 51)
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THAT WE HAVE a lending
brary and it has become an integral
part of my teaching,
I cannot see how I
eyer did without it.
Like any conscientious
teacher, J try to
give my pupils as thorough
and enriched a
music education as I can. Our three-quarter
hour private lesson and one hour weekly
group meeting are devoted to the building
of a sound foundation
in theory, harmony,
ear-training,
sight-reading
and self-study,
as well as to the musical performance
of a
repertoire of pieces, and ensemble work in
the form of duets and two-piano
works.
The lending library was "an unexpected
result of my search for a good sight-reading method. In order
to include
sightreading without consuming
too much lesson
time, I had asked each pupil to come 15
minutes before her lesson and to use that
time to look over, away from the piano, a
piece] had set aside for her. Then, the first
thing at her lesson, she discussed the key,
signature, meter, tempo, repetitions and sequcnccs, general dynamics,
and otber interesting points in the piece. Then she played
it straight through for me. At least ten minutes of lesson time was used thus, and
sometimes even more. Although this method was producing
results,
some definite
flaws were becoming
apparent.
First of aU,
I frequently did duplicate work in my daily
job of setting aside appropriate
sight-reading materiaL Secondly, if sight-reading
was
having a good effect, so much more good
would be done by daily sight· reading. Fi·
nally~ and most important,
I found that the
children were actually afraid of new music.
I began to feel that an important
step
was being omitted.
Instead
of dividing
pieces into two categories:
teaching pieces
and sight-reaCling pieces, I decided there
should be three categories:
teaching pieces,
self-study pieces, and only then, sight-reading pieces. J felt that before I could expect
a child to read a new piece straight through,
1 ought to prove to her that, given all the
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time she needed: she could certainly Jearn
to playa
new piece without the help of her
teacher, if she had been taught all the pr'inciples that It included. And finally. that if.
it were easy enough, she could playa piece
straight through at the first reading.
So a system had to be created that would
include
sight-reading
and self-study,
and
yet take only about five minutes of the lesson time. That ]5 how our lending library
was started.
The library
was built in the following
manner. Each parent paid a library fee of
three dollars for the year, to which I added
a small sum. This money was used to buy
supplementary
piano material
(i.e. books
and pieces I did not intend to use in my
regular
teaching).
These
included
song
collections,
marches,
waltzes, book series,
duets, individual
pieces, and even popular
songs.
I then called a meeting of six of my
brightest
pupils,
selected
from the very
youngest through to the most mature, each
one representative
of a different level of
progress. They helped sort the material into
six groups, each group matching the selfstudy level of one of the six children present. Of course, there was much heated discussion~ but when we were finished we had
a library containing
music arranged in six
groups varying from the very simpjest of
beginner's
pieces to master series collec·
tions of pieces by Chopin, Schubert, Bach,
etc. At the suggestion of one of the children,
we decided to use colors to dislinguish
the
different
groups. We used yellow for the
easiest, then lan, red, green, blue, and fi·
nally purple for the most difficult. In the
upper right hand corner we pasted a oneinch strip of the appropriate
color.
Our next project was to prepare a Ubrary
card for each of my pupils. An index card
bearing
each pupil's name was ruled into
six vertical columns. Then his or her abil·
ity was carefully analyzed by me and I decided the highest level at which the child

could study by herself, easily. Thus if Mary
could study by herself
the pieces to be
found in the green group, her card would
have a yellow check at the head of the first
column, a tan check at the head of the
second column, a red check at the head of
the third column, and a green check at the
head of the fourth column. She could then
take out any book she chose from the yellow, tan, red, or green groups. Only when
enough lJrogress had been made, would she
be advanced to the blue group, and eventually to the purple group.
For recording purposes the books in each
group were numbered
from 1 through
to
the highest numberiu
each group. Thus. if
the red group contained
24 books. they
were numbered from 1 to 24.

The books have been graded, the children's levels of self-study
determined,
and
the library cards prepared,
our library was
ready to function.
For convenience,
1 had
a rack built with six compartments.
one
for each group. As each child came for her
lesson thal week I spent a few moments introducing her to the Library, her card, and
the procedures
to be followed. She was lo
come 10-15 minutes before her lesson time
(as in the previous sight-reading
method)
to browse through the Library.
She could
select any book from any of the groups
which matched the colors of her card. She
would then write in the appropriate
column
the number we had assigned to that book,
and after she had selected
her self-study
piece from it, would add its page number.
The following week I would hear this selfstudy piece. I would then place a check or
a "cross on her card next to the page nUI11ber and discuss any problems
that may
have arisen. A double check would indicate
an exceptionally
fine performance.
At the end of a few weeks when self-study
was well eSlablished,
we began to include
sight.reading
as well as self·study. We decided that a child whose self-study level was
green
should select her self· study book
from the green group
only, but should
choose her sight-reading
from the red, tan,
or yellow groups. (If she could not "keep
going" in the red group,
she should try
the tan, and, if necessary,
the yellow
group.)
In order to do both self·study and
5ight-readjng~ each pupil was permitted
to
take Otlt two (Continued on Next Page)
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Continued from Page 17

It is not so mucli tohether
library books weekly, henceforth.
As our library system now stands, each
child spends at least 15 minutes before her
lesson browsing through the library (and
quite a number come as much as 30 minutes early for that purpose), takes out two
books, one for sight-reading and one for
self-study. She works on one self-study
piece a week, practicing it every day, and
seven sight-reading pieces a week, doing a
different one each day. She knows that she
is to "keep going" in the sight-reading
pieces and to give careful, analytical study,
phrase by phrase, to the self-study piece.
During the weekly class lesson, we play
games that aid in chord recognition, interval reading, reading phrases instead of
individual notes, and recognition of repetitions and sequences as an aid to sightreading and self-study.
The progress made in note-reading, fingering, and counting in sight-reading has
been amazing, and we are beginning to get
some very profound questions and remarks
on the subjects of phrasing and dynamics
as a result of the self-study. There has also
been some spontaneous memorizing by
some of the children who had resisted it
heretofore, but who have to memorize now
because they would like to continue playing some of the pieces after the library
books have been returned. (Each book
taken from the library may be kept for only
one week at a time.) .
My pupil. had frequently raised the
question, "What grade am Iin?", and it had
been a tough one to answer. Now they can
answer it for themselves. If their librarv
card has three colors on it (yellow, tan and
red) they will summarize as follows: "I am
third level (red) in self-study, second (or
perhaps first) level in sight-reading, and
fourth level (green) with my teacher.
When 1 can do by myself the music in the
green level, that will become my self-study
level, and a green check will be added to
my library card. I will then be blue level
with my teacher."
The children feel that the library is their
property, and are both proud and critical
of it. One eight year old brought back her
tan (second level) library book, and
wanted to know why it had not been put in
the red (third level) group, since some
pieces in it were quite difficult. We settled
that by putting a red tab on it as well, so
that it now had two tabs-one tan and one
red. The child could choose the easier
pieces if limited to the tan group, and the
harder if she were in the red group. Other
suggestions have been made by children,
and wherever possible, have been incorporated into the library, to make the children
feel that the library is their project.
One of the unexpected reactions to the
library has been (Cont:nued on Page 58)
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a song has 2 sharps, 3·4 time, or what line or space
is "Do";

the important

thing for children

is to

LET THEM SING!
hy GRACE C. NASH
DO we have to talk about notes?
Why can't we sing songs?" asked
Eddie impatiently.
School children for several generations
have asked these questions, and justifiably.
I did when I went to school. And yet the
premise still holds that music 'should be a
joyous experience, one that relaxes and relieves the tensions built updur ing intensive
concentration. For example, after a series of
speed tests in arithmetic, open the window
and let them sing a few choruses of their
favorite songs. They'll be ready to tackle
the next subject with new energy. "That's
fine, but not this in a regular music period!
And why not?
Getting back to Eddie's questions, can
you remember your singing class in grade
school? Did it go something like this?
"Children, we have a new song to learn.
Turn to page 56. What is the time signature? How many sharps do you see? Where
is Do? Now we'll tap a few measures.
Ready, one, two, three. _ ."
By the time that was finished, who cared
about the song? Arithmetic or reading
would be much more fun. You longed for
the weekly music period to end, and you
dreaded the. thought of the one to come
next week.
Too 111an~teachers and music supervisors
feel their first obligation to the Board
of Education is to teach note reading in.
stead of music. And if they don't spend
most of the allotted period in syllable
work, they're open to criticism from both
the Board
and the parents. Yet progress
.
e
an d improvement
come only thr ou ah
change, despite criticism. ] ust as the pro~f
of the pudding is in the eating, a taste of
joyous singing given to children will cause
them to look forward to every music period.
If music were a major subject in the elementary schools, with a full period of it
each day, perhaps note reading could be
accomplished and still allow ample time
for singing enjoyment. But with the increasing scope of subject matter in the
enriched curriculum, there can be little
m?re than a ha~f period, twenty to thirty
mmutes for mUSIC,and this not every Hay.
Therefore, we have to choose. Will the
music period be given over to joyous sing"WHY

ing or tcd i u drudgery?
Parent,
do you want your children to
like music, Of to [Urn away from every
form of it?
One 10 k at our p nal institutions and
reforrnetor ics gi" s an an wer. An interest
in music during the early life of these
prisoner
might have aved them from be·
coming dclinquent and 8 menace to society.
But in the el m ntary grade where new
interests are £ und and cultivated, music
did not tou h them.
aturally not. What
fun was there in singing do-re-rni or counting three to a m a ure ? And lf cles music
was such a b rc and drudgery, then plariag
an instrument would be wor . 0) by pref.
erence, they join d rre t gang~.
We mufTed our opportunities. But let's
not continu
L
do o. in e there can't
be more time in the
hool day for music,
let's make the tm t of what we have. Put
a song in children's
hearts instead of a
knife in their belts,
Music is a language of the feelings.
It doesn't matter whether a song ha two
sharps, 3-4 or 5·2 time, or what line or
space is "Do." It's the rhyming words, the
exhilarating
tempo and the melody that
make it worth while. Let it be sung then,
not torn to pieces until it has no beauty.
It has been proven that people who can
sing together can usually work together.
It is the same with children in the classrOOI11.Frank and Joe were raising their
fists ready to fight when the music books
were passed out. "I'll beat you up good
after school," I heard Joe whisper. Then
the first song for the day was called. Jlit.'e
La Compagnie. It happened to be Joe's favorite. He couldn't
resist singing it. By
the third verse, both of them were singing lustily. Before the end of the period,
Frank and Joe had volunteered to sing
Jacob's Ladder as a duet in front of the
class. Their argument was forgotten. They
played baseball after school.
What kind of songs are best for children
to sing? I'll answer with the question,
~vhat kind of songs do children enjoy sing1I1g?
There is a wealth of folk-song literature,
from South African "Songs of the Veld,"to
Kentucky mountain (Continued on Page50)
I
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Hicburd
At the console of the organ
Radio Cily Music Hall,

Leibert

in

jJfaking The Organ Pay Dividends
From a conference with Richard Leibert, organist of Radio City Musi~ Hall.
As told to Myles Fellowes
at Radio City
R Music Hall, was organist
born in Bethlehem, Pa.
ICHARD

LEIBERT,

He first studied with his eminent cousin. the
late Dr. Frederick Wolle, founder and director of the famous Bethlehem Bach Choir.
Later he studied with Hans Roemer (piano)
and won a scholarship at the Peabody Conservatory.Since then he has taught himself.
At fifteen, young Leibert entered business,
selling newspaper advertising in Washington.
There he made friends with the organist of
the Palace motion picture theater, relieved
him while the gentleman went to dinner, and
ended by being appointed to the post on his
friend's sudden death. Through competitive
auditions he was engaged for Radio City
Music Hall, where he plays on the worId's
largest theater organ. He also broadcasts
several times a week over major networks,
and does extensive RCA Victor recording.

THE MODERN

ORGANIST bas at least
one thing in common with Bach j he
needs to make a living. Until recently, the
purely commercial possibilities of the organ
were so limited that organ-playing was considered more a labor of love. The appearance of the electronic organ, however, has
revolutionized the field, bringing with it
commercial outlets which, a few years ago,
would have been undreamed of.
The main factor that held organists back
was the lack of organs for practice. Either
you had to find yourself a church organ,
possibly wheezy, or you had to insinuate
yourself into a movie theater after one
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A. M. The electric organ has changed that:
too. Today it is entirely possible for individuals or groups to own their own
organs j the instruments are available,
ready-made, and they can be moved like
a piano. Indeed, many very active -organ
teachers have ten or a dozen of these
organs in their studios, placed in small
practice cubicles, either sound-proofed or
with each instrument wired to head-pieces,
allowing the player to hear without disturbing others. Now, all of this opens unlimited possibilities for making the teaching
of the organ pay dividends, both for the
teachers as well as the increasing number
of students.
It is my belief that most careers begin
in the home. In the arts, certainly, warm
home interest and encouragement form the
best basis for that enthusiastic and secure
approach that must lie at the root of truly
devoted life work. Now it is entirely possible for the home--the ordinary, average
American home-to
contain an organ. I
have known several families who budget
themselves an organ by buying a less expensive car and putting the rest of the
money into music. One of the ushers at
the Radio City Music Hall told me recently
thathe had bought himself an organ!
After the encouragement of a good home
start, professional opportunities seem to
come more readily-always
providing, of
course, that the organist has the musical and
technical abilities to warrant a career,-

but of this, more later. Serious young organists can find local outlets in such centralized places of public assembly as hotel
lounges, restaurants, theaters (where, by
the way, the organ is coming back, to a
certain extent, because of the smaller investment involved in an electric organ in
comparison with the costly pipe-organ of
past days), in railroad stations, department stores, in high schools and in various
civic auditoriums, where organ music contributes its unique charm. Many of these
places are beginning to install electric organs-and where they do not already exist,
enterprising young players have created,
their own opportunities.
I know of several organists whose business sense has guided them into interesting
work. They have secured for themselves an
organ, which they rent out, together with
their services as performers, for dances,
weddings, receptions, conventions, parties,
etc. Their earnings help to payoff
the
original outlay, after which it's plain sailing. The organist, as an individual performer, has at least this advantage over the
small orchestra: he can play whatever his
hearers enjoy, and, by an alert enlargement of his repertory, can provide himself
with most of the things people want to
hear. The small, non-professional orchestra
sometimes "goes to pieces" over request
numbers if all its members do not know
them. Not so the soloist with a memory!
(Continued on Page 20)
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Piano Lessons

ofa Piano'

We All Enjoy

Teacher

By PATTIE ALLEN

THEsystemTHIRD
have

GRADES in our school
been varying the usual
voice study program
by inu oduclng a
study of the piano.
This work seems to have aroused an unusual degree of iriterest in music. Jt seems
to be one of the 1110stenjoyable things we
have attempted from the way that the childrcn respond. The pleasure the boys derive
from playing together, some playing the
melody and others chording, has resulted,
according to their mothers, in their sons
wishing to take up again their outside
piano lessons, which they had dropped because of lack of interest. Such all impetus
we hope, may carry the love of music and
interest in it over into later Iife.
Cardboard keyboards and a small piano,
which can be whc~lcd from room to room
arc used.
The children start this work by learning
where middle C is on the piano; that is the
dividing line. Higher tones are up or to the
right; lower tones down or to the left. The
colors of keys are noticed. black and white
and the greuping is learn~d.
'
The note to the left of the three black
keys is F.
The children play F on the piano and keyboards, and find {lS many F's as they can.
They learn where D is with the aid of a
little rhyme:
"Hey diddle-diddle,
D's in the middle,
D~s in the middle,
Of the two black keys."
Thus, by casy steps in cOllnection with
playing, lctter names are learned. The
finger numbers are talked about, the thUlub
being one.
Soon syllables, letter names and finger
numbers are' used interchanO"eablv.
Easy pieces that can be played with five
fingers are introduced and the harp SOllO'
in ,<achkey~ do-me.sol.high do, played with
the' fifth finger of the left hand. "Then the
left hand is taken up, the finger numbers
are carefully observed.
Flatting and sharping a note is tauO'ht
with reference to something that they °al_
ready know. When their singing has been
flat, they know that it is too low so a nat
is a h~If-~tep. down. Likewise, \~hen they
sharp, It IS lugh, so a sharp is a half-step
J

o

Utilize the damper pedal often to reduce
the excess bite, and to allow the overtones
to bring roundness and richness to the
texture _•. Prokofieff and Bartok are especially susceptible to this treatment in spite
of their often harsh directions •.• If you
want your friends to enjoy this music with
you you'll have to 'round off the sharp corners and curve the harsh edges . . . You
will need to do this often, even if the composer directs otherwise.

Adventures

(Continued f ..om Page 19)

One young chap whom I know had a love
for organ playing, and determined to do
something about it. He bought an electronic
instrument, and then began scouting his
local territory for places to play. After a
bit of hard sledding-due
chiefly to the
surprise occasioned by the rather jaunty
notion of moving an organ about from
place to place-he secured a few dates of
the type mentioned. His engagements increased; he invested in another organ and
got more dates than he could fill; and
finally he found himself in the position of
a local organ impresario, hiring out his
instruments both with and without his own
services.
Another young man made his start by
learning how to repair organs, tried his
hand at reviving the long disused old pipeorgan in' his local movie theater, got a
chance to play it occasionally at performances, did so well that he was finally engaged· as regular theater organist, and
ended by earning enough to buy two electric organs which he rented -out.
Perhaps you have noticed that I have
spoken of local opportunities. Your home
territory is the best in which to begin.
Stay away from New York until you
have built up sufficient name value to make
New York want you. It is for this reason
that I have not yet spoken of radio (or
television) as an organ possibility. Radio
has two types of shows that use organs
and organists. One is the daytime serial,
which opens, bridges, and closes with organ music. The other is the solo person·
ality performer whose standing enables
him to carry a program of his own.
Both of these offer excellent chances-but only to organists who have already
proven their ability and are thus known to
the agents who engage talent. The chance
of breaking into New York's big radio
shows from a cold start are pretty slim.
The best way to break into radio is via
your own local station. Some of these stations have electric organs. Those which do
not have them might easily be amenable
to engaging the services of an organist
who can bring his instrument with him, in
the manner I have already mentioned. In
this way, your own community will hear
you~ near-by communities wiII become acquainted with you, and-if
you have the
stuff in you that the .big networks demand
-you will have started on your way to
more important engagements.
In order to stand even a chance of bigtime success, the organist requires a certain background of musical knowledge
and experience. It is quite possihle to
master the organ as one's first instrument,
but it isn~t a good idea. For good finger
technique, it iii much wiser to begin organ
work on the piano! (Continued on Page 49)
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up.
Chording seems to be specially njoycd.
The 1 chord, do-rue- 01-1·3·5, La-c is
taugh first and it alone w ill accompany
some of the easy fiv -finger melodies, one
chord to a mea urc. The 1 h rd, do-me-sol
is practiced in all keys.
Then the 5·7, ti-Ia-sol
hard, i introduccd to vary the I ch rd. Next, thc 4
chord, do-Ia-Ia i studi d. Finally, minor
chords are introdu ·cd. And so we progress
-lhc children alway singing as they play,
sometimes
yllable names, again Icttcr or
number names fin i hing with the words of
the song.
They learn while doing. W use the lollowing technique ill l a hiun new s ngs:
1. Tame the key of the song.
2. Say the rh) thm of the
ng-runwalk slow, etc.
3. Say words in rhythm.
4. The class or individual children say
the letter names of each line in the rhythm
of the song.
5. Singttho words of the song.
6. Sing the word and move the hand
up and down.
7. Sing the letter names of the notes.
8. Sing the finger names we have decidcd to use.
9. Play on the keyboards, singing the
words, note names, finger names.
10. Try to give each child within a few
days, a chance to playas lUuch or as little
as he can play of that particular song OD
the piano.
11. Determine chords to accompany it
by car.
12. Class sings while two or three children play the melody and chords at piano,
the rest on their kcyboards.
13. Let others try at Ule piano.
Shy childrcn who arc afraid to sing alone
arc just as anxious to play on the piano
as the more self-assured ones.
Children taking outside piano lessons
~re allowed to pia y for us occasionally duro
mg the opening exercises period. This acts
as a sort of challenge and stimulates cyeryone~s interest in learn.ing Loplay.
.We vary the work and do not ~tay at ODC
tlnng long enough Lo have the children re-turn to the same problem later. The alllount
of work covered is (Continued on Page SO)

"Different" pupils' Recitals,
OrganPlaying in Piano Studio,
Percussing, and other questions.

PIANO AND ORGAN

By GUY MAIER

"DIFFERENT"
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PUPILS'

IT IS A PLEASURE

RECITALS

to find more and
more programs of pupils' recitals that
are not a foot-and-a-half long, loaded with
lethal lists of unrelated solo pieces. This
year I have received some unique programs
from resourceful teachers ••• one, a program of Romantic Music, another called
"Music of the First Fifty Years of the
Twentieth Century," a Father and Son recital, and many others. One of the best was _
"An Hour of Ensemble Music," given by
pupils of Martha Baker (MacPhail School)
of Minneapolis. A program of true music
making, it consisted of such items as 1\110sart's Sonatina in F (four movements) for
one piano, four
hands; Mozart-Singer
"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," 2 pianos, 4
hands; Handel's Sonata No.3 for violin
and piano; Chasins "Period Suite" for two
pianos, and miscellaneous pieces by Bach,
Tchaikovsky and the lovely little "Andante
and Minuet" for two pianos by Mozart
(Maier) ... Many of these were played by
different teams joining forces for the various movements of the same piece _ _ .
What a happy time· those kids must have
had!
In such a recital the show-off and selfconscious elements are eradicated, the students play for the fun of making music together, and strain is considerahly reduced.
May -many other teachers follow Miss
Baker's lead J
I am convinced that it is much wiser to
eliminate formal~ miscellaneous pupils' recitals and to replace them by informal
monthly music-making in the studio. Make
a "party" out of it, play lots of ensemble
music, use notes, have parents play with
children . • . anything but those horrible
long-drawn.out solo recitals in an audiETUDE-AUGUST
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tor ium . __ I shudder every time I receive
one of those programs!
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This 'winter, quite unexpectedly, I attended one of those delightful evenings
of ensemble music when, unannounced, I
dropped into' Mrs. Arzella Huntsberger's
studio {Pittsburgh, Pa.) whose students
and parents were making music together.
The surprise of the evening was the fact
that every student played at least one number on the piano and one on the electric
organ • • . This was done sometimes in
ensemble with the other instrument or as
a solo.
Then I learned that the last 10 or 15
minutes of each piano lesson is given over
to having "fun" on the organ. _ . Interest
Is white hot! All the playing on piano or
organ was musical, happy, relaxed. I am
sure that other teachers and students would
enjoy the freshness of the organ colors
after their piano workouts. Besides, through
a project like this you would surely hold
the interest and enthusiasm of your students . _ . It might be a boon to your
pocket-book, too!
PERCUSSING
W-hen will pianists realize that they cannot play Prokofieff, Stravinsky~ Bartok and
other contemporary composers of the percussion school with hard, driving, unyielding pounding? After a page of such treatment t.he hearer's aural perspective is
deadened, his ear-freshness killed. From
then on the piece becomes torture. You
must learn how to take the "cuss" out of
percussion. Often play less sharply staccato
with fingers and hands in key contact, reduce fortes to mezzo fortes or even mezzo
pianos, find the spots which respond to
quieter, and more lyric treatment, avoid
more than one or two fortissimos in a
movement, and above all remember that
effective, endurable piano playing is the
result of mixing consonance and dissonance, percussion and non-percussion, soft,
pastel shades with sharp, flaring colors.

HAND EXPANSION AND
CONTRACTION
A good pianist must cultivate a "rubber"
hand which not only moves sideways from
the wrist hinge almost as easily as it moves
up and down but expands or contracts instantly to fit the- size and shape of the
phrase-group it is required to play. Passages are more easily mastered if the
player is constantly on the lookout to adapt
his hand size to the phrase or cluster-size
. .. You can test this by practicing the left
hand of Chopin's Prelude in G Major (No.
3) or the right hand of the F Major Prelude
(No. 23) ... keep the hand quiet as pos,
sible .•. First, shape your hand over the
group of notes to the 1"':\; then play it
rapidly, and instantly reshape the hand
over the next group; play it, etc....
the
"rubber" in your hand contracts for closeinterval groups, expands for wider ones .••

DO YOU TEACH LIKE THIS?
In one of Thomas Wolfe's letters I found
this:
"During the years Mrs. Roberts taught
me she exercised an influence that is inestimable on almost every particular of my
thought and life. With the other boys of
my age I know she did the same. We turned
instinctively to this lady for her advice
and direction, and we trusted to it unfalteringly."
- SOME QUESTIONS
In my dasse~ students are encouraged
to answer questions-some
of them of the
"trick" variety-in
a flash. Here are a few
answers they all know:
Q. Of what do you think first when you
press down the soft pedal?
A. Of strengthening my fingertips in order
to control the soft quality and to prevent fade out.
Q. What is your first reaction to a crescendo sign?
A. To play softly.
Q. Which note should you ':bring out"
when you play broken octaves, the up·
per or the lower?
A. Neither! .•• that's why the composer
has broken the octaves.
(Continued on Page 58)
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otion? Should l liire (l,. bill collector? Please
anstoer soon. Thank you..
E. M., Oregan

Teacher's
Roundtable
MAURICE DlJMESi\IL, Mus. Doc., discusses Credit or no Credit
and gives information
ISAAC ALBENIZ
• In the ETUDE oj September 1948 you
wrote a paragraph concerning Albeniz. I
and some oj my friends are very much interested in his works, but we know very
little aboiu his lI:fe. I have looked in the
music department of our public library but
have found no biography ·of him. Could
you, enlighten rftc somewhat about this
genial composer who has expressed so pTOJoundly the soul o] the Spanish people. I
will appreciate it immensely and I thank
you verx much in advance.
I. P. D., Cuba
It is gratifying
to find that since that
paragraph was written the name of AI·
beniz has made considerable headway in
this country. Mostly due to recordings one

hears now fragments from the suite "Iberia"
on recital programs. For many years, of
course, the Tango in D and the Seguedille
were among the most popular examples of
Spanish piano music. But their elegance,
brilliancy, or charm could hardly foretell
the magnificent achievement of the capital
work which in t\\;elve numbers discloses, as
.you rightly say, the soul of the Spanish
people.
Albeniz was born in Camprodon, province of Gerona, on May 29, 1860, which
makes him a contemporary
of Debussy,
horn two years later. He died in Cambo,
Southern France, on May 13th, 1909. AI·
though he did not reach the half century
mark, his life was one of tremendous artistic intensity. Once a child prodigy, he fulfilled the hopes of those who already saw
in him the future master of color whose
musical evocations of Spain would bring us
a clear vision of that picturesque and passionate land, realized in poetic or vehement
pages which fill one with nostalgia. He was
a great traveler and gave recitals by the
hundred in various countries, sometimes
with scarce financial reward but always
with great artistic success. His last years,
however, were marked by a great sorrow:
despite the admiration of such musicians as
Debussy, Faure, D'Indy, Dukas, and his fellow countrymen Granados and De Falla,
"Iberia" failed to attract the concert pianists' attention. Very few were those who
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about Albcni«
featured any of its numbers on their programs. Moreover, an incurable disease cast
a gradual shadow upon his former ardent
optimism.
When Albeniz passed away after months
of great suffering he was surrounded by his
wife, sisters, and brother, who throughout
his life were like guardian angels watching
over him and encouraging him in all phases
of his tormented career.
Since you are a citizen of that beautiful
island of Cuba and Spanish ie your native
language, may I point out to you and other
Albeniz admirers in Latin America the remarkable book "Albenie, su vida- inquieta
y ardorosa," recently published by Ediciones Peuser in Buenos Aires. The author
Michel Raux Deledicque, draws for us a
fascinating portrait of the maestro, with
splendid documentation and penetrating insight into the atmosphere of the period,
musically and otherwise. It is a book that
will be enjoyed by the layman and the lllUsician alike, and it fills the need for an au.
thentic and exhaustive biography dealing
with one of the most attractive personalities
music has ever known.
CREDIT, OR NO CREDIT?
• After several years of teaching piano in
my community, I sluldenl-y scent to be dealing with some people wh~ 'Want lessons but
are reluctant to pay for them. When people
contact me for lessons I explain my terms
and usually charge for jour lessons in advance. Tlu:s plan works fine for the first
two or three payments. Then when the next
one is due the plt pil arrives for lesson
minus payment, with an excuse. In some
cases t1.4JOor three lessons are taken and
still no payment is made. By that ·time I
ha,ve s.en.t lhe parents a reminder that pay_
ment ~s due or past dne, but they ignore it
and when the pupil COmes for the next lesson I inform them I cannot continue the
lessons unless payment is made. In this
case the pupil stops coming and I still do
not get paid.
I do ~wt know how to cope with the
above. It T send a bill they just ignore it.
If I telephone they say they will send the
payments, but they don't. Wlwt can I do?
Do you know of some solution to this situ.

illy .•• My ... Troubles, troubles ...
troubles! This is really an unusual situation. All teachers have problems of this
kind, but they are exceptional and with a
little discipline they are easily ironed out.
H I were you, I would bring up the subject as soon as the parents appear lor an
interview. Tell them that absolute punctuality in the pa yments is expected; that
it is a rule of your studio; that no lesson
is ever given without being paid lor; and
that if a pupil comes without the money it
is the custom to send her bock home and
come again with it at another time. If this
is enIorced it s It ""cts around t Wit and
people will not try t take advantage. If
you act weakly, th y willtakc a Ivantage.
I don't think you
uld inter st a collecting agcn y in . uch small amounts, for
they usually w rk on percentage; or the)'
would charge a minimum I e which would
absorb mo t of the m ney. But I would
not hesitate to fY and see the parents. Do
not call up, for a pleasant voice may sound
gruff over the wi r , and this wire is unable
to transmit a grnci us smil . Instead, go in
person and be ready to "Ince the music"
courageously.
Now let's inject a liul humor into the
situation. Remember the barber who posted
a sign saying "Tomorrow
T have eratis?"
Of course it we alway tomorrow. \Vhat
about "Tomorrow
I teach grati ?" And
this, gleaned recently
in one of those delightful Hamburger
stands which arc such
a boon to us weary 111 tori ts: "Your lace
looks good, but [ can't put it in the cash
register."
Cou.ldn't thi be changed to "I
like your looks, but they won't settle my
grocer's bill?" Then there is thi quatrain,
a real gem I think, and probably the mo,t
suitable of all:
SOME PAY WIlE
D E.
SOME OVERD E.
SOME NEVER DO
HOW DO YO DO?
All of which would be far better than
some formal, stiR sign such as U 10 credit
extended here."
Why not try? It might turn tbe trick.
Let me know the outcome, and good luck
to you!
ON GRADES,
AND ~ROGRESS
• How many grades are there in nw.sic?
Is. there any set form, of progressin.g in
pwno lessons? One of my pupils asked me
the above questions. Thank you.
H. C. L., North Caralina

Your pupil's questions camlOt be an·
swered with precision, for the grading dif·
f~rs fro.m one country to aoother, and sometlm.es ill the same C01.lUtry. But in the
Umted States the Presser,
Dilson, and
(Continued on Page 59)
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QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS

ner," by Alexander Hunt; "Tohaikovsky,"
by Waldo Mayo; and "Or ieg," and "Paganini," both by Lillian Day.
I wonder if your children might not also
enjoy reading the "Junior Etude" page of
the ETUDE.
If the children who come together are
about the same age or the same stage of
advancement, would it not be feasible to
spend part of the time teaching the two or
three together? You could cover such things
as basic technique, knowledge of scales,
keys, and so forth, and give some instruction in musicianship, covering such items
as ear training, music structure (phrases,
periods, etc.) and have the children do
some simple composing. Children love to
work in groups: find much stimulus from
one another, and often do far better than
when working individually.
R. A. M.
IT ISN'T

Conducted by KARL
W. GEflRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictiona.ry, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College

MUSIC MAGAZINES
CHILDREN

AND BOOKS

FOR

• I have some pupils who come at the same
time for their music lesson. Can you give
me the name of a child's music magazine,
or suggest some way to amuse one while
the other has his lesson?
A. fl. C., Kentucky
There are two little magazines, one
called Keyboard Jr., and the other Young
Keyboard Jr., which I believe are .about
what you -are after. They are both issued
monthly from October to May, and are
both published by Keyboard Jr., 1346
Chapel Street, New Haven 11, Conn. These
magazines contain articles about music,
performers, conductors, and so forth.
There are many excellent books about
music, written especially for children, and
you might find it worthwhile to buy -a fe\,'
of these, or to get some different ones from
time to time from your public library. A
'erie' by Opal Wheeler and Sybil Deucber
is especially fine. This series includes a
good many titles, such as ~'Handel at the
Court of Kings"; "Ludwig Beethoven and
the Chiming Tower Bells"; "Franz Schubert
and his Merry Friends"; "Joseph Haydn,
the Merry Little Foster, and His Little Dog
Tray"; and many others. All are published
by Dutton Co. The print in these books is
large, illustrations many, stories well-\\lfitten, and the musical selections simple and
correct. They are appropriate for children
in the school grades of about four to seven.
Some other good books are "Silent Night,
the Story of a Song," by Hertha Pauli;
"John Philip Sousa, the March King," by
Mina Lewiton; "Palestrina,
Savior of
Church Music," by Charles Angoff; "WagETUDE-AUGUST
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ON THE

KEYBOARD!

• I am now learning to play M akrguciia
by Lecuona, and I find that in the twenty[ourtli measure from the end, the lost note
of the measure is high C-sharp, six spaces
above the staff, and it is also marked Bva.
This C·sharp is not on the piano, and I
wondered if it would be better to play the
C-sharp as it is written, without the 8va
sign, or just to play the highest note on the
piano, even if it is Cvnatural.
E. F., Indiana
1 have consulted two different copies
of this piece, both published by Edward
B·Marks Music Corporation, one numbered
9677·6, and the other 9677-7. In the copy
with the lower number the C-sharp about
which you ask is not marked 3va, but it is
in the other- copy. ·Why this discrepancy
exists I do not know, but obviously the note
should be played without the 3va sign.

R. A. M.
PLAYING

WITH

cause." However, I will go just a little ferther in your case and tell you that one's
emotionality-like
one's general intelligence
-depends partly on what one inherits from
one's parents, and partly on what happens
during one's early life here on earth. J list
why you are as you are I do not know,
but I can tell you that you are a product
of some combination of heredity and environment; and because no one else has ever
had your particular combination of qualities and traits, therefore you are different
from anyone else who has ever lived. This
is what makes life interesting, and even
though you may not be able to do some of
the things that other people of your acquaintance do, yet you in turn are undoubtedly able to do certain things that some of
them cannot do. So to at least a certain
extent things are evened up, and I hope this
may be some comfort to you.
K. G.

EXPRESSION

1 began taking piano lessons when I was
.twelve and have been at it ever since, but
after fifteen years T still cannot seem to
play with expression. Why is this, and what
can I do?
R. D., New lersey
Playing tvith expression is not just a
matter of performing music· at the right
tempo or according to the dynamics marks
in the score. It is a matter, rather,.of feeling
the music-its
gaiety and exuberance: or its
pathos, or its warmth of affection. The
tempo and dynamics indications in the
score are of some value of course, but the
one who plays or sings must feel and do a
great deal more than merely to follow such
signs and directions.
People vary greatly in their capacity to
~'feel," and they seem to vary even more in
their ability to externalize their feelings and
emotions. You ask me the perennial question: "Why?" And I reply with the perennially unsatisfactory answer that older people so often give to younger ones: "Be-

HOW TO ORGANIZE
CLUB

A COLLEGE

CHORAL

• I am a junior in a small church college
which has a good music deportment and is
now giving a bachelor's degree. My majors
are Piano and Organ, and some of the
other students and also the members of the
music faculty would Like to have a choral
organization on the campus. Will yon give
us some suggestions and information concerning going about such an enterprise?
G. B.. Arkansas
I cannot of course give you any specific
directions, but here are some general suggestions: (1) Consult the college calendar,
choose a time when no major event is
scheduled, get permission to use a large
classroom or the college auditorium, and
write out a clear announcement to be read
at chapel. Put up an announcement on all
bulletin boards also, this perhaps beginning as follows: "Are you interested in
having a choral club on our campus? If
so come to ---,
--night at --,
and let's talk it over." (2) Plan the meeting carefully. If any community song books
are available, begin by asking the group
to sing several well-chosen songs, with
plenty of variety in the material. (Be sure
to have a good accompanist available.)
After this, state that a number of students
would like to have a choral club, and that
this is a meeting to get such an organization
under way. Ask for suggestions concerning
a name for the organization and give them
plenty of time to talk it over so that they
will feel that this is not your organization
but their's. After about half an hour tell
them that you think it might be well to
elect officers-perhaps
a president, vicepresident, secretary, and treasurer. Ask for
nominations from the Aoor-at
least two
for each office. Sugge,t tactfully that per·
haps the officers ought to be given the
power to choose a director, an assistant director, and two accompanists. Close the
meeting with another song if there is time.
Good Luck!
K. G.
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ORGANIST'S
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Elementary Study of the Pedal

THE INTERMEDIARY
NOTE

Facility in organ. pedaling

IN

is just as important as manual dexterity

From

a conference

with

As told to Annabel

rfHE

PEDALS

SETH

Comfort

are that special depart.

in 1450, of which the keyboard, having a
of something

over' two octaves is

played with the feet, and has keys of a
shape suited to this purpse. The true function of the pedals is to supply to the organ
manuals an independent
or obbligato bass

part.
To employ the pedals as a mere strength.
ening part,

or to make them serve only a

bass drudgery, by doubling the manual bass
in the octave below. is a misuse, and shows

such poverty of i~lvention that it ought
to be avoided in. all good organ playing.
The modern exponents resort to it all- too
often. There are some occasions when this

use of the pedals is impressive and justified; but these occur only in accompaniments, especially in Masses, chorales, and
hymns; never or very rarely in polyphony
or in independent organ music.
The first step is to learn how to sit at the
organ. Sit far enough back on the bench,
so that the feet rest lightly on the pedals
without playing, and they should rest on
the middle of the pedal board. Don't rest
the body on the pedals, or let it fall forward, as this will put too much weight on
the pedals.
The leg and the knee should be kept as
quiet as possible. In the old time pedal
action, the resistance was greater; but in
modern pedal technic, and our present day
electric action, it is not necessary to use the
leg or the knee. The ankle, heel, and toe
movements alone are sufficient on the pedals, and these should be as relaxed as
possible.

Similarly, the fingers move on the hinge
from the hand, (the second j oint of the
fingers is the hinge) in the same way that
the ankle moves from its hinge.
A beginner should start simple pedal
exercises on the white Dotes, or diatonic
notes of the scale. I generally ask my
pupils to place the toe on C, and the heel
on D. They must use a precise, crisp mo-
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SHIFTING

BINGHAM

ment of the organ invented by Bernard
compass

FORUM

Seth Bingham
tion of the toe and the heel, and oscillate

back and forth between the two white notes
a number of times. The next step is to
pivot 011 the heel while holding D, and
bring the toe over to E.
This rudimentary
exercise would be
played like this, C-D·C·D·C·D-E.D·E·D·E.
(The D is held down with the heel while
the toe pivots over to E). The object of this
exercise is to develop a legato touch, and
the pupil should strive for this touch from
the start.
This pivoting on the heel and toe should
be continued on up to the middle range of
the scale, as far as G above middle C.
Let us consider the normal position of
the feet on the pedals. The heels should be

Seth Bingham. distinguished organist and
composer, was a pupil of Gullmant, Widor
and d'Indy. He is at present a faculty member
at Columbia University and Director of music
at Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church New
York City.
'

by Harold Berkley
in and the to
out. 1 always tell my pupils
that they sh uld play "knock-kneed" instead of "how-legged,"
"hen th } are play.
ing at the upper or lov ver end of the pedal
board. Don't attemj t to keep the foot Oat
on the pedal. Throw th knee "in" which
will pull the oul r dge of the foot oITthe
key. ] fin 1 that women do a better job
of this than m n. Most of the contact with
the pedal is with th inner edge of the foot,
This principle of k eping pedal contact
with the inner edge of the foot can be
carried from the bottom of the pedal board
to the middle of it, and it little beyond,
and I feel that anyone should be able to do
this.
.
Having accomplished
the "feel" of the
left foot going up the pedal, "the descent
should be made the same way. Suppose in
the beginning, we use C-D-E-F, and the toe
has gotten as far 85 F _ The heel is OD E.
We will use E as the pivot, as the foot
is starting back down to C.
The exercise will b. played like this,
F-E-F-E-F-E, pivot on E. and go back 'with
the toe to D, and then the toe and the heel
will play D-E·D-E·D·E and so ou.
If the left foot must go higher, this
principle would not be followed, as you
would turn to the outer edge of the feet.
However, this would be the exception, as
the right foot general! y takes care of the
upper territory of the pedal board. Having
completed the slow trill with the left foot,
begin at the top of the pedal board, with
the right foot. With the toe on the top C,
and the heel on B natural, we pivot on B.
and the toe goes to A. You play C·B·C·B·
C·B·A·B·A·B·A, and take the accented note
with the toe. because it is the most natural
way. Using this same principle, work your
way down the scale.
Begin each day with slow practice.
Eventually, the student will become proficient with pedaling
in these ranges.
As he masters a steady legato rhythm, he
may take this same exercise and speed it
up; but not until (Continued on Page 53)
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rather the result of the kind of practice you
have been doing. Your desire for a more,
fluid vibrato undoubtedly sprang from an
inner concept of a more even flow of tone.
This concept subconsciously
influenced
your bowing technique, which reacted as
one would expect it to. It is the same old
story: If you have a vivid ideal of what
you want and strive for it, you will attain
it, or nearly, if your basic technique is
sound.
I have frequently found your idea to
work well in reverse; that is, practicing for
a smoother change of bow will often improve the continuity of the vibrato. In
short, working for vibrato improves the
tone, and working for tone improves the
vibrato.
With

"... 1should much appreciate it if you
would clear up for me a question in regard
to shifting. It concerns the iiuermediocy
notes to be played when practicing shifting
exercises. 1 am. enclosing several exercises
-can you tell me in which of these es>
omples the intennediary
note is correct
and in which it is incorrect?"
-Miss M. B., Kansas

,

Ex. A

Ex.D

(bI

Ilre'M

I.

t

r '¥if
Ex.C

Ex.D"..--;--..

Iv I;'~"'tE

P

I

A sIr.

You ha-ve brought up a rather ticklish
question, one upon which no sizeable group
of teachers is likely to come to complete
agreement. The proper use of the intermediate note is a fertile subject for debate
whenever teachers get together. No one person's words will settle the question, so all
I can do is to give you my own ideas.
In my opinion, the system used in Ex.
B is much superior to that in Ex. A, mainly
for the following reason: if the pupil has
acquired the habit of shifting upwards with
the third finger, he will have the tendency
to make a little upward flick even when he
is trying not to sound any intermediate
note. The effect will be something like Ex.
E; and it is decidedly unpleasant. On the
Ex.E

~

r.

"

~i':'S
VI

other hand, the shift as in Ex. B is much
easier to make soundlessly, and even if it is
slightly heard the effect is much less annoying than that of Ex. E.
One important fact must be kept in mind,
and that is the distance the shifting finger
must move. It should be the shortest possible distance. For example, even if the shift
in Ex. B were in the key of B flat, the first
ETUDE-AUGUST
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finger should still shift from B natural. See

To Rosin

A letter came to me recently from R.

J.

Z., Missouri, regarding rosin and its use.
Mr. Z. asks no questions, but merely tells

Ex.F

Ex. F. The same principle applies to the
shifts in Ex. C, where the first finger should
be forward on E sharp, and Ex. D, in which
the first finger should move upwards a halfstep while the D is being played, so that
it is ready on -C sharp to make the shift to
the E.
It is often not real ized that a change of
position is made by the same finger, either
the beginning finger or the ending finger,
and that the intermediate note is also made
by. this finger. This principle should be
kept in mind during the study or teaching of shifting.
A word here to the wise-and
the unwise !--concerning
the use of the intermediate note. As an auxiliary means of
study in learning the distances between
the positions, and for the development of
correct muscular instinct, it is an immense
help, but its use in performance is altogether objectionable. Although some wellknown artists allow themselves the privilege of using it in an endeavor to obtain a
clinging portamento, it never fails to lower
the artistic standard of the passages in
which it is used.
Vibrato and Change of Bow
" ...
Does the development of a continuous vibrato help to develop a smooth
change oj bow in cantilena playing? ...
While working to obtain a more continuously even vibrato 1 have found that my
control of the bow change at jrog and point
has improved considerably. Do you think
that this result is individual with me or
could it be applied as a general teaching
principle? ... "
-Miss M. L., Connecticut
What has happened
not at all an isolated

Regard

to your bowing is
phenomenon, but

some of his experiences and implies that
explanations would be welcome.
He comments on the "clouds of rosin
dust" flying around the violins of his fellow students, and wonders if they had been
using too much rosin. Probably so, and
quite likely it was of an inferior brand. A
cheap rosin is always dusty: even a small
amount applied to the bow seems to be too
much. But most young violinists have the
habit of applying rosin too lavishly. There
seems to be some thought that if a little
rosin is a good thing, more is better. This,
of course, is not the case. If a superior
brand is used, and the bow hair is in good
condition, very little is necessary to keep
the bow clinging to the string 'for an hour
or so.
It will interest Mr. Z. to know that the
following method of applying rosin is more
or less routine with most experienced violinists. The bow is placed firmly on the
cake at the frog and four or five short
strokes are taken; then the bow is drawn
slowly to the point, where a few more
short strokes are made; the Up bow is
taken, again slowly, back to the frog. This
process is then repeated once. By this time
enough rosin should be on the hairs to last
for an hour's playing. The secret is the slow
drawing of the bow: this is what causes
the hair to pick up the rosin. Those players who like to send the bow flashing
backwards and forwards will generally succeed in polishing the rosin, but not in
getting much of it on the bow-hair.
·Mr. Z. has probably noticed, though he
does not mention it, that another habit of
inexperienced players is the rubbing of the
rosin on the bow-hair instead of just the
opposite. The only satisfactory method is to
hold the rosin firmly in the left hand and the
bow in the right in playing position, then
to proceed as suggested above, drawing the
(Continued on Page 52)
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Is
Teaching
Music
an Art
or a
Business?
by

ESTHER
RENNICK

I STUDIED

music as an 3rt and started
teaching it as a business. However, the
first few years I taught,
I thought
of
my profession
only in terms of art. It
took the prodding
of my pupils to make
me realize that my aims were too high
pjtched, many of my efforts misspent, and

my attitude of "art for art's sake" practically congealed.
Three years after I started
began to question my attitude,

teachjng
I
determina-

tion, and procedure. I still believed that
my noble intention
of helping create a
nation of master musicians was right, but
my methods didn't seem to work. My pupils
didn't stay with me long enough to become
master of anything.

I had studied with a German Professor
of the old school who divided music in two
classes: good and bad. ff you didn't teach
the classics, only the classics, you were
a bad teacher_ "Teach your pupils to
read notes, keep time, and .observc all.
expression marks," he had said to me.
"Then give them the classics, give them
only the best from the very beginning,
never deviate."
Emphasizing his next words by pounding
on top of the piano, he continued, "If
you'll do that, you will build an enviable
reputation as a great teacher."
Looking back it seems strange that I
didn't realize the musical limitations, investigate the background, or care about
the personal preferences of my pupils.

This piece of nigld-musio· is one of the loveliest lyric expressions
of Chopin. It requires all the nuance._and sin~ing tone the p.ianist
can command. In order to create the poetic atmosphere
necessary
to a musical interpretation
of this composibon,'app.ly
a llbe~al
amount of rubato but do not sentimentalize
the sweet purity of the melodic ideas. Particular
a t t e nt ion should be paui to var ymg
the tre.atment of the first two-bar phrase which is repeated
throughout
the composition.
Grade 6.

Here's good sound aduice
from a busy teacher whose pupils helped

FREDERIC

Nor did it occur to me that most of my
students would use their music in sorority and fraternity
jam sessions; church
affairs, and social gatherings.
J had a
single track mind with an all-absorbing
purpose. My teacher training began when
T learned from one girl the vital necessity of recognizing the ceiling of ability
in my pupils. Nettie was the emancipator
ill my third year of teaching. I had never
compromised with my traditional classic
approach to teaching music. But Nettie
was unimpressed.
She hated scales, exercises, and little pieces designed to promote artistic performance. Nettie was about
as artistic as a donkey. She was beginning
to hate music, the piano, me, and her
papa who was making her take lessons.
One day Nettie's father came stalking
into the studio with her. "I'm Nettie's
papa," he said not too friendly, "and I
come to tell you that I sent Nettie here
to learn to play church music. I lead
the singing and I want that Nettie should
hc ahle to help me." Nettie beamed as
her papa handed me a hymn book and
hacked himself out the studio door.
I didn't have a large class because the
depression was on. Nettie's papa was my
one prompt-paying patron. I couldn't afford
to let her go. I opened the hymn book
and looked at the shaped notes and queer
titles. Nettie turned to a certain page and
said: "I want to learn this one first."
It was, I've Been Washed in A River oj
Blood, with a real stomp-down tune, designed for swaying, jerking and clapping.
I played the hymn and sang the words
with Nettie doing the alto off pitch. ,,"Then
we finished I said, "That's a gruesome-·
sounding hymn if I ever heard one." Not
knowing the mcaning of gruesome, Nettie
agreed.
After that, Nettie came to her lessons
carrying an assortment
of hymn books
filled with shaped notes, and hymns 1 hacl
heard at camp meetings in the Tennessee
mountains. Occasionally Nettie's papa came
to a lesson, beaming with friendliness,
to learn about sharps and flats. My high
purpose lowered a pace, hut the music
in the Primitive Baptist Church took a
turn toward the right. And art began to
mix with business.
That was the year I started keeping a
note book entitled,
"Teacher's
Lessons
Have Begun."
The next year I learned from Janice
that at least half the knowledge I was

2_

1\1

giving my pupils wer isolated facts that
had no place to lodge, and n thing 10 lie
to, because I gave it before they needed
it. She was seven-year
old and sh uld
have known belt r, but ",,11n 1 snid, I·We
are going to start learning
rales today,"
she looked at m
\ hh a queer xpression and said. "0 s musi bare
ales
like fishes? Mama just hnles 10 gel the
scale off the fish Daddy cnt he•." Thai
night I dream d of fish without .. ales and
music lessons without lUPUS. T wrote in
my little bin k book, "Either usc words It
pupil understands
or XI lain what you are
going to say before you say it."
Not long after that xperience I learned
from Ellen the value
£ in 11I ive. he
was a very talented girl and 1 was determined that her foundation must be solid,
that there would be no gal s in h r knowledge and no weak n
. 1 tried every
trick to get her intr
ted in 5c81 and
chords.
She wasn't
even slightly interested. She was playing in th k Y of G,
D, and A major.
he had learned the E
and B major scales and chords, when I
suggested that we go on to F·sharp. he
·was wiser in the ways of pedagogic pro·
cedure than I when slle said, I'Why should
I learn to play that hard old scale when
I haven't even learned to play a piece
with four sharps yet?"
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That night I wrote in my notes. "Don',
teach irrelevent
things and facts. Wait
until a pupil is going to use material or
a musical principle before you gi\'e it to
her. "
Even while trying to apply her knO'"t.
e?ge of scales and keys to her comp05ihons she became bored and in3ltelltiw.
Then One day she came into the studio wilh
a home-made melody whkh turned out to
be, I Wont A Girl, Just Like the Girl Tha'
Married Dear Old Dad. She handed it ta
me and said, "Mother and Dad said \\"Quld
you please put in the chords to this song.
We are going to put on a stunt at Family
~hur~h l~igbt. My big brother is going to
slllg It, I m going to play, and MotJlcr and
Dad are going to wear costumes and make
a portrait of themselves in a picture framc.
But we can't find a copy of this song in
town."
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"I'll do it if you will help me," I said.
She agreed to try to help and we spent the
e.ntlre lesson period and half the next pupil's
time working with the D scale and chords.
I led her into (Continued
on Page 58)
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A n d an t e

her to find the answer to this question.

CHOPIN, Op, 55, No.1
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Theme from Piano Concerto in A Minor
This particular
twenty.fiveyears

Europe.

concerto has achieved tremendous
old and is representative

populari(v

h in

w it

Grade 5.
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Hereit is that the fingers become
trainedto finding their way about.
This is more than ever true in approachingthe modern electric
01"gan the action of which is 00 much
laster than that of the old pipeorgan.
The foot pedals mark the point
wherethe actual difference between
piano and organ techniques begins.
all electric as well as on pipe orgalls,the music which the left hand
plays011 the piano, becomes transferred to the feet. And this, of
course, involves a different
and
highlyspecialized technique.
It is
well to leave it alone, however,
until both hands are fluent and
flexibleon the piano.
Thechief problem con fronting the
organisttoday, however, is not one
of technique but of knowledge.
Bluntly put, he lacks ability
in
extemporizing,or improvising. Now,
thisis a difficult question to discuss
because it depends 50 largely
on
inhorn aptitudes. I can tell you that
a lack of knowledge in extemporizing is a serious drawback-I
positivelycannot tell you how to conquer the problem. Either one has
thetalent to think spontaneous musical thoughts, or one has net. One
can learn, of course. how to move
from key to key; even how to make
it seem effortless and natural.
But
thepowerto invent themes is inborn.
It is possible, however, to developa sense (if not a great gift)
for extemporizing. Try to have a
good,large, repertoire. Then, from
among the various
styles
and
"schools"of the selections you learn,
try to familiarize yourself with spe-
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instruction
used

don't

jump to the conclusion
that
he is b elOg
' taught incorrectly.
Don't be concerned
after three months

either
if
of study

EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

ADVANCED HOME STUDY COURSES
Musical Organization
has to offer you. At
very small cost and no interference
with your
regular work, you, easily and quickly
can
qualify for higher and more profitable
positions in the musical world,

• Interesting
positions
are open in every part of the
field. Schools and Colleges are making it necessary
for
every teacher
to be equipped
for his work; the Radio
is calling for highly specialize?,training
and st,andardiz ed teaching
makes. competition
keen even In small
communities.

DIPLOMA OR BACHELOR'S DEGRH
We help you to earn more and to prepare
for bigger things in the teaching field or any
branch of the musical profession. We award
the Degree of Bachelor
of Music. With
a
diploma or Bachelor's
Degree you can meet
all competition,

musician?

musician
is most always a busy one. Bevery fact it is almost impossible for him
fOr additional
instruction;
yet he always
broaden
his experience.
To such as these
Courses
are of greatest
benefit.

Digging
out for yourself
new
ideas
for the betterment
of
your students
is a wearisome
time-taking
task. When
you
can
affiliate
with
a school
recommended
by thousands
of
successful
teachers,
you may
be sure that their confidence
justifies
your confidence.
in
new ideas or your work which
we make available
to you.
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Look back over the past year!
What progress have you made?
If you are ambitious
to make
further
progress,
,enjoy ~reat7r
recognition,
and Increasing
financial
returns.
then you owe
it to yourself
to find
out
what
this great Home
Study

.. ------

UNIVERSITY EXTENSiON CONSERVATORY,
Dept_ A-754
28 Eost Jaekson ~Ivd .. Chieogo 4, 11Ii:l.ois.
Please send me catalog, .illustrated lessons, and full information
regarding
course I have marked' below.
D Piano, Teaeher's Normal Course D Harmony
D Violin
D Piano, Student's Course
0 Cornet-Trumpet
DCuitar
D Public School Music_Beglnner's
0 Advanced Cornet
0 M dr·
Public School Music-Advanced
0 Voice
an 0 In
I
Advanced Composition
D Choral Conductinl
0 Saxophone
Ear Training & Sight Singing
0 Clarinet
0 Reed Or'IIn
History of Music
0 Donce Band Arranging
0 Banjo
.......
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or Juvenile.

No ..

City.
Are yeu teaching
now?
Do you hold a Teacher's
Would you like to earn
I

Adult

I

__

State.
If so, how many pupils have you?
Certificate? ... , . Have you studied Harmony?
the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
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.
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This includes Lehar, Stl"aUSS, Kern,
Gershwin, . Rodgers, etc., etc.-all
good music, for all that it is definitely outside the straight church 01'
"serious" category, nurtured mainly
in the church in the old days, but
still on an artistic par with many a
beloved folk favorite, and certai n
works by, say, Schubert, TchaikovSKY, Bizet, the Italian
opera composers, Tosti, Cbamlnade, Debussy,
etc. But whatever you do, remem ber
that ingenuity
and self-help
are
among the most necessary ingredients of success in the new and promising field of organ playing that has
been opened to us by the readily.
available, readily-movable
electronic
organ.
THE END

Number Two. In some cases, you
will effect this through the use of
melody; in some cases, through lrarmony j in some cases, through rhythm
-often,
through all three.
In extemporizing,
as in playing,.
there is no, set technique. You have
to do the hest you can, always trying
to develop your own style. If you
have idols, you will naturally
follow them, taking a bit from here
and a bit from there, and thus evolving an expression
of your own.
Again, commerciaHy
speaking, the
church field often Reeds to be supplemented by other playing;' and for
this, it is a good thing to master a
repertory of good popular musicwhat the publishers
call standards.

OPPORTUNITIES
A successful
cause of this
to go away
finds time to
our Extension

1

from Page 20)

cific individualities-how
the different
composers
harmonize.
how
they effect transitions,
where they
allow their melodies
a simple accompaniment,
where
they fill in
with rich chords,
etc., etc. Next,
try this little experiment.
Select two
numbers of somewhat similar school
or type. Bearing
in mind all you
can possibly
learn about the individualities
of each, play one and
then fiddle around with its stylistic
elements
so that
you can build
yourself .a transitional
bridge into
the second work. Next, try the same
with two works of markedly different stylistic
individualities.
Always
try to merge the flavor of Work
Number
One with that of \Vork

Are you an ambitious

$
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WISDOM FROM A MASTER
LET THEM

CENTURY

(Continued

presents for the new teaching season
a selection of teaching pieces which
we think you will find interestingand outstanding.
These fine numbers will be at your
music store and we suggest that you
stop in and look them over.
First Grode Piano Solos
~404S
"4046
4047
4048
4049
*4050
*4051
"4052
4058
*4059
4063
"'4064

Early Morning Rooster,
C •••••••
Roget's
March of tile Rubber Bunts, G
nccers
Punch and JudY. G .......•.••••
Rogers
Rain on tile Roof, C •.•••••.••.•
Rogers
Tiddlywinks,
F.
. .•••.••..
,"..• .Jtogers
A Western Story, GllI.
.
Rogers
Circus Scenes,
C
Rogers
Suo1Jing Fun, C.
. . Rogers
The Pied Pipers March, C
Kro,'it
The Gum DrOll Tree, F
Archer
Puppy Is Lost, Om.
..Bucci
rte.ree-ree. G ••.•••••••••••••••
Kraft

First-lnto·Second
4057
·'4060
4061
"4062
41)67

Piano

Solos

Cracker-Jack,
F.
.
Krm·lt
The Waltzing
Flamingos.
F
Archer
Red Dancing snees,
F.
.
Archer
White Sails in the Mllonlight.
G .. Archer
Musical Pewder gox, F ...•.•.••..
Hayes

Second
"4053
4054
4055
~4056
4065
4066

Grode

Grode

Piano

Solos

My Toy Trumpet,
C .. , .••••••••.
Tag, C
Whistling
Tune, G ........•
,
Scale Song, C
Little Ballet,
Eb
Placid Lake. Ab ...•............

Century

Rogers
Rogers
Hogers
HOllers
Wrigllt
Wright

Edition Is Only 25¢ A Copy

Our Graded-and-Classified
or our
complete
catalog
listing over 4000
numbers is FREE-at
your dealer or
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Director.
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Schools,

Children's Prayer from "Hansel and
Gretel" opera rank as high on their
list as Dixie Land and Home on the
Range?
We have
vrsrtors
from
other
schools, sometimes from other countries. Often they remark on how well
these children read music! How do
they learn a song so quickly,
and
carry two and three parts?
Actually, these children could sing
for hours. with or without
books,
because their minds have not been
hampered with do-re-mi. The melody and words of a song are as one
to them, and they learn it quickly.
At the same time, they're
getting
musicianship
and
interpretation
painlessly.
As for the parents in the community, they wouldn't
miss a School
Sing. Even the fathers
have been
known to leave their
offices and
jobs to attend a one o'clock
program, then return
by train to the
city to finish their day's work. "It
gives me such a lift," one man said
"Better than a sales talk anytime."
"Why?" I asked.
"Because
these
children
enjoy
singing. Their voices and faces show
it. There's no tenseness,
or fear, no
stiffened shoulders
or long faces.
Their words are clear and the sound
is pure and beautiful."
But what about the problem
of
note reading? Shouldn't
children be
taught to read music?
If they study an instrument.
yes
And the instrumental
instructor
will
teach them. If, supposedly,
the elementary child has had note readiner
in his so-called
singing
class_ i~
seldom helps him with an instru.
ment. His built-up
dislike
for it
must be broken down before he can
~ake progress.
But if he has enJoyed a singing experience
in school
whether he studies an instrument
o~
not, he'll always, find relaxation
and
fun in group singing. The pleasant
memories will carry into adult life
and he'll be a good listener as well
In this "Age of Irritation"
and
Rush, we need more real singing
Let's do it in the schools first b
taking the do-re-mi
out of musi~
class and let them sing!
THE

PIANO

from Century this year include 8 new
organ
titles
arronged
by Kenneth
Walton;
A. R. C. 0., A. A. G. 0,
These
additional
titles bring to 0
total of 24 the recent organ publico.
tions
which
Mr. Walton
has or.
ranged'
for Century. We thin~ that
they are of sufficient importance to
urge a trip to your music store to see
them.

ORGAN TRANSCRIPTIONS
by
KENNETH
(HClmmond

LESSONS WE ALL ENJOY

WALTON; A.R.C.D"
A.A.G.O.

Orgon

ROlllstrotion

a.
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4074
4009
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Print.
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3931
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4072
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4008

G
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Villi'

Walb:

Century
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not stressed, rather the direction in
which we are going and the amount
of pleasure derived from the work.
The children who have had the
opportunity
to have piano lessons
often make good helpers.
Accuracy is learned because the
playing must be accurate to avoid
discord if they play together.
Our music supervisor has made it
possible for the third grade teach-

(Continued

NEW ISSUES

from Page IS)

ballads, Gilbert and Sullivan opera
choruses, The Witches' Dance (words
adapted
to the Orchestral
March
in the Nutcracker Suite); Hymn to
Joy from Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, songs that they'll enjoy and
remember
into their second childhood! Some of these can be found
in books called, "Sing,". "Keep on
Singing," and "Singing America;"
some are in octavo form. But if a
lack of funds prevents buying copies
for each child, mimeographed sheets
containing the words can be stapled
together in a manila folder.
I am fortunate to be teaching in a
school system":' -where the children
like music. The singing assemblies
every two weeks, as well as the class
room singing, are some of the happiest periods of the day. Why?
There are several reasons. First,
no child is asked to keep quiet because his voice is not up to pitch.
Everyone sings and loves it. The
music periods are spent in singing,
not talking abollt lines and spaces
or driHing on syllables. Their songs
are music that "tickles the ears,"
as one child expressed it.
Absolute mastery of a song is not
essential, but the joy of singing it
IS important.
The purpose of the
elementary school is not perfection
and skill in the ar.ts, but rather to
give children the experience of selfexpression which will lead to an active interest in them. These children
are covering a wide range of song
literature
that has come from the
feelings and life of peoples over the
world.
When a new song is introduced,
the teacher plays and sings it while
the children
follow the score, or
perhaps just the words if the music
is not in their books. Then they
begin to sing. If there's a difficult
spot ther: listen, then try it again.
Within a few minutes they're over
the hump and going strong. After
each new song comes familiar favorites. The last ten minutes are usually
for t~leir choices. Is it surprising
that Beethoven's
Hymn· to Joy or

of Cleveland)

AlIIliBted with a first class Liheral
Arts
College. Four anll lI~e year courses learlin!:
to delreu.
Faculty or Artist Teachers.
Send
for catalogue or information
to:

SING

ers to attend a Course in this wo k
after school once a week, so we le:r~
and teach as we learn.
We f~el that :ve are laying the
foundatIOn
for mterest
,'n mUSIC
.
.
wh1ch may result in enriched h
l"f
d
orne
1 e an
perhaps,
.
. . in later year s, In
hI
ensem e partlclpation,
chorus, band
or orchestra
work
If prese n t enJoy.
. '
.
.'
ment IS any l~dication,
we believe
we are on the nght track.
THE END
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source of strength
and sweetness to
to what the teacher is saying, .or
you, instead
of the worst of weakmerelylisten perfunctonly,.
while
nesses.
nlvlongingto play over agam, the
In connection
with the pedal, I
;as~agewhich is being corrected.
I
must notice the small amount of care
haveoftenheard a pupil, after havand attention given by most students
ingbeenstopped by the teacher and
to quality of sound and fine tone
toldhe was playing wrongly, repeat
production.
They do not seem to
thewholeof the music in exactly the
listen enough to what they do. As
sameway as he did before, having
long 'as the notes
are correctly
notreallytaken in at all what was
played,
so many
pupils
seem to
saidto him in criticism. He was so
think of nothing
else. Yet this is
intenton playing as much as poswhere real playing only hegins. The
siblethat he had not apprehended
notes must be learned properly first
at all what the teacher
wanted.
of all, in order to begirt to study how
Therefore,students, do not during
to play the music by adding beauyourlessonscommit tile stupid error
tiful tone and color of sound.
of tryingto play an the tlrne,
or
And rhythm, the "sauce" of every
repeatinga corrected passe ge too
interpretatiou, what flabbiness, what
quickly.But listen quietly and atlack of outline where it is absent!
tentivelyto the advice of your proCre~t attention
must he given to it;
fessor,and think it over well before
no note must. be held longer than
tryingto repeat the music accordits true value;
every hal' must be
ingto his directions.
made to feel the rhythm's pulsating
Manystrange and garbled
perbeat.
formancesare given too by pupils,
Scarcely
a student
t.hat I ever
throughneglect of searching for the
heard gave near'Jy enough attention
bestfingering,especially in awkward
to scale playing. After all. most of
places.Fingering is enormously im·
the running passages in piano music
portantonthe piano. ] f correctly apare but elaborations
of scales, yet
plied,it not only imparts agility but
many times someone 'will come and
alsoimprovesthe quality of the tone.
play a Ballade
of Chopin
with
h isoneof the commonest errors of
pride j but ask him to playa simple
theyoungto get all tied up into inscale. and behold. he cannot begin
extricablepositions on the keyboard,
to! Therefore
it is better to learn
throughlack of study of the easiest
the ~earlv works of Bach and Beeandmost obvious fingers to use in
thoven h~fore attempting
Chopin and
certainpassages.
Liszt, because
in the simple clear
Anotllermost irritating
fault is
technical passages of the older mastremendously exaggerated
moveters the vrogress
of the 'Young stumentswith the arms while playing.
dent can more easily be noticed and
Andnot onlv the arms sometimes
his progress
in scale v]aying and
the head, th~ shOll lders: the whole
fin ....er technic better be displayed.
bodyare distorted to help the stuIt is the idea of most pupils to
dentexpressall his emotions and his
Jeam as many pieces as possible,
difficulties.
But, does it help? Heaven
not caring very much 'whether they
forbid!It only dissipates tbe energy
play them with exactitude,
as long
whichshould be concentrated on the
as they are able t.o show a smatterwristsand finaers and on the mainer of all sorts and kinds of music.
nipulationof ~he \eyboard,
to exTI~is, too. is bad. for it should be
pendit in gestures which have noththe aim of the IeaTller to give a
ing.t~ do with pianoforte playing.
perfect perfonnan,ce
of one piece,
ThiSlS not to say that all exuberrather
t.han slap-dash
through
a
anceand shdw of pleasure shou leI be
whole repertoire.
To be able to play
?ebarredfrom performance. but that
one work almost to perfection
will
lS a different matter from throwing
advance the student
more and he
oneselfabout and makiner faces as
will learn
further
from the effort
though in extremes of ;ain,
ljke
at complete
mastery
than
any
manyyoung pla\'ers do r
Ih
'
.
amount of sllperficial
knowledge of
avenot yet mentioned the worst
much music will gi\'e him. I am, of
of all faults and the commonest,
course, ,speaking
purely
from the
name~r,too much pedaling. Oh. you
point of view of ]eaTlljng to play the
pOor Soul of the Piano!" How you
piano well. Naturally
it is a good
are abused! Dissonant harmonies
slur into eaeh other heavy murkv
thing for t.he general musical educachords and P assages d'.1m t Ile mUSIca
..\
tion of the student to be developed
atmosphere
I
as widely as possible, by getting to
11 I
' unc ean tone pervades,
know all kinds of music. But from
a t lrough your agency! Therefore
students £I 0, I Ileseech you. keep '
the standpoint
of performance,
per·
YOUr
. h mercy 0 Il that
fection in one piece is the most im11' right f oat Wlt
portant and hardest thing to attain,
a unng forte pedal which helps you
and shou Id be striven for most eart~ drown YOur difficulties in bad
1) aces, but Wllich can so spoil all
nestly.
\'ou do! 5t d'
Il
.
I also find that too often the
l' .' U Y lls e ecls, and lts aplearner is so completely wrapped up
lIC~tl.onswith the greatest care 'and
preCISIOnt1.
•
in his own work that he takes little
, lat Jl may be really a

i
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interest
in. and neglects to listen
to good concerts. Th is is very much
to be deplored, as he can gather so
much to his profit from hearing
others play. The education of hearing first-class' concerts
is a very
necessary
part of the student's development.
.
There come constantly to my mind
more and more of the faults which
are general amongst young students.
It is quite depressing to think how
many there are; yet, if these did not
exist everyone would be a master
at once and would scarcely need
to learn! The next thing that occurs
to me is the bad habit of adding
chords to octaves in the bass part.
so as to amplify the tone and make
more volume. It. is a very reprehensible practice, however, as it overloads the symmetry of the harmonies and produces heaviness of atmosphere. Then, also, neglecting to
hring
out bass
accompaniments
w'hich are necessary
as a foundation 1.0 support the melody, and vice
versa, the fault of producing
a 100
heavy elephantine bass which swamps
the right hand's part-these
also
are vety tedious a.nd common faults.
So is t.he fault of playing chords
with one hand always
attacking
slightly
after the other. Student.s
do this who !"uffer from an excess
of pleasure l:lnd emotion while J..llaying;
and. in their enthusiasm
to
get everything they can express into
the music. their intensity
makes
them drag one hand after the otl~er.
The danger of tHis very amateurish
error is that it becomes so quickly
a habit which is very difficult to
break. For the ear of the player
gets so accustomed t.o it. aEter long
indulgence,
that he ends by being
unable to detect the anno}'ing want
of simultaneousness
jn the striking
of hjs two hands.
I have still two more faults in
mind. Olle is the dry hard tone that.
is often forthcoming
in staccat.o
passages. the fingers performing
an
action like pecking at the keyboard,
accurate and correct maybe, but extremely uninteresting
to Hsten to.
The olher fault is keeping the
hands glued to the piano, not lifting
them off. enough, 'which lifting gives
so lllUCll freedom, lightness,
grace_
and suppleness of technic. The raisjng of the hands from the keyboard
at certain places is to the pianist
what. t.he taking of a new breath
is to the singer. It gives rene.wed
Efe to everything, and strength to
continue.
And on the. piano it iii
so easy to lift the hands at times,
as the pedal is there to sustain
notes 10 their full value, and give
respite (or the relaxation of the tension by the brief removal of hands.
Many young students play with their·
fingers, wrists, hands, arms, everything, stuck 10 t.he keyboard, afraid
to release their position for one momeilt., especially in difficult passages,
thereby making everything look and
sound .labored and stiff.
THE

END
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(Continued from Page 10)
of inborn feeling. You can teach a
youngster what to do-you
can't
teach him what to feel."
"Another thing-anJ
I, too, may
be wrong," said Mr. Rabin, "but I
disagree with the theory that mere
increase in age makes for artistry.
Certainly,
age implies
experience
which means better judgment, better taste, better discipline.
But if
the feeling is there at all, it's there
at the earliest age-like
the color
of the eyes. Look at Mozart and
Mendelssohn. Time matures art, but
it cannot create it. If, at twenty,
someone plays like a wooden doll,
I see no reason to say, 'Give him
time-when
he's forty, he'll play
divinely . . -' The divine spark
shows itself from the start. And a
lot "of bitter disappointment
could
be spared if parents and teachers
were. perceptive in testing for it as

VIOLINIST'S

as possible."
"I just remembered
something
else," Michael put in. "When I try
to correct faults, they never go gradually. 1 keep working, and things
keep on as they are, and thenbango!-all
of a sudden I see what's
wrong, and it cures itself."
Most of Michael's day is devoted
to the violin. He continues his general education
under tutors,
and
pursues hobbies which include reading, mechanics, caring {or his coalblack cat. His fondest· hobby is
playing
ensemble works with his
parents and his sister, Bertine, a
college student. The elements which
have helped him most are the musical integrity of his home, the supervision of his studies, and the tactful
ingenuity which brought interest to
the tedious parts of his work and
taught him to help himself. THE END

FORUM

(Continued from Page 25)
and' fingerboard in the upper posibow as if to pI'oduce a solid, round
tions. And a violinist who bas shifted
tone.
confidently to a high note, only to
Most new cakes of rosin have so
have his finger stick in a deposit
highly-polished
a surface that it is
of rosin, knows well the frustrating
sometimes difficult to get the bow
feeling that envelops him. From the
to «bite" on them. A few light, crissvery beginning
pupils should
be
cross scratches with the point of a
trained
to clean off the top and
knife will remedy this. But it is
sides of their violins and also the
important that the scratches be only
When a
just deep enough to break the polo' end of the fingerboard.
teacher sees a violin with a deposit
ished surface. Otherwise
there is
of rosin on the end of the fingerdanger of the rosin breaking off
board he knows that the pupil, no
in flakes.
matter how talented, is inclined to
Mr. Z. wonders if different "rosins
be car,eless of details. My teacher,
are made for different instruments.
the late Franz Kneisel, was apt to
They are. Preparations
differing
get sarcastic
on the subject.
He
slightly in texture are made for the
would take up such a violin and
viola and the cello-although
it is
say, rather coldly, "I see you don't
my experience that violists and celknow how t.o play higher than D
lists are more than willing to bor·
on t.he C stI'ing and not quite so
row violin rosin! Double-bass rosin
is a different matter: it is consid- _ high on the D string. But. you like
to play up t.o F on the E string.
erably coarser and heavier.
You must learn to play on the lower
The player should never allow
strings at once." Then he would
rosin to remain on the strings. After
assign the pupils four or five 1"\'.'0each session of playing it should
octave scales on each string. The
be carefully wiped off with a clean
fingerboard
was clean at the next
cloth-a
piece of old silk is the
lesson!
'
best material. And the cloth should
To recapitulate:
Use a good brand
be laundered about once a month.
of rosin and use it sparingly·. Use
If rosin stays on the strings, huenough, as suggested above, for an
midity in the air will cause it to
.hour or so of playing. If the ses"cake," which in 'turn will cause
sion is to be a long one, say two or
the bow to produce a whistling noise
three hours, wipe off t.he strings and
instead of a tone. The importance of
re·rosin as soon after an hour as
this cannot he over stressed.
may be possible, repeating the procAnother good reason for not using
ess if necessary. If this method is
a cheap, dusty rosin or an excess
followed, the rosin will not have a
amount of a good brand, and for
chance to cake on either
strings
wiping off the strings, is that rosin
or violin.
THE ENt)
dust is liable to settle on the strings
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early

lflluestions

By HAROLD

Miss R. H. F., South Dakota. The
violin you wrote about is apparentlv
a cheap German product. The words
"Made in Germany"
are a complete
glve-away.
The violin is [irobahly
worth at most $100.00.
TEACHER'S

ADVICE

Miss L. /P., British Columbia. Nut
knowing you and never having hear-d
you play. it is impossible
for me to
give you concrete
advice regut-ding
your future course in music. Neither
can I. in these columns. recommend
one School or Conservatory
above
another. If 1 were you. [ would be
guided by the advice of my present
teacher and of other musically aware
people 1 might know. J wish I could
be of greater help, but do not see
how 1 can be.

. A TELL·TALE

DATE

JliJrs. J. K., j)/lichiga!t. I hate to
say so, but I fear your ··Amali··
violin is an imitation.
NQ member_
of the Amati family. that I know of.
except Nicolo, was working as lale
as 1678. But by all means have Ihe
instrument appraised
by a reputable
dealer. It might
be a well-made
copy, worth quite a little.

BERKLEY

he develops an even touch on the
pedals, will speed be maintained.
The beginner asks, "Should
I
watch my feet when I pedal?" I see
no objection to this. In the beginning,I believe that you should look
at the action of the "ankle

foot on the pedal,

but

VIOLIN

G. A. G., Wisconsill.
\\then correspo~ldents ask for a reply "in the
next Jssue of ETUDE:'
1 wonder if
they realize. the immense amount of
]~bor and tllne necessary to the gettmg out of the magazine.
\Ve of
ETUDE think we are doing well j{
an answer
appears
three
months
after a question
is received!
There
wer~ seveI'al members
of the Gla~s
family
named
Johann:
which
of
them made
your violin . I d 0 not
'.
k-now. fhe VIOlins of ti,e Cl'
.1
a~s f am1 yare
not well liked toda" b
f I '.
ecause
o t len val"lllsh and hard tlualil)" of
tone. The value would be
t
S150
d'
a mo::-l
an
JS proba.hly
ahout
7~
or SIOO.
v
J'

A DOUBTFUL

DATE

iHrs. A.B_C., Tennessee_
The f
that your violin has a Ia bib
~ct
e
eanol'"
a 1600 d ate does not· 1I1 t Ile Ie
ean that the violin is that
~~t
t used to be a common
0..
to put an "old"
I I
. practIce
,
a )el In a
paratlvely new instrument
'fl eom_
way y
fi
.
le only
ou can
nd out tl lC va Iue of

r

0

and

for

the

only

a short period until you have
acquainted yourself with the newness

of this action. Then you should discontinuethis practice, as a bad habit
can be formed, and one that is hard
to overcome. The pianist does not
lookto see where every finger is
goingon the piano. He develops a
A TELL·TALE SPElLING
senseof location, and he knows just
wherehis hands are going next. And
Mrs. R.R .• Kentucky. I cannottell
so it is with the feet on the pedals.
y II \ hut ~ our' iolin i!<l 't\'orth-nQ
Therecomes a time, when pedal
one onld without ~eing it-but I
technichas been mastered, when the
am wi lling t hazard
a guess that
playermaylook at his feet; but first
it i:-o u ermau copy of an A. end R.
thefeetmust know their way around.
muti. The
rrnan spelling or th~
Anyonewho has heard the fine orword .. rernonn" indicat
that. In
ganist,Andre Marchal would never
au y a-e. the dot on the labelirealizethat he was blind. He is an
t 0 late for tit label 10 be genuie,
exampleof what can be done. His
5:0 I he violin i., not likely to be gefeethave been trained to find all
uine either.
of the mechanical devices on the
pedals,and he does this with the
E STRING WHISTLES
greatestfacility.
Thedifferencebetween the angles
A .£.8 .. , ; consi«. There aretse
throughwhich the foot moves, in
book~ of daily technical exerci~.
playingthe intervals of a second and
either
of which would meel your
a third respectively, renders it nec·
needs.
Th y are Ihe .. ~ludien"
essaryto practice each of them sepa·
by Carl Fle~ h. and my own -Basic
rately,"andwith extreme strictness
Violin Techniqu :' You can obtain
takinggreat care that the anguIa;
hoth books from the publishers01
movementsare performed slowly at
ET DE. (2) It is tbe great fault
first;but with unfailing correctness.
of lhe ~teel E 8'uing that it does
Laterthe pace may be increased.
ha\'
u tendency to whistle. I am
, Get an accurate feeling for the
su re I cannOl say wby this is so'
mtervalof the second, C to D, and
I h8\e
heard many explauatioIli
thengo to the interval of the third
mO~l of lh III mulualh C1:lutradic, C .to E. The foot has to be turned '
tory. BUl if it is only when rouare
ShU further to bring the heel around
1)la ing double-~top5 that the suing
?n C, and the toe on E. C is the pivot
whistles.
then there i5 at In.'! the
m this case. The student must now
po~ibility
that 8 finger is acciden· ]e~rnto calculate the distance of a
lally tou hing the ~lring \try light·
thIrd, and pivot the distance of a
ly. I would imesligate this. ill
third,instead of a second.
were
ou. (3) No. the phonograph
Whenyou have accomplished
this
i not a reliable medium for deter'
youcan mix the practice of seconds
mining
the 8peeO at 'which a c(l!1l' and thirds, "as it will improve the
senseof IocatlOnon
.
Po::oilion should he pia ed. Far \00
the pedals. You
often records reproduce at a speed
must
get
used
to calculatinu
dis.. I a
tances·t
. must" cal·
certainly
fa ...ter lhan the oTlg1n
I ,Jus as th e cellIst
recording.
jU~l a.5 lhey are len' o.ften cuate the distance before he depresses
th stnngs
.
nearly
haH a lone Iligher in pIltb.
e
on the finger
board ·If
h
.
Experi nee and good taste, arethe
'
you ave practiced
cor·
I , you sh ould now have a legato
fecty
be~t authorities
on tempo!
touch
S' and a sense of pedal location,
tudentsoften ask "Should I wear
A CONTRADICTDRl
BRAND
bb
fU
tl' er heels.?" I d on ' t favor any~Jn~ dmadeof rubber, because
you
A.L .. , British Columbi•. A;Y~
le~:h o.a great deal of sliding, and
...Jolin is branded on the back 111
the name "Stainer:'
1 can saY thJl Tl er is better for this than rubber.
student may say, "R u bb er seems
tolehel
it is nOl a genuine
tainer. Hen~~
I
d
mlehang on to the pedal 'and
branded
his \iolim. and Dtither~
ontsi"H
'
any or his more conscientious co~r'
heels he P:
owever, with leather
velop r will he better able to de·
is .... The ukeuhood is that your~
her ha lIght, agile, movement. Rubstrument
is • factory copy 1\0
by st:ek~ tend to spoil the rhythm,
at m~l
100. BUl th~ k onh'I
Ie mg A
d·
a thin sol"
me mffi heel, and
gu
: no one can accurJte1y
e
1S the most
desirable
ual a violin "ithoul ~
it.
I

VALUE OF A GLASS

STUDY

(Continued

your violin is to take or send it to
a reliable
exp rt. [ would suggea
Mr. Rembert
Wurlitzer, 120 W~t
42nd
tr et, New York Cily, or Wm.
Lewis & on, 30 Ea t Adams Street,
hica go. It would b a good idea
to writ
to rh
firm and find
out what fee th y would charge for
an u pprn lsal.
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PEDAL

from Page '24)
combination
and is the best answer
to a much debated
question.
The
medium heel acts as a hammer while
the thin sale allows the foot tot'feel"
the pedal. The normal .female foot
can handle
the pedal much easier
than the large male foot. An exception was Joseph Bonnet who had an
enormous
foot, but who was able
to pedal with the greatest of ease. I
recall his playing of the Variations
from Mendelssohn's
Sixth Sonata.
This composition
calls for a staccato
pedal,
and
Bonnet's
fast, velvet
pedaling
was an experience
I will
always remember.
After the beginner
has mastered
the interval of the second and third,
he may now start to learn how to
play chromatic
scales, and the use
of the black notes. Remember
that
you almost never put your heel on
a black note. After having "wrestled"
with the diatonic scale, it will be a
relief to practice
chromatics.
The
student must mix them up, one half
step, one whole step, and a major,
and minor third. For example, the
heel is on C natural, and the toe on
C-sharp. Pivot on C-sharp with the
toe, and bring the heel to D. C-Csharp-D-D-sharp-E-F-F-sharp
(Heeltoe.Heel-toe(pull)
toe-heel-toe.)
I
call D-sharp to E natural the "pull"
or "brush
off," because you must
slide from D-sharp to E with the toe.
Press the D-sharp hard in leaving it,
so that you get a legato attack in
between. The right foot is the same.
Speed should be developed with
the feet as well as the fingers. I
insist however,
that the beginner
concentrate
at first on his feet, with
very little work being done w'ith the
fingers. Later, when he has command
of his feet, and this is the most difficult to attain,
we start with the
manuals and the fingers. If a student
is more advanced, I recommend that
he practice whole passages together
with the manuals,
and the pedal, as
the eye and mind must get in the
habit of taking in two elements at
once.
The student must realize that the
organ is a sustaining
instrument.
It
sounds only as long as the key is
held. The piano has th.e loud pedal
to sustain the sound_ On the organ,
you do not use a "pressure
touch,"
as the volume of tone does not depend on pressure.
The problem is.
with the fingers, and their agility.
The wrist, as a separate problem, is
exceptional j however,
playing
the
piano combines the problem of wrist,
arm, and body. The better yO?f
piano technique,
the sooner you WIll
play the organ. There is much less
tension of the fingers on the organ
than on the piano. Staccato playing
will always remain a wrist problem
and piano and organ staccato are
much the same. However, there is
much less pressure
and tension in

¢Prgan It!uestions
Answered

by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

• Our cluu ch: seats about 800, and
the membership
is considering the
purchase
of an organ, but there
seems to be an idea that one cannot
be had without tremendous
cost.
One manufacturer's
representative
said he could place an adequate
organ for about $6,500 (probably
gone up since). There see"t to be
conflicting opinions about electronic
instruments.
One (costing
$5,000)
was tried but not approved by most
of the members.
Two others are
under consideration,
but we are
wondering
whether they would be
satisfactory
as compared
with a
pipe organ, and considering
the
difference in cost.
-L. R. B., Minnesota

For a church of your size we helieve the pipe organ would be more
satisfactory,
but it is doubtful if
a really adequate organ could be
installed for less than from $12,000
to $13,000. This is a figure roughly
suggested by the Philadelphia
representative of one of the leading reliable organ makers. For a church
of this size it would be necessary
to have several tone cabinets in case
electronic organs were decided upon,
and this would add considerahly to
the cost of the electronics
over and
above the basic price. An interesting _angle to the price question is
the suggestion by Dr. Wm. H. Barnes
in his "Contempmary
American Organ" that about ten per cent of the
cost of the church building should
be allowed for the cost of the organ.
Organ builders seem to agree that,
with some flexibility, this permits an
organ adequate to the requirements
of the church. If it is at ali possible we suggest the pipe organ, but
if the electronic instrument is decided upon, the two you have mentioned rate high in this field.
• I 'Would like advice on which stops
to use for the introduction of hymns,
and for congregation.al singing. The
organ is a two l1wnual instrument,
each manual having three buttons
which press down certain stops, but
I can't get ([ny power or the right
expression I want. There are two
broad pedals--is one to be used for
Swell and the other for Great? Then
there is a short iron- pedal at the
left of the broad pedals which moves
the staccato action ·on the piano,
than on the organ.
Harold Samuels played the piano
with great repose. He used close
fingers for scales, arpeggios,
and
trills.
This
same
finger
actiof.
should be applied to the organ. Dc-

up and down. I can't figure out what
it is used for. I enclose the names of
the stops: PEDAL:
Bourdon
16',
Flute 8', Swell to Pedal. Great to
Pedal. Viola 8', Salicional 8', Cedecki
8', Rohrflute 8',
(2%), Flautina
2', Swell Tremolo, S 16 S, Swell Of]
Unison, Diapason, Dulciana 8, Doppel Flute, Flute Harmonica. Swell
16 Great, Swell 8 Great, Swell 4
Great, Great 4 Great. I would also
like to get a flute, viola, etc. solo
effect in the prelude, offertory or
postlude.
-M. B. F., Texas

zu:

In listing the stops you have not
made it clear which belong to the
Swell and which to Great organ, but
we are assuming that the SwelJ takes
in from Viola to Swell Off Unison,
and that the Great starts with the
Diapason. We dislike to suggest any
set plan of stops for different purposes, as, for instance, a hymn of
praise would call for different treatment than a hymn of prayer or devotion. Generally speaking, however,
the introduction
of a hymn would
be on the Swell Manual with moderately loud stops without couplerspossibly
Viola, Salicional,
Rohrflute. Then .for the congregational
singing play on the Great with Swell
coupled, using all the stops with
Swell 4 to Great coupler as well as
the Swell 8 Great. For the more de. votional
types of hymns
reduce
both manuals a little, and omit the
Swell 4 Great couprer, unless you
wish it for special effects. The short
iron pedal you mention may have
one of two purposes. Sometimes such
a pedal js used to couple the Great
to Pedal by a single pressure, and
anothel' single pressure would release
the coupler.
A somewhat
similar device (though generalJy on
the right side) is used for setting
the "buttons" or combination pistons.
If this is the way your organ operates you can change the stop set-up
for each of the buttons, and in this
way probably get the great volume
you desire. No. 1 button could be
soft stops, No. 2 medium volume,
and No.3 loud. If the pistons (buttons) cannot he altered in this way,
they are probably in the "fixed"
category, and the method of changing them is more complicated
and
should be done by the service man.
taves are seldom if ever used, and
chords should be attacked
simultaneously.
(The suggestions in the
above article may be adapted to all
types of electric organs as well as
to the pipe organ.)
TUE

EXD
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No Junior Etude Contest This Month

A Real Wind Instrument
ever hear of an Aeolian harp?
And if you did.
do you know
what it is? It has
an interesting
history.
Aeolus,'
in
Greek
mythology.
was the god of the wind, and the
Aeolian
harp
is named
for him
because.
when this instrument
is
hung in the breeze,
the air blowing over the strings
sets them vin
vibration
and creates a soft. pleasing sound.
No one knows
when
such an instrument
was invented.
but there is a tradition
that thrharp that belonged
to King David
in the Bible vibrated
at midnight
when suspended
in the breeze.
A
similar experience
is said to have
come to St. Dunstan
of Canterbury in the tenth century.
In the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries
several
musicians
ID

D

Edited by Elizabeth A, Gest

Latin- Ai:nerican Musicians
by Eli::;abelh Seorte

GUIOMAR

NOVAES,

Claudio

Arrau, Bidu Sayao-these
names
are familiar to North American music lovers and concert goers, but perhaps less well-known is the fact that
they are Latin-American Musicians.
They, and a score of others, have
won fame in this country as well as
in their native lands and in Europe.
Brazil has the largest representation in the concert field (but, of
course Brazil is much the largest of
Latin-American countries). The concert pianist, Guiomar Novaes and
the soprano Bidu Sayao, of the Metropolitan Opera Company, both 'from
Brazil, need no introduction; VillaLobos, composer and conductor, is
also well known here. A younger
composer from Brazil, Eleazar de
Carvalho, was' an assistant to Kous·
sevitzky at Tanglewood and appeared
as guest conductor of the Boston
Symphony and other orchestras. His
debut as a conductor came when he
led the Brazilian
Symphony
Orchestra without a score after only
one rehearsal. Bernardo Segall, another fine Brazilian
pianist, upset
musical tradition by coming. to the
United States to 'study instead of
Europe.
Other Latin·American countries are
also represented in the concert field.
Claudio Arran, one of today's outstanding concert pianists, is from
Chile. He is not only famous .for his
beautiful work at the keyboard but
also for his most unusual memory.
It is said of him that he could give
sixty concerts without repeating one
number! That is something to think
about. Sanroma, especially noted for
his interpretations of Gershwin's music, as well as of the music of his
own country, comes frbm Puerto
Rico.
The Mexican conductor and comDoser Carlos Chavez, is well known
llere 'while the singers, Irma Gonzllle~ from Mexico, Emma Otero from
Cuba, and the instrumentalists
Ma-
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Lamb

risa Hegules from Argentina,
and
Alfredo de Saint Malo from Panama
have all won international
renown.
For everyone of these well-known
artists there are many others ernbarking hopefully on a musical career in the United States, All of
these musicians, established
artists
and young hopefuls alike. have an
extra-curricular
jbb, that of fosterjng
better understanding
between
the
United States and their own native
countries.
Many actively strive to
further irient:lship and artistic
exchange, as for example_ Bidu Sayao.
who has been called by the President
of her country, "The Singing Ambassador of Brazil."
Many of the artists mentioned can
be heard through l·ecordings. Claudio Arrau has made Columbia
records of music by Chopin. Albeniz
and other composers;
Bidu Sayao
has recorded a long list of songs and
operatic arias for Columbia:
Guiomar Novaes has recorded' classic
compositions as wel1 as a great deal

of BraziJian music: including some
numbers
by her husband.
Octavio
Pinto.
Some native Brazilian Folk-songs
and other music have been recorded
by orchestras conducted by VillaLo.bos, while Carlos Cha vez has done
the same for Mexican Folk-songs,
both on Columbia records.
Sanroma may be heard in some
modern chamber music as well as in
his native "Danzas" on RCA Victor
records.
Perhaps
you can hear some of
these recordings and no doubt you
will be entranced with the art ot
these Latin American musicians.

YOU

easil y they could be made and
what

pleasant
sounds are pro.
duced by the oft vibrations oj
the strings.
They are made 01
wood.
about three fe t long.fil'e
inches wid and three inches deep.
over
which
catgut strings are
st ret 'he I: th W od, or sound.
board. i pier cd by two sound.
holes, as is done on violins and
other
su-ing instruments, an~
,\ hen
the strings
arc properr
tun d and the. instrument placed
in a breeze. a s ft. ethereal soun~

is produced.
Th
best

I

th

w

purl

of this is.

ind d

the work

)'Ollcan

for yOlI
and )' u clo not have to lean; Iii
play
the lustrum Ill. But then.
think of the fun you'd mi-s!
t

What's My

ame ?

-Josephine Hovey Perry-

Letter Box

in England
and Germany wrote
about
Aeolian harps, telling how

Send replies to letters in care of
junior Etude, Bryn Mawr,
Pu.,
and the}'will be forwu~ded t~ the
writers. Rell1emberforeign muj l re-

Dear [unior Etude:
I playpiano and like every kind

of
music.
Musicfacilities, over here, when
compared
withthe U.S.A. are extremely
smell, I wouldbe grateful to hear from
othermusiclovers.
Elroy Smith (Age 17J,
British West Indies
I playtrombonein our school band and
orchestra
and also sing in the chorus.
Afterbeingin the navy I plan to study
abroad
andbecomea symphony conductor.I have studied conducting and have
conducted
our band and orchestra both
inrehearsaland in public. I have also
donesome composing. I would be
pleased
to hear from other music lovers
aboutmyage.
Cornelius Rodgers (Age 18),
Pennsylvania

quires five-cent postage' f'orefsrn air
mail, IS cents. Do nOI' ask f;;r addresses, Be sure to put r-equ ieed

£,,,(>,

My first is in BRING
RING;

but is not in

My.

and

second's

in

AN

TAN;
lVI y third is in CAR

J.... Di"J.:i"Jf

~h
also

BAH:
r urth is in HERE and alsois

TIIERE:

III

::\I~ \\holc
but

IS

not

MUSICAL
our next State convention.
1 hope to make piano my life work
Last spring I gave my graduation recital from the advanced student's course
and then presented the same program
at the school my mother graduated from
and played on the same piano she played
a recital on when she was fifteen.
ETUDE is number
one on my' magazine
list and we like the Junior Elude hecause it helps with the daily practice
period. 'I would like to heal' from other
Junior Etude readers.
Fralllc James Kotbezen (Age 15),
Colonulo

I have taken piano lessons for eight
yearsand have been playing organ for
twoyears.I would like to hear from
other musiclovers.
Peggy Davis (Age 14), Virginia

mOlher and am president of the ColoradoFederationof Junior Music Clubs
and also of the Kolbezen Pianists'
Club. We are busy making plans ior

(Review)
Keep score. Oue Inull/red

1. Tv what instrument

wuuld \our
teacher
refer it ::ihe used - the
word console?
(10 puinL:'. In
January.
1951)
2. In whicl~ minor scall". i::- C.sharp
the leadlllg-tone"?
(10 point.5. In
January. 1951)
3. Which of the following
.5ongs

compo.:oed

b)'

hubert:

Tholl.saml

Elf'S? (10 points.In

February. 1951)
Lt.. ~al11e fi\e rnu~icaJ term, thSI
are al~o used in football. (5
pow". In )[arch, 1951)
5. What
in~trument u~~ rolorrd
string .. '? (20 poillt~. In April.
1951)
6. Which of the follo".-ing COIDp;li'
erl?- died before 1850: Beethwn.
Tchaikov~ky.
humann.
hu·
bert? (1;> points, In ~1a~'.
19511
7. What
was
aint.Saen:
fi~1
name? (5 point~. In lune.19511
8. ~ bat is the inten-al caJiro frllnl
B-Oat 10 C-~harp? (10 point·.III
July, 195])
9. ~IacDo"ell
wa.. bom one hun
dred and e1e..-en )ear .. after t~e
death of Johann
ba..tian Bac
When wa~ he born? {5 poinb.
In October. 19511
.
10. Schumann married a fiDe piam;t
the daughter
of hi.. leac.b~~'
What was her name? 110tlOln'
In )[arch. 19521

ET1DE- nG1Sr 19;:

Answers

.•................
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A writing book for little pianists designed to establish
ship of fingers, piano keys and printed notes.

the relation-

A PLEASURE PATH TO THE PIANO
1.25

BUILT
.75

430·40096

A valuable addition
to the sight-reading
repertoire
for the very
earliest beginners with reading and playing in four octaves. Usable
as preparatory
to grade one or for the pre-school student who has
finished A Plel/sum Path and its supplementary
BlIsy yVork, both
by the same author.
See

letter

above

Answel' 10 Char'adc:

Bach

te. Who Knows

r. The organ; 2. D-minor; 3. Hark,
Hark, Ihe Lark j 4. line, quarter,
half,pia)', run, hold; 5. The hal'p;
th~ C strings are red and the F
strmgs are blue to help the per-

.75

BUSY WO.RK FOR BEGINNERS
430-40091

MORE BUSY WORK

FOR THE YOUNG

keep
his hands
ovel' the
sldngs;
6. Beethoven.
and
Schubert;
7. Camille;
8. An augmented second;
9. 1861; 10. Clara
Wieck.
fOl'lllcr

propel'

PIANIST
.75

430-40100

flark. 'he Herald An lis Sing:
Hark. HarJ... 'he Lark: Still Qj
the Night: The ,\'ighl Hasa

_

This work Introduces
figures, finger numbers,
the alphabet, black
key grouping, rhythm, etc. For the pre-school or kindergarten
age
level, for private or class instruction! Engaging
play elements. and
originality of expression
make good preparation
tor reading.

is pcr/cct.

\\ a~

FIGURES

THE HOUSE THAT JACK

Dear Junior Etude:

nswers?

AND
_......••.

This. excellent book for the pre-school child starts with rote playing using the black key approach.
Later, it considers the white
keys, reading
and writing lessons and finally note playing,
at
which time the pupil reads and plays simultaneously.
Each piece
has an entertaining
story for the child. The book is cleverly illustratcd.

I hal'estudiedpiano five years with my

Who Knows the

ALPHABET

430-40101

430-40104

is a name Lhat is knowil

cver~ \\ here.

III

PIANO BOOKS ~~~~~

postage on your Iettes-s.

CHARADE

BJ'

~~~~~

Furnishes a pleasant
inducement
to write as well as to play one's
way through music! A carefully outlined
work closely following
the procedures
introduced
in The House That Jack B'lIilt. This
writing book will be equally helpful in any cow-se of study approaching grade one in music.

MOTHER

GOOSE IN NOTE·LAND

430-41004

,75

Unique features in. the layout of this nevt'est work by Mrs. Perry
aid in establishing
the concepts of the b:eble and bass keys and
notes and their relation to each other. Games to create note and
rest value consciousness,
make-believe
-stories, simple folk songs
and other air~ add interest for both teacher and pupil.

A MUSICAL

MOTHER GOOSE

FOR TWO
.75

430-40122

•

The
ring
and
the

titl~s of these duets were cleverly selected from rhymes referto two characters,
such as Miss Muffet and the Spider, Jack
Jill, etc. Fun of participation
and cooperation
in ensemble
at
earliest possible age is provided for: 1. the pre·school student
by 'rote, 2. those who read by note and 3, those who are in the

Eleanor Grey Junior Pianists
Bradford, Pennsylvania

~:~~eftple.bY,Theodore Bute), Robert
Sa d ' Jim Pringle, John Osborne.
ily~~~~abgOOd,Katherine Craig, MarB 1 a ory, Priscilla Smith Kathleen
£~~w~'
:arbara Bowen, An~ Fannin,
Ka~le:~ GRedfield, Marcia Matson,
rant, Lynne McDowell, De
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Lancey Jobnson, Susan Kellog, I?o~na
Roeder, Virginia
Hokanso?, Wllh~m
Osborne,
Christine
Frenung,
~1.lke
Mitchel, Sandra Reichenbacb, Kn.st~n
Kirsch, Natalie Fesenmeyer, MafJone
Fox, Nancy Gilmore, Kay Bannon, Margot McDowell

first b~·ade for sight reading. No hand goes beyond the five-finger
position-only
occasionally
voices have been covered
SEND

FOR

FREE

THEODORE

piano

do all four hands play at once. Melodic
no more than necessary.
thematic

books

"Tinkling

PRESSER CO.,

Tunes"

Dept.

E8·2

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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TOY SYMPHONY
(Continued from Page 14)
was not limited to just the one instrument ' producing the effect desired, others were added for expression.
In selecting instruments
for expression, we paid particular attention to the expression marks on a
piece of music. We used the bells
particularly for a crescendo buildup, starting with just one or a few,
and adding more until the climax is
reached. Sometimes this must be
done in just a few notes, by adding
in series and then decreasing the
same way. But you'll get the biggest
thrill of Toy Symphony, when you
try a big, long, exciting crescendo
build-up of eight or ten measures
or more, terminated by a sudden cut
of all instruments. You can do this
by adding bells in small doses, then
introducing triangles toward the end
played with a circular motion of the
rods inside the triangles, and adding
the tambourine shake, if necessary,
and then ending with a resounding
clang of the cymbals, bass drum,
triangle, and tambourine beat, letting them ring for the required
beat, and then cutting all instruments sharply at once, while the
piano or solo instrument continues
with some sweet soft melody. This
exciting climax leaves an audience
breathless
with
something
like
amazement at such an accomplish-.
ment with toy instruments. The solo
- instrument must always be heard
above the others.
For staccato notes, the wood block
and the rattles give the desired effect. For this, the wood block presents no difficulty, but the rattles
can be used either for a single tap
or a continuous rattle. The single
tap, of course, would produce the
staccato effect, while the continuous effect can be reserved as an accompaniment to a trill or a fast run
or a series of short funs or something similar. Rattles can be found
in many forms, but the ones we like
the best and find the easiest to use
are the black castanet rattles on
long handles. Aside from .being
easier for children to use, they give
a different and more powerful effect
than the hand castanets in the continuous rattle. However, for a Span·
ish number, the tap of the hand
castanets, when properly used, cannot be improved upon.
True castanet
rattles,
whether
hand style or on handles, are some·
what expensive, as they are made
of ebonite. They cost anywhere
from 80¢ for a small nttle with
a handle to $1.50 for a large one,
and the hand castanets are about
'l.OO. However, rhythm sticks may
also be used. The plain sticks which
produce a single tap cost 201 a
pair, but there is also a type that
has one stick notched whICh produced a continuous rattle;
these

cost only 351 per pair.
You can simulate the hand type
castanet rattles quite easily, though
the sound will not be as hollow and
loud. Take a stri p of wood eight
or nine inches long, one fourth inch
thick and one and one-half inch
wide. Attach a three-inch piece 01
the same width to each flat side by
boring two holes side by side through
all three pieces near the bottom of
the three-inch pieces, tie the two
pieces on loosely with a stout cord
much as though you were sewing a
button on each side.
Keep in mind, however, the fact
that different woods and different
thicknesses of woods produce dif·
ferent sounds. This might lead to
an interesting
project in experi·
ment. And if you can get two or
three widely different effects, you
might work out a novelty number
with answering rattles.
,Another way to make these is to
use the smaller cups of two sets of
plastic measuring cups in place of
the three-inch pieces of wood on
each side of the center piece. This
will produce a more hollow sound,
but they must be used with care
and not shaken too hard or they
may break. These already have a
hole in the handles, and a corresponding hole must be drilled in
the center piece of wood. However,
in order to keep the cups up in
place, it would be necessary to drill
two more holes above and on each
side o'f the existing hole and then
tie the~ with a cord from the center
hole up to each of the other holes,
and then loosely across. In this way
751 would provide at least three
fairly good rattles.
.
Accents can be produced by cym:
baIs, drums, tambourine beat, triangle beat, woodblocks, or anything you might think of which
produce a beat. We have the minor,
or lesser, accents, and then the big,
more emphatic final accents which
al·e the endings to a movement or
perhaps just a phrase.
For phrase endings, use a smaller
accent such as just one or two of
those mentioned above. And if you
use the cymbals for this, do not

use the usual clang of the pair, ~ut
rather just one of them str.lick '~Ith
a stick. If you have a hlg ~utld •.
up, you will want a .still bigger
accent at the end, in which case y?U
might want to use all the a~cent .mstruments. If there is no blg bUll~up, then use only the clang of. a parr
of cymbals, possibly along with the
boom of a bass drum if you have one
available. At final endings, let your
conscience be your guide.
Now as to the cost of these instruments-they'll
run up, too. Cyn~bale are about $2.50 a pair. The trrangle with beater is from 85¢ on
up depending
on size. A 7" tan:bourine costs about $2.50. But don t
let this discourage
you. There are
substitutes for these too, with which
you might start practice. Of cour~e.
we must admit that nothing else will
quite equal the tone of the instruments that were made for the pu rpose, but with substitutes
the children can learn their parts and then
you can build up a good set of
instruments
gradually.
Two good
heavy pot lids will serve as cymbal.
You can make a £airly good tam·
bourine by taking a round wooden
cheese box, or a heavy round card·
board carton, knocking out the bottom and stretching
a piece of parch.
ment over it, glueing it down all
around
and laying
pleats
where
necessary. The jingles can be sleigh
bells, or soda bottle tops flattened
out as much as possible and tacked
loosely in pairs on the boltom side
of the rim.
Triangles come in many sizes and
as many tones, but when I wanted
extra ones I found that a ~'8" thick
iron spike-not
a railroad
spike,
but a big overgrown
nail-served
the purpose nicely. Any blacksmith
can furnish you with pieces of iron
bars of varying thicknesses.
File a
groove around one end and suspend
it from a string. Use any large nail
or piece of metal as a striker. The
same i~ea may be used in creating
a solo mstrument-the
chimes. The
complete scale and half·lones
may
be. crea~ed in this way merely by
usmg' pIeces of metal of different
lengths.
Don't hesitate
to add toy instru.
ments of melody whenever you have
an opportunity
to get them. I refer
here to toy flutes ' ocarinas . t oy
I
xy Ioplones,
pianos, etc. You'll find

Til re nrc

what's new at PRESSER
These books ore now in pre ooro tlon. Orders ore limited
order. (Check or money ord'er requested]. As each book

BARTOK IS EASY!
Compiled

410.41020

am ng the better t y in~truments
that W uld be a 6n addition 10 an!
Toy
}mllh ny. Th
are"
1a.gnu
I tde
rgan. which selli
in lOy Slor s for al ul 20. and!hi
Magnus
olch ba pipe. "'hich rou
can g t for about $6.00, If any01
the childr
n hllppen to 0"11 ODeDj
thes • I
ure I include them.
And f T lhe comic elemen!. don)
forget
III
kazoo which can ~
bought
in many forms for len to
twent),·fj\,C
cent_. A good ~ub::1itut~
is a
omb with a piece of 1~U1
paper
fold d around il Singin!
through
thi
with
the lips beM
against
lit paper produces f12eth"
the sam
tone. but the bought jm.
strllment
can be ~ur~
in !hI
form of a saxophone for 25t J!e.
sides being an added atlnctionlit
the children.
il mak~ a good W
pearan
for a concert.

A HORN FOR HEALTH

The enthusiasts for musical therapy rarely think ab
1
.
.'
out t 1e value
of mUSIC except as a cure for III health. As a mea n
f
d.
s
relaxation in combating the strains in modern J'·!e .t . ?
p\TO ucmg
.
.
, I
IS 1llva uabl
.
preventmg nervous breakdowns.
Elmer Layden tl!
e In
.
N
D
..
1e amous athl ti
dHector
of
otre
arne Ulllversity writes' . "I bel·Jeve t lee
. ,
1at m . I
trawlllg makes men keener and stronger As an e
I _.
USlca
xampelllS
.
ly good for the lungs to blow a horn. AU in all 't
certaln_
that to learn to playa musical instrument is a 6' J tppears
to IDe
or girl."
ne t Hog [or a boy

and edited by Denes Agay

Price

Advance

1.00;

of Publication

Arranged

.80

by Henry Levine

and edited

The Theodore
Presser Company is pleased to present
another in this increasingly popular series of "Themes."
with jVIr. Levine's excellent arrangements
for the pianist
of moderate accomplishment.
This new collection can·
tains pieces from 16 of the favorite. well known oratorios. Here are repre",entative selections.ranging
from
the 17th century to lite 19th century. incJuding ·works
by Carissimi, Stainer, Bach, Handel, M~n.delssohn. R~.,,sini. and Verdi. Allid this to your collectIOn of favonte
com pllsitions!
410-41021

list

RODEO

Price

1.75;

Advance

of Publication

1.40

430-41015

they are.

List Price

.85:

Advance

af Publication

.65

li

Grade

,.QI:

Tcbaiko'"ky's ", .'. Cra<,iiI
uite"
and .... ba.fl'feoka ~ p ~
",'
Dance. you'lI find the!C not tOO
for

children

to play.

_

tal

a chance

2

MERRY SCISSOR GRINDER
(bcef/enf
sfudy in trill patterns)

Grade

21(2

(Good

recital

TOCCATa.
piece, Contemporary

THEODORE

. But il IoU play lbe Jll"".~
lIke to work "itbgroup' of~;
by all mean_ ~l
tIt< .. _
talent

OKEECHOBEE......
. .....
Mae-Aileen Erb
htful piece about a lake, Arpeggio and passage study)
9
, 10-40184 $.35
Willian

Scher
.35

... Jahon Franco
in spiri~, -tYernafe handsj
[30-41112
.35

PRESSER

of Publication

.65

by ADA RICHTER
;\ nother in the appealing and educational "Storie:: with
!Husic" which are so popular with young piano students.
This time 1\'lr5. Richter puts words and lllU5ic \.0 the
fable of the race between the hare and the tortoise. An
('xcellent little bOlilk for children of grade two or grade
three JeveL
410·41022

list

Advonce

Price .85;

of Publication

.65

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ITALIAN
I
KEYBOARD MUSIC
Arranged

and edited

by Gion Francesco Malipiero

This unusual folio contains Italian keyboard music of
the 18th cenlmy transcribed.
arranged and edited by
Cian Francesco Malipiero, one of Italy's leading can·
temporary composers. Three early sonatas and three
minuets offer fresh mat.erial for both .the teacher and
pupil. Of moderate difficulty, they are excellent as pre·
liminarv materials for the young pianist "1110 is 011 his
way to ,Mozart and Beethoven.
List Price l.00;

Advance

of Publication.

75

Arranged by Tam Scoff

American folk songs are always favoi·ites to sing anJ
If) hear and t.he"e arrangements
for male chorus by TOni
Scott are "tops." The 20 compositions are grouped into
li"e categories-Sing
of Work, Sing of Love. Sing of
Fun, Sing of Heaven, and Sing in the Saddle-all
of
medium oillicultv. New. appe-aling. excellently arranged
-a perfect combjnation!
List Price .75;

Advance

1'12

110-40186

with

Advance

Grade 3 RUM RUM8A
(Study in syncopated rhythm,

Piano Solos
Grade
(A deli

list Price .85;

THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE

410-41005

Prices subject to chonge ....itholJl notice

In working
with
the Toy SJ1ll"
phony,
it was usually more
venienl
to play the pi8llo mf:.e
working
witb a :-mill part It a I~·
but for concerts 1 preferred to~~
8omeon
else play .:;0 that I cwuP
direct.
You may be lu~.e
to ha ~ :,Ome talented ) oung4erh& .
can do all the directi.ng. o~per~
one who can play the Plano. ~
enough.
at lea~l for the ~~.,
number~.
When you ~

430-41014

SING ALL MEN

and lyrics by Jane Flory

Another delightful folio by Marje Westervelt and Jane
Flory, this time built around .the Rodeo and using ~uthentic American cmd)oy tunes. These second and t11l1'd
grade pieces will en IiI·en ~1Ot.1J the teacher's repertoire
and the student;:" cour:5t' "I ,.iud)'.

jf you ha\
a chance to gd oot
There wa a time when I littlebJl
who did nDt ha\e 8 Jew's Harp~
his pocket at all Limes n:Sll', mud!
of a boy. Today, fe.,. boyse""'"

~farie West.ervelt and Jane Flory have combined their
special
abilities to produce a collection
of delightful
music, lyrics. and illustrations.
Mardi Gras time in New
Orleans comes to full life in these easy arrangements
of authentic Louisiana folk songs. This folio m'IIY also
be used for school or club pageants.

410-41023

by MARIE WESTERVELT

Illustrations

by MARIE WESTERVELT

Illustrations and lyrics by Jane Flory

THEMES fROM THE
GREAT ORATORIOS

E, n tbe J .,.'s Harp can be n~

what

list

o two copies per book. Please send remittance
WITh
comes off the press, delivery [postpaid, will be mode.

MARDI GRAS

Bela Bartok. one of the lour or five great masters r;f
contemporary
rnusic, was in his vouth a renowned teacher
of piano. Besides his w.u-k- in the larger forms, he produced several hundre-d piano pieces for children. For
this col lect.ion ~Vlr. Aguv has se-lected 15 of these Col!11positions. which may be pluved by any second or third
year piano student. The selections are chiefly based on
Hungarian
and Slovak fulk snngs. These pieces are
unjque jn harmonizq,tion. melodically
fresh, and lh.,roughly 1ll1lS-ici.ll.and are ideal for the t.eachin<.!;()( r1w\,h.
mic problems.
phrasing. ~lnd may be used ror' recital
purposes.

r enl innovation:

IWO

•• •

eADVA NCE OF PU RUCA JlO N OFFER

.i-

,
BLOWING

dozens of them in the dime store!
around
Christmas time. Thesemay
not be true to tone and so cann~
be used [or a melody along with
another melody instrument, butyou
will find that you can use themnow
and then for a novel trill in just the
right place. And you may be fortu.
nate enough to have some deler
youngster
in the group who might
pick up the melody or motif of one
of the
om positions you happen10
be u ing. 1f it sounds reasonahlgood and i in tunc with the meled;·
in t rurn nt )OU arc using, add it
by all III ana. If it i!J no' in tunf,
perhaps
)011
an make room IG[
a lltt l 1\1) cia I solo part, silencin:
everything
cl.;:: , if necessary.
And
f the toy instruments, nom
is mor popular than the harmonica.
I£ uny of the children can playtim
old Ievorf , by all mean use it iJ
the Toy
ymphony. H only 111"0 CQ
piIlY.
11 ourage th m 10 work (I
8 dUCL
\ n if you ha\'e only one.
give him tI 'iolo tl II peciahynumber
in a conccrt.

of Publicotion

.60

......
Anne Robinson
Tuneful, populf'1r in flavor)
130·41114
$.40

SPANISH LULLABY
(Sfudy in 3rds, Melodic,

..... Anne Robinson
Tango rhythm)
110-40185
.35

Piano Duets
Grade 2112
FAITH
(Good teacher-pupil

duet.

SEMINOLE

Emphasizing

CAMPFIRE

Hornberger-Eckard
legato playing)
110·40191
.45
Olive Dungan
130-41113
.35

CO., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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LENDING. LIBRARY OF PIANO

MUSIC!

(Continued from Page 18)
the response of the parents. Several
have called for the sole purpose of
expressing their enthusiasm. Some
have said that it has made for a
closer family relationship
because
of the more "popular" nature of the
music in the lending library. The
child. is suddenly getting spontaneous praise from the' non-musical
members of the family. Some parents have noticed, too, a greater
pleasure and enthusiasm for practicing on the part of their children.
The question may perhaps be
asked whether the regular lesson is
being neglected in favor of the Iibrat-y pieces. Actually, there is such
an .improvement in the three fundamentals
(note-reading,
fingering,
and counting) which we now familiarly refer to as "N F C", that
he is no longer afraid of new music,
even when it looks a bit hard.
To help the pupil distinguish
clearly in his own mind between
sight- reading
standards
and selfstudy standards. we use the following slogan: "Sight-reading
should
. be played at least NFC" (i.e. notes,
fingering,
counting
correct),
but
NFC also stands for "Not For Company." Self-study pieces on the other
hand are definitely fOT company.
They are to be studied phrase by
phrase, are to be· played musically,
and principles
and concepts previously taught are to be applied.
Thus a self-study piece is a selfstudy piece because there is nqthing

new in it that I have to teach them,
and therefore they should be able
to learn it by themselves, although
it may be too hard for sight-reading. As a result my students are hecoming more self-reliant and there
is a definite carry-over of that spirit
into the music I am teaching them.
I feel that the Library idea could
be used as an automatic. part of
every teaching lesson, True, there
is an expenditure of time, money, and
effort at the beginning. But once the
library is there, it functions practically by itself except for the occasional addition of new literature.
The rewards are very great indeed.
It gives the pupils an opportunity
for self-expression
in the selection
of material, independence in studying or in sight-reading pieces, and
experience. with a tremendous variety of 'literature. It gives the parent
a child who looks forward' to trying
new pieces, rather than one who
considers it a chore. and it helps
make music a social experience for
the whole family. Finally, it gives
the teacher the greatest reward one
can ask for, the feeling of warmth
and appreciation
from pupil and
parent,
which helps to make .the
eternal triangle of music lessons:
Parent-Child-Teacher,
just a picture
of three who are joining
hands
toward a common goa(,"an eluiched
music education in an atmosphere
of understanding
and enjoyment.
THE

ADVENTURES OF A PIANO
(Continued from·Page
Q. Does a staccato sign invariably
call for short, detached tone?
A. No. Staccato may be very short
and sharp or longer and richer
like pizzicato; sometimes it can
even be played
with damper
pedal. Staccato refers to quality
and not quantity of tone.
Q. Are rapid octaves played by (1)
wrists (2) forearms (3) fingers
(4) full arms?
A. Always by super-strong
finger
tips reinforced whenever necessary by wrists, forearms and full
arms.
Q. When hands tire or stiffen in
rapid octave passages, what do
YOll
do to obtain ease and relaxation?
A. Often practice the thumbs alone.
This is done with the thumbs
playing like a pencil point in
key contact with highish wrist
and without arm help. Hand is
held as quietly
as possible,
thumbs are played very lightly;
no attempt is made to hold the
octave span in the hand.
Q. What is the most relaxed way to
playa series of rapid chords?
A. In impulses of two's, alternating
with down (solid) and np (light)
touches.
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Q. What is one of the best practice
habits to cultivate?
A. Impulse practice in which the
arms bound to the lap after
playing a passage or phrase. As
they rest in the lap for a few
seconds the silence clears your
ears, gives complete relaxation
and induces
thinking,
"What
sliall I do next?"

SCHUMANN'S
OPUS 2

PAPILLONS,

These
12 fanciful
sketches
of
masked figures flitting in and out
of a carnival are played by most
pianists too stolidly and without sufficient humor. In the "Papillons"
_Schumann created a new and rare
poetry of the piano. Although CI~ra
Schumann,
fresh
·and youthful,
played them exquisitely, the sensitive subtleties
of the pieces left
German
audiences
cold and bewildered.
Robert wrote that after
hearing them "the audience looked
at each other stupidly and could not
grasp the rapid changes."
Indeed,
these kaleidoscopic'dances,
inspired
by the last "Masquerade"
chapter
of Jean Paul's "Years of Youth,"
are a test for any pianist. Their
flavor ~nd illusion are often more

much of this grief would be spared
pianists
if they would constantly
remember
that conditioning th~
thumbs requires just a few sensible
precautions:
(1) always feel that
the thumb
is hanging loosely and
uncurved.
(2) When not in use or
when
playing the thumb, keep it
touching the key tops. Never lift it
and whack from above the keys. (3)
Always
play the thumb like the
point of a pencil, i.e. on the lower
side of its tip. (4) 'ever play the
thumb on its long. nat side. (5) Do
not curve
th
thumb consciously
when it pa 5 5 und r the hand in
scales
r arp ggio~ r wh n thehand
passes ov r it. (6) Alway remember
that if the thumh is loose, tit elbow
is loos . and cnsequently
the whole
bod y i~r reed . . . AI~. conversef ..
wh n the elbow tip i'l tight. the
thumb and body are tight .. Tes
this; it's easy to prove.
TU£ [liD

elusive than the frailest bouquets of
Chopin and Debussy . . . Like th~
"Scenes From Childhood,"
they are
almost Mozartean
in their chaste
perfection of form and content.
A
breath, too strongly blown, shatt~rs
them; an insensitive
approach
kills
them ....

THUMBS

FOREVER

I

Oh, those pesky thumbs with their
inferiority
(or is it, superiority?)
complexes
...
They are stubby.
strong and bossy, and so proud of
their ability to roll around
everywhere, to smite mightily,
to move
under the fingers and to be the means
of getting our hands
where
they
"ain't" on the keyboard,
that they
think they rule the roost. (They do,
tool ) Our lives are spent keeping
these stocky delinquents
in line ...
They bring us more grief than all the
rest of our finger family ...
Yet,

IS TEACHING

MUSIC

AN

ART

OR A BUSINESS?

(Continued from Page 26)
arranging
the chord
for the first
sing th
ommer ids before they
measure. I added chords to the secmeet us.
ond and she completed
the third and
Our PUI il want. abo\-e all tbing~.
fourth measures
without
any help
to gel on TV., radio. in mO\'ies and
from me. When
she played
them
to make recording ... Wh~ not? That
through, her face lit up like a neon
is ",hat pa),s renl mone)'. They want
sign as she said, "I didn't realize
very much 10 g t on talent shows
that pieces are made up like that. I
and ",in m n y and scholar~hip~.
believe I could write music."
They Ji~l n to lhe:,e programs and
Somewhere
along the line_ while
they know thaI Ihe artist pUI,il who
teaching Ellen scales because
that
plays a Ha)·dn
nata ne\'er wins.
was the thing to do. I had failed to
no matter how flne the performance.
make her see the light until she herIt isn -t to our credit that thi.s is true
self pushed the switch. That night
in America.
but it is a fact well·
I wrote in my book, "Give a pupil
known by all persons who listento
an incentive,
create
a desire.
and
the talent
shows. So teaching is a
teaching will be an art, a business
business
which requires keen per·
and a joy."
ception.
alertness. and under5tand·
From the many fine music magaing.
zines, books, refresher
courses. workTo guide a pupil who i ambitious
shops, and master
classes,
today's
to geL on radjo and TV. through
teachers are learning
how to make
years
of
arlani.
Bach. ~lozart.
music lessons vital to their pupils.
and
churnann tak
teaching genius
Form the National
and Regional
on the pari of the leacher. but it
Conferences
of the MTNA and the
is being done all o\-er America Ill'
MENC
where
problems
ranging
day. So teaching music is 80 art.··
from Bill's allergy to the piano to
a "ery great art.
Mary's precociousness
are discussed
But this detOluing through the
?y experts, we a.re not only develop.
classics
cannot be done with eYer}"
mg_ our profeSSIOn into one of the
pupil who comes into tIle studio01
leading arts in America. we are movthe average
teacher. There are too
ing into the' big business bracket.
many differences in per50nal deSr~.
There is still a small minority in
. I inations.
me
abilities
an d back.
t Ile teac Iling field who struggle along
grounds.
wit.h their 30-year-old
methods
and
Thus the beauty of oar art. the
attItudes and a few rebellious
pu.
business
of making a living mu51go
pils,
h . and dwho place the blame f or
hand in hand if music is 10 grOli, ,
t e~r ste~ y turn over and unfilled
spread.
and reach into the out·po:u
perIods m their teaching
schedule,
f
. be·n!
h
d
0
our civilization. And this IS I
o.n t e waywar ness of this genera_
done by the majority of Aroeri~
~lOn Q f young people who seem to be
~
lUte
t d
I'
.
:Music teachers
who be1iere 10
res e on Y,m Jazzy trash.
Joseph
Conrad that "Efficiency 01.
,.
. Y oun.g people are more interested
practically
8awless kind may lI"
m m~slc no.w than at any period in
1 fOI
Amencan history. They do n t
reached
naturally in the ~"~
J
d
.
0 Want
bread. But there is 5Qmething be,oDU
to
0 away
With classical
mll·
d
they want to add popular 3 d SIC, -3 higher point, a subtle an ~~
n
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cd~·
mistakable
touch of love and pr!.
e ra 10
be yon d mer ~;
-L'll
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TV . .an d· mOVles have a .
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~ an 1&~
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In•
all 1\"Of)
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to
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y eam to
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TO THOSE HIGH SCHOOL

JUNIORS AND SENIORS-WHY

NOT MUSIC?

(Contin.ued from Pa.ge 15)
If you'rea baby sitter. and will be
wherethereis a piano, take with you
someinexpensivecollection of piano
musicor a community song book,
and play it through. TUlle in to
mod radio programs, and attend
;nl' concertsthat come your way.
If either your singing voice or your
playingis of solo caliber, be generouswith it when asked.
Gel into every possible
music
actil'ilyin High School. Play for the
ModernDance Croup in the gym.
Thatwill give your rhythmic sense
a goodwork-out. Tf you can earn a
placeas the glee club accompanist,
it wil1he like money in the bank,
later on. If you are a glee club
member.attend every
rehearsal,
eventheextras. without a whimper.
It couldbe that some day you might
belongto one of those col lege MadrigalGroups.who sit around a table
andsing,in lovely gowns!
If youcan beg. borrow, or rent
someinstrument olher than
the
piano.see if you can't learn enough
to playsimple melodies on it. You
maywant to organize a school orche:lrain the future. you know!
Can you help with music in a ~
children'sclub. Scout Group. seulementhOllse.or 4-H Club·? Can you
playfor Sunday School or a Junior
Choir?Can y~u accompany
voice
pupils?Can you plan and present
a programof simpie piano music
and old familiar songs for some
homeor hospital? All of this -wilJ
giYeyou an idea of both service
andjoy in music. Every vital contactyouha,·ewith music will be in
yourfavor, and will make further
slndy easier.
If you are a counselor at a summercamp, can you start a Rhythm
Band?There are helpful books on
Illispop
.
u Iar su I.
)Ject. and much IUU·
S.IC. arranged, especially for Ihis ac111'I!y. Several companies
manufac~~:~lrhythm instruments. and will
., Y send you catalogues.
As a
pa.rtof the camp craft program you
Imghthelp the children to m~ke
"'"heof the instruments themselves
sue I
'
as rau es rhythm sticks and
smalld
I'
,
rums. f you are at home for
I Summ
tIe
.
th',
er, you mlght volunteer
.I~ Sort of senrice to some VacationBibleSchool.

paniment.
You might even make a
solo appearance
that will stiffen
your backbone
and put finish on
your performance.
Should finances permit. there are.
at these camps. artist teachers wh~
will give private
lessons. Such a
combination
of outdoors and music
is something
to dream about and
plan for. If you are really serious,
you can make definite strides, musically,
in such an ideal summer
session. and maybe later skip a rung
or two in the musical ladder. There
are even some scholarships
available
in these camps. Send for a few catalogues, and you'll be going around
in a rosy daze.
As you are tnkin a vour truinina
you should weigh ca~'e'fu]]y the typ"'~
of place in which you would like to
work. In a large city the head of the
Music Department
will very- likely
map out your program.
There will
be less chance
to show init.iative,
and very like-Iy a definite schedule
to foIl OW"_ You will be directed 'and
supervised.
Tn a small city you ",.·ill have
equipment.
freedom.
and-all
the
responsibility!
YOli will have to
know the elllire set-up_ from kindergarten songs 10 the best close harmony collection
for bors. You w.il1
need a -",mall car. and in it you will
whisk merrily
from the morning

High School assembly to a tour of
the grade schools. In the eveningwhile resting-you
will put. on something fetching, and play for that
talented mother in the P.T.A. You
may work into a place of this size
after you have filled a few smaller
positions well.
As the director
of music in a
small oornmuuity,
you may not find
all the equipment
that you would
like. Some of the school board may
class you as one or the needless
drains. on the school budget. But
consider
the compensations.
You
have the challenge of proving your
work valuable.
Imagine the tlu-ill of coaxing out
an odd assortment of instruments
and melting thern into a real little
orchestra.
Or it may be the new
Junior High Choir, singing carols,
so sweetly ser-ious 1 hat it hurts to
look at them. There will be a general doffing of hats, disclosing wide
smiles, as yOLl walk do\vn l\'lain
Sireet after your Boys Quart.et was
the bit of the Rotary luncheon'.
Produce
results, and the small
town will practically let you do your
own planning. And as for turning
out for your music programs-they
Jllay not know Grieg; from Gershwin,
but they ,\-ilJ hulge the hall for yOll.
It -will be. "Hi :\Iiss Jones!" as you
leave the post o(fi,ce. That nice YOllt\g

In d·ff

hi erent sections of the counrYterear·
arelike
e mUSIC camps.
These
dreams come trlle. Here yOll
al' Ilave a II t Ile sports and outdoor
"f·d
ree om of
at tl
a summer vacation. and
1e
Iil11S. ~ame.t!me begin your special
Seh lcal trammg while still in High
I

.

T1en,k furnishes

lTV
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the accom-.
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TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
(ColltinueJ, li·om Page 22)
Church method of grading from one
to ten ,is a.ccepted as standard.
In
France and on the Continent generally, no numbers are used. The music is classified as what corresponds
to "very easy," "easy," "nledillm
difficulty," '''difficult,'' and "very difficult."
As for a set "form of progressing
in pJallO ]essons," J am afrajd your
student didn't express herself clearly enough. But as far as 1 cun
guess wbat she means, there is no
SllCh thing. Progress comes from
the application
of the student, the
seriOllsness of ber practice, the concentration
of her mind upon every
phase of her pianistic development;
apart. naturaJly, hom the gifts bestowed upon each one-or
deniedby God and Nature. There
are
pupils
\'lho seem to understand
everything.
who hardly need to be
told anything, whose musical int.elligence is ·almost uncanny. In short.
there is no set rule for anything tha{
has to do with music study. It all
amount::; to a strict.ly p.ersonal matter and cannot be standardized.
THE END
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II-Gene
Spurlod
Harris & Ewing

00.

With pine b
hair r
Y reezes ruffling your
, \ou may I
.
(troup· d
I)ay In all ensemble
.,
un cr
r..
•
rustic . a nne dlfector. In a
. settmg·
b
"reat h
10. u may e part of a
.,rour fc . oru!:
·h·1
~,l\ I e an orchestra
of

couple in the choir will take 1'0\1
home for Sunday dinner. You will
he a sought-after
partner
at the
square dances. There will he no
monotony and no idle time 011 your
hands. for you'll run yourself ragged
doing the things that you're asked
to do. But you will fill a great need
in the community, and be recognized as a person of no small importance.
Is music a necessary part of YOUl"
life? Do great hymns take you to
new heights?
Do you Jove 1.0 set
others singing, until a whole gruuu
has lost itself in music? Then r-onsider this wide and pleasant field
lying he fore you. A music educator
is kindling beauty as she goes. and
waking ears to hear. She is enrich-~
ing the experience
of t.hose who
come under her influence. Sensing
this fact. she, herself, gains a sense
of happiness
that cannot be measured. Then, as you plan for yom
[urther stud}', why not Music Education?
THE END
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WORLD OF MUSIC

WHAT-HOW-AND

(Continued from Page 8)

by Mathilde
Thea lJfusgrave, of Edinburgh
has won the annual award of the
Lili Boulanger Memorial Fund, Inc.
Miss Musgrave is the first woman
and the first British composer to
win the award since it was established 13 years ago. The Board of
Judges of the Lili Boulanger
Memorial Fund, Inc., are: Walter Piston, chairman,
Nadia
Boulanger,
Aaron Copland, and Igor Stravinsky.

Jacques Abram,

young Amet-ican pianist, winner of the 1938 National Federation
of Music Clubs
contest,
was given a five·minute
standing ovation in London's Royal
Albel·t Hall recently when he played
~the 2nd Piano Concerto by Rachmaninoff with the Royal .Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Colin
Russ.

Kenneth

Wolf,

20.year.old

native of Cleveland who won fame
by being graduated from Yale at
the age of 14,'has now blossomed
forth as a concert artist-composer.
He appeared in December with the
Utah Symphony
under
Maurice
Abravanel
as piano soloist in his
own composition,
Concerto No.1
in B minor. He was a piano stu·
dent of the .late Artur
Schnabel
and Rosina Lhevinne;
and studied
composition with Paul Hindemith.

Tlte

American

SYlnphony

Orchestra League has published
statistics
which reveal
an interesting picture as regards the musicality of small towns. According
to these figures,
there
are 125
towns of less than 25,000 population that have their own sym·
phony orchestras.
New Yark State
with fourteen
takes the lead in
this classification~
with Pennsyl·
vania second, having thirteen small
towns with symphony
orchestras.
1Jt~assimoFreccia, for eight years
conductor of the New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony, has resigned
to accept the post vacated by Keginald Stewart as conductor of the
Baltimore Symphony.
The String Quartet of the Uni.
versity of Texas gave a concert recently at Austin in which the mem·
bers played matched
Slradivarius
instl·uments valued at $150,000. The
set was brought from Connecticut
by Emil Herrmann,
dealer in rare
musical instruments.
It is one of
six Stradivarius quartets in 'the U.S.
The University's String Quartet consists of Angel Reyes, first violinist: Alfio Pignottj. second violinist;
Albert Gillis, violist; and Horace
Britt. cellist.
60

An International
Festival
of
Contemporary
Music will be held
in connection with the International
Art Exhibit at the Carnegie Institute
at Pittsburgh, Pa. this fall. The A.
W. Mellon Edncaticnal and Charitable Trust has contributed a .generous sum to finance the project. Roy
Harris has been appointed executive
director of the festival.
The Central City Opera Festival, at Central City. Colorado, which
opened on June 28, will present two
operas:
"La Boheme:'
and "The
Marriage
oE Figaro."
The former
will.be given 19 times with the latter
having 14 performances. Appearing
for the first time at Central City
are Genevieve Warner and Virginia
Mac Waters
of the Metropolitan
Opera Association. and Ann Ayars,
star of London films. and Elinor
Warren.
Among the 50 awaJ·d wInners of
the third Opportunity
F ellowships competition are five musicians:
Martha Zenia Flowers. of Winston·
Salem, N. c.; Mary June McMechen,
N, Y. c.; Mary Leontyne Price of
Laurel. Miss,; Vivian Scott Ramsey,
of Pontiac,
Mich.;
and Dorothy
Ross, of New York City.

. The Koussevit:zk:r Foundation
is observing this year the tenth anniversary
of its founding
by the
late distinguished
conductor of the
Boston Symphony. Beginning
with
Memorial broadcasts on June 4, the
first anniversary
of Koussevitzky's
death, the foundation will continue
throughout
the fall and winter of
1952 with various orchestral
pro·
grams honoring the great Russian
maestro
who was instrumental
in
giving first hearings to many new
orchestral works. Since its creation,
the Foundation
has commissioned
nearly fifty new works, by leading
composers oE the present.'

ALL that occurs in the studio is
.tl.not
merely hearing
the thirtyminute lesson, giving a smiling goodby to the outgoing
pupil, and wel~
coming the next. Oh, no. There are
sometimes interesting
audition interludes.
.
Example:
Mrs. X is calling to
say, "My little girl is just five, and
her father wants her to enter one of
your piano kindergarten
units;
but
I feel a little doubtful,
as she is so
young, and I hear that you give these
little ones a good many subjects
in
a lesson. Of course; I wouldn1t want
her little mind to be strained
with
too. much thinking. Please
tell me
what you really think about it."
This ,is a frequent
question,
and
easily explained.
"Mrs. X," I begin,
"you can't
stop your little girl from f.hinking.
She is thinking
of something
every
minute that she is not asleep. How
many questions
does she ask you
in a day?"
"Gracious!"
exclaims
Mrs.
X.
"About one hundred!"
"Questions
about just one thing,
Mrs. X?"
"No indeed! About everything she
sees and hears," was the answer.
"Well, Mrs. X, that is because she
is thinking, as all normal children
are. If she should be apathetic.
un·
interested,
not
asking
questions.
then you might have something
to
worry over."
I then remind Mrs. X that it is
not thinking which
causes
mental
s~rain, but thinking too long at (L
Ume on one subject.
For this reason, with my kinder·
garten units, I change the subject
every ten minutes or so. Then I iUu·
s~rate t? her a sample of one of my
slxty-mmute
schedules
with a unit
of three or four very young beginners.

EXAMPLE
Itlllo ltfontemezzi, Italian opera·
tic
composer-conductor,
died
at
Verona, Italy, on Ma)' 15, at the age
of 76. ·His best known opera was
"L'Amore
dei Tre Re," (The Love
of Three Kings). first produced
at
La Scala. Milan. in 1913 and later
at the Metropolitan
Open
House.
He lived for a time in Beverlv Hills
California,
where he was - widel;
feted in 1950 on his 75th hirthday
and given the Star of Italian Solidar:
ity for musical achievement.

lUadelaill.e Chambers,

a schol.
arship student at Chatham
Square
Music School, New York is the win·
ner of the annual "first" award of
the Friday Morning Club contest
in Washington, D, C. The award consi~ts of $700 and a sponsored recital
in' Washington.
THE END
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No. 1 This is a simple study of
the appearance
of the keys TI
th
1 k TI
.
le way
ey 00.
le way they feel Jrlh
t~ey are called keys. Their al~hab:
tIc names (one or two at a time)
How to locate a white ke·
looking at black keys H Y hy first
Middle C
. .
. ow to locate

,

. (InitIally,

Three Pre-Requisites

Kindergarten

I mark Middle

C WIth a red pencil. This
.
extends through
several less sUbJ)ect
No.2 Thc initial driJl in ~n\
.
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merely
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I ec I1IC
fi
cvera
short
nger exercises
0 D the
k b
Learning
the fi~[I"er
b el oard.
e
num ers. 1.2.3_

to Becoming a Musician

WHY

Bilbro

aloud.
4 It is easy to teach these

little ones a few imple drawings
made "in lime with piuJlo", although.
of cour e, the rule for this has to
be explain d by Ihe leacher.
(Notc:
from the beginning I u:e
this
ubject becau
it develops in
the child
a c rtain rhythm con·
sciou ..ne...... Cll·ordination. and sell
relinnce.1
o. 5 Then for 8 few que~tion~
the leacher ma)' like to a k bearing
1IPOll t he I..
n. r r cult haling the
m mory.
Example:
1'00
lOU hold your
fingers HCllight or cuned when you
play?"
(Ilhl"lral
ff Ihe keyboardI
"How do )OU hold your IllUrnbs?"

(IIIus'rate)
;"Vhat
is musi ?. Ans.: ")Iu~ic
is a language ,poken in beautiJul
sound"
(with emphasis on beautijul)
Other
questions al Ihe teacher5'
discrction.
o. 6 A Motion
ng.
Then a reminder of "Home /Cork."
At this siage no mention is made
of notation.
hut after a reasonable
time. when the child.ren hne groviD
familiar
with Ihe ke)tboard and tlfO
or three
little exerci~
such a~,
Lea p F rog.-where
the third finger
of the right hand rests on )Iiddle
C. and the left hand (third fingerl
mo,'es
back and fortb.
o"er the
right. striking the C below and the
C abo'with entire rela-ulion. 01
left arm and hand.-and
a 6,-e·finger
exercise
is learned which lhey eMl
their
horl
cale. ,'iz: starting \litb
both thumbs on ~liddle C. and pia)"'
ing slowl - in contramotion through
the range of the fi'·e 6nger~. bark
and forth sc'-eral times:-aI5{l spel~
.ing short word:, on the ke}"boart!·

such

I~AR.l\lONY. Composition,
non,
Mu sicu l 'I'ueory.

Cor-r-espondence

4-5, Practicing "finger games", Hand
position.
Thumb position .
o. 3 Pupils striking
time with
triangles.
as the teacher plays at
the piano. First chords, then, melo
die
with steady, duple, or triple
tempo.
The children should COunt
10.

CLASSIFIED

as. Ad. Ed. Bag, Bee, Cab,

Egg. etc. then. (coming to the eno
of a long 8entence!)
I gi,"ethem
their
kindergarten
books iu~t to
look al. and to make them realize
that pretty soon they will be study·
in g £rom their 0"'11 book!;·
But before u::!-ingtheir books. the,"
must have learned to drill' on the

blackboard the grea' ,..,H and .'
note. :lliddle C. Now they are pw
pared for their first Book.le;."'j
Four or 6ye ,,-eek! haye pa.s..-ed. an
•

1U111

what they hne learned IS: 8 .' r
reading
(letters):
a littl~ \fflun;
1
(lette ... ): a lillie technic
(pian.
•
. n!
and Ke~-ooard ~ludr~ a
(motion
~ng I: a wilt' d~,,1D:
. (rhl thmic I Blackboard,nth Pl~;
and a whole lot of rh,-,hm. tHE t:

,"tlt S1D~;

by Arthur Olaf Andersen
'l'HESE ARE the three

specific
things a beginner must always
hal'eif he wishes to become a real
musician:(I) the abiJity to work
hard; (2) patience; (3) felicity
in his work.
Patienceis important because the
arerage student usually
is impatient
and wishesto make as runny short
rillsas possible,Short cuts in music
simplymean that cui things Illu.;;t
oneday be made lip. for t1Jcre is
11nl)'
onewa~' to become 11 thorough
musician 111ld thai is by hard,
sleadyplodding-and patience.
Somestudenl.:: are born with a
rertain facilitl' which appears
to
nwkethings easy for Ihem. They
,kimoverthe work that it takes the
areragestudent u lot of labor 10
arcomplish. If the student
is a
pianisthe may be able to play with
a flourishthat is discoura~in~
to
theplodder.
Butwait and watch. This natural
ahilitythatcomes >:0 easily is limited.
] IaSlsonly for awhile because it is
nllt oolidlybuilt nor is it quite
lIatliral.It takes hard practice to
nttainsolidity. It i~not a matter
of finger facility alone. although
tht must be gained. but it is a
prohlemin thoroughness.
Take. forexample. the "OUB'Y com~o;;er
.whoturns out m81;y cO~lposilIOnsm set formulas. He can write
one after another. Examine them
~ndone will find the same content
1IJ each. Nothing new or
inspired
hill facilityin note.writin(y
'1'1
•
...
len there IS the "OUIl 0' -..,jolinis!
\\'110 can jllay rapidl)', wiDl lots of
ft OUI'!:'h es but no depth of tone'lirface Sluff that is showy and
~~minglybrilliant. Then listen to
t le worker who allains
technic
thmlwhh
'
r " ard practlCe
but. a 1:;'0 has
{I;:cove~ed
that he can put a Jot
~noreInto his performance
than
Justtechnic. He (ISC
I' 1oses a slllgm'"
.,
lhlleand' a vaTiety of color that
lila k'es f
I
or cIlarm and is not mere
s lowmanship.
Then con~'d
I youn ... slll"er
.
::>1 er tIe
w h0 mu bl
I I I m es t.hrough a sonrr and
es
.
, I Oose0n IIIe \.1)O"hclimax
note
0:>

0:>."

0

\\'H 1 "

/Qj!

..

ar fOesures of up·Jifted eyes and
msextended
t
I audIence
.
usII
I
owar d tle
lOll" 1 Ill'e
'
,
,
"
Selltmg
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THE END
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Instruction

Manu-

scripts
revised and cor-rec ted. Music
arranged.
Frank
S. Butler,
32-46 107
8:t .. Corona. N. Y.
LEARi\' .PL~NO TUNING-Simplified,
a u t.h e n tic mstr-u ct.ton
$·I.OO-Litera.ture rree. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
sr., Et mt ru, N. Y.
N"E'V
PL\.XO
IUU'I'E
1,1::'1'$ YOU
PJlAC'I'lCl~
nAY OR Nll~H'I' WI'rH00'1' DIS'I'URIUN{:
O'I'HEU.S, Mutes
piano
ab o u t 85%. De.sf Iv a.r.ta.ch ed or
!letaclfed
wtth o u t ha.t-ming- rnecnanIsm. State upright,
g r-a nd, or spinet!
Pold o nlv on money bactc g-un.rantee.
Send $fi.OO ror mute a nd full t nsrruct.ions. Richn.rd Ma.vo, trent. 004, 1120
La t o na Str-eet. P'h ll a; 47, Pa.
\VUITI;: S01\'(:S: Read "Songwr'iter's
Re vle w" Magazine.
16iiO-ET
Br-oadway, New y,orl{ 19, 2;;1,1 copy; $2.00
year-.
~"'h'H'
PIANO-BY
l\IAn~-30 self·
teaching
le:;~ons, $3.00. 10 advanced
swing' lesRolls, $1.50.1:'1
mOdeI'll piano
solof'.. $2.50. Special introductorv
offer
t.....
tp1Lchen'.
Rrt\::<ts.
den.ler's
$:30
worth
of music
for $10 (sam·ples).
Over
50 publica tions-clflssic;.l.1
and
popular.
Phil
Bl·cton
Puhlications
P.O. Box 1402, Oma lla S, Ne!)!' .. U.S.A:
JJACIi: POPIJLt\._I'l SnEI~'l'
lUUSIC.
Hits 1900-1!JJ2, :3-$1; 19U-191fl. 4-$1'
1920's, 'J_,ll:!!)'s,
;,·$1; 1940's, 6-$1. Fore'S'
E3151 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
'
A H IlAX(~IX(;
fOl'
]Ja.nd - OrchestraPinTlo Vocals. l\{a.lluSeJ"ipts corrected
und pl'epared
fOl' publication.
'Words
.;.:et to
music-school
songs.
Send
mnnuscl'ipl'
1'1)['
eStimRte.
Pr'ompt
service.
Val's Arranging
Studio, 310
"'Vest. 10th St., Sarasota,
Fla.

I,E.o\.n:v I~I..\NO 'l'U::\'L'VG AT HOl\lE.
Coul'se
by ])1'. '\\'m. Braid
,Vhite
worid's
leading piano technician
and
teacher.
,Yrite
Karl
Bartenbach
IDOlA
neells St., La.fayet.te.
Ind.
'
OLD iUI)SIC \VAX'I'EU.
H;).ve vou a
r-ollection
of old
music
ga.tliedng
dust in your att.ic 01' barn'? TllI'u it
into cash. Write to George Good-<,in
Box 49, New Yor1{ 19, ~. Y.
'
"IOI~INjUAlil~n.S
Amateurs-·Professiona.ls.
Fine tone European
wood,
materinls,
supplies, JHl.tterns, insl'ructions. Illustrated
catalog
IO¢, l·efund·
ed. PI'emier
Violin
Supplies,
Dept.
V.E., 430 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles
1:1.California.
J~E'''' 1'IE PR [iYT your original
compositions
fOJ· you. Secllre copyrights.
Attl'active
titlc pages. Ready for sale
when
deli I'cred.
Edythe
De\Vitt,
Pads,
Texas.

OLD A"'D
NJ<:iW VIOJ~INS. Cellos,
Bows,
Supplies.
Repairing,
Eaken,
310 E .. Washington
St., Chambersburg, Pa..
DANFOUD
HALl" COIUPOSER.-AllIlANGJi~R. All types of compositions
corrected.
Lyrics set to music.
1tl14
,"V. Lun t Ave., Ch lca.go, Ill.
FOB, SALE: One Ol'gano-like
E. T. Tanner.
704 Trust Bldg.,
son City. Mo.

new.
Jeffer-

FOR. SA,LI:'":::Lap Or-gun, Ma.ho g-a.ny,
Made by Farley 8:: Pearson 1850. A. H.
Osmun, 57 Sandford Ave., Plainfield,
N. J.
PI.A\"
nv SIGH'I', Pianists-Sight
Reading
made easy. Im\HOVe your
playing
by g t ud y ing' THE AR'l' OF
SIGHT READING. 5 lessons complet.e
$3. Danford
Hall, 1914 W. Lu n t, Chicago. Ill.
PIANO ·1'EACHI~llS. ("I'HI~ PJANOGHAPK"-Note
indicatot·
and sight
reading
aid. Invaluable
for beginner
students.
Complete
with 5 Discs, $2.
Danford
Hall,
1!Jl4 \'\T. LUllt, Chicago. IlL
'I·El~CHI];RS.
PIANISTS
SOl'II~~'I'HING NJ';\V. F"r a message
of interest
write
PIANO TUNERS
EXCHANGE.
3434 Urban
Ave.,
Santa
:rdonica. California.
Ro\.XD UNIF01UIS
l~OR SALI~. Good
condition:
60 red and gray capes, 31
ret! ant! gray overseas
type ca.ps; 37
blue a.nd silver
eapGs, 38 bluc a.od
silver overseas
type caps; 33 unlnge
and black
capes,
2~ Perslling;
type
caps trilnmed
in orange
and bla(;k;
37 Ol'ange plumes. For sale to highest bidder.
We reserve
the right
to
reject
any or all bids. Contact.
GUY
M_ Dul{er. 1211 Henry Street,
AltOI),
Illinois.
"IOLI~IS'l'S
"\"HO GH.AOU,\.'I.'ED
FROM ~'IIGH SCI-IOOL, scholarships
are available.
Most all degT/:es confelTed.
\Vrite
'Villiftm
F
Kramel'
Sam Houston
State Teachc~'s College'
Hlintsville.
Texas.
'
HAND BUJI.DIN(~ EXERCISES
FOIl
PIANISTS
by ,"Veldon Cartel·. Seven
exercises
-which with twenty
minUtl~S daily
practice
give
results
C/lllC.kly. For
busy teachers,
intel'm~dlate
and advanced
pianists
who
Wish to improve
and strengthen
the
hand for a be~ter .technic. ::lend $1.00
per copy to \\'ashmgton
l\1usica.1 ]11stitute.
1730 Sixteenth
Street
NW
\Vashington,
D.C. Fl'om J"uly'lSl
t~
Sept. 15th \Veldon Carter
will teRch
in Nantucl{et.
IWass. Send orders .r\antu.cket
01' \Vashington
Musical
1nStl tll te.
DEAUTIli"UI, 1'IELODY AND cnouns
to lyrics.
You're
100% ownel'!
3:.!
btU' lead-only
$5.00. Kermit's
Song
Servi~e,
1206.Monsey,
Scranton,
Pa.
(Inq uiIT-Iy
nc-stam
p.)
~lONEY FOrt YOUR SPAli.E 'I'HIE.
NIan or woman
part or full time to
call. by appo~nlment
on pia.no students
who WIll welcome your visit.
A car and son1e knowleclge
of 11l\1sic
wil.I help. F01: details,
contact:
TJ1e
Unlverslt.y
Society Inc., 46S Fourth
Ave .. New Yorlt lG, N. Y.
WATCHES
'VAN'l'ED, ANY CONJlI'i'ION. Also broken jewelry,
spect.fl.cie:::;. dental
g'oods, diamonds.
silver.
Ca~h s,,:nt promptly.
Mail anicles
01"
Wrlt~ for free information.
Lowe's,
i,lf~ss~~yand
Building,
St. Louis
1,
WAN'rED:
A.UnISCOp-E G OC'l'AVIi.:
P.lt;\-V'I'ICE h.I':YUOAUII. Good condltlOn
necessary.
Evelyn's
1')'"
\V
~lain St .. ~pl'ingfield, oliio.'
"""
.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATE IS 20¢ a word. In order to

pa.rt~ally cover our l~:pography and clerical costs, we only accept a
1l1]IIUnUm order of $3.00-01"
15 words. Copy submitted
is "ubject
to approval by the editor. Copy will be set by us and ETUDE box
numbers
are avallable
for lhose who wish them without additional
charge.
Ciljes and states of more than one word each (i.e. L~s
Angeles, WlOde Island, elc,) are counted as one word. No charO"e for
city zone nUI~bers.
C~py .lllust~ be received
the 5th of the s~cond
month precedJJ1~ publIcatIOn.
Example:
copy for October issue is
due by August ;:>~h. l'orw~rd
your .order and copy to: Advertlsin
i\!lanager, ETUD]:.. the musIc J.nagazme, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
g

I:>

ETUDE

EHDE-HcrST
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gilt of tremendous
valu~.
And now comes the vocal student
who has studied
his sone and in
singing it, he interprets ea~h ph/ase
building 1I1) the story as he proceeds
und working
toward
the climax
gradually
with a sense of sincerity.
When we talk about the three prerequisites
we in fer that all are
necessary before the student starts
work on his music. lL should 110t be
Ita phHz3I'd guessing
t.hat the child
i,: ready for study. So often one
henrs a mother ask a t.eacher, "My
hoy is now five. Should I start him
on his music?"
H the mother has
a very precocious
son showing
a
decided tendency
toward music, five
i..: not too early. But most always
Ihe teacher
will advise wait.ing a
rear or two. It i!St;!uring this period
of waiting
that the parent mllst decide whether
or not her child is
musically
inclined.
Does he gravitate
naturally
t.o·
ward the piano-not
so much Lo
seek a noise·making
plaything as to
atteml)t to pick out melodies and
chords. Does he Iisten to music with
interest and attention?
. Can he hum m' sing a melody
after hearing
it on the radio or
phonograph?
(This last is not. too
important
as many good musicians
cannot retain melodies).
1£ he does
retain melodies. does he sing in tune
and is he rhytllm conscious? He may
or may not disclose
perfect
pitch
which is extremely
useful but not
absolutely
necessary.
Relative pit.ch
will serve.
The third pre·requisite,
felicity, is
the ability always to find happiness
and joy in music study and not to
consider it boresome or routine. The
average
boy or girl often dreads
practice,
eSI)ecially
if the task is
technical and without much musiC'al
value. They
dread
slow practice.
They want tunes. But' if they are
inclined to disregard t.he actual value
of technical
training
such as scales
in J)oth hands up and down the keyboard and other set exercises, they
should be taught 10 t.ake them with
tbe thoufl"ht in mind Ihat, while it
may be dry work. it is important
to
their ultimate
success.

Orchestra ...
Pr-i va re or

AD,S

-AUGUST
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PIANO CLASSES-MORE
(Continued

WORK, BUT WORTH

IT!

from Page 11)
yourself in her place. Class piano
teaching is simple by comparison!
"How can I possibly teach correct
hand position and develop a good
piano technique
when there is but
one piano and six children to bear
and watch at each lesson?"
Before
answering this directly, we must remember that the basic principles
of
technique are easy to teach. We must
consider the probability
that technique is usually over-emphasized
in
most piano-teaching,
and we must
also remember
that technical
Haws
in our student's
playing
creep in
during the practice
periods between
lessons and are primarily
the result
of lack of teacher supervision.
How often
have we heard
renowned
piano
teachers
exclaim:
"Technique
is the easiest thing to
give a student!"
Or. "Anybody
can
teach technique!"
What they are
usually implying is that the ex press:ve and emotional
concepts
are
-harder to instill in students.
(There
are indeed some who claim that they
can never be taught!)
How often have lesser
teachers
said of the student who has Slopped
his piano study for lack of interest
or other reason:
"At least I gave
Johnny a good hand position. If he
should ever start piano lessons again-.
we know that his' technic wat be
good!" Unfortunately,
Johnny
may
think a long while before he takes
up piano study again-especially
if
he has stopped because his lessons
had become periods of finger gymnastics, and were no longer musical

should involve singing, listening, creis likely to encounter.
ative work and bodily response to
"How can I possibly give six chilthe music being taught. All of this,
dren a piano lesson at once?" Class'
in
an overt, active fashion: singing
teaching is not a matter of sitting
together, softly or lustily, the words
six squirming youngsters in chairs
or t.une of an elementary piano piece
at keyboards and ladling out knowl-time
enough later to "sing from
edge and technique
according .to
the inside" when playing a Chopin
formula. The attitude
is still too
Nocturne;
swaying quietly like the
prevalent
that piano lessons are
elephant. depicted in our grade one
"given" and "taken" like pills or
piece, skipping to "Looby Loo," galcandy, as the case may be! Music
loping like horses, swinging
our
education-whether
voice, piano, or
arms
to
a
6/8
metered
melody-how
other instrument-is
not a matter of
better to teach the youngster
to
dispensation. It is rather meaningdevelop
that
state of advanced
ful musical activity and experience
musicianship
with the capacity for
which the teacher is expected to
"feeling"
the subtle motions and
create for the child when he comes
rhythmic nuance of a Brahms Interfor his music lesson. Some of this
mezzo! How better to understand
spirit the youngster is expected to
musical form in later study than to
reta in and develop during. the folhave had elementary experience with
lowing weekly practice per-iod. Usua group in composing one's own
ally the t.eacher works with word
piano pieces! How better t.o learn
pictures. describing
t.he movement
how to listen t.o one's own performand mood of the music, verbalizing
ance than to have shared the exit" phrase and rhythmic
content.
perience of list.ening to others, with
Somet.imes sl.le is successful,
very
others!
frequent.ly not. Few teachers can asHandling a class of six youngsters
sume or equal the child's point of
is . essentially
a matter of knowing
v,ie'.-\'with regard to musical experience. The emotion. the listening, the . one's subject thoroughly, being active and alert, and being prepared
bodily responses which a chl1d natuwith interesting and forward·looking
rally associates with music are probgroup activities in which cl~ildren
ably beyond the ken of most of us.
like to participate.
Every piano
The opportunity
which we adults
teacher, whether private or class.
bave to approach this realitv of child t'pn's musical experience
in a se- would gain considerably in paying
a visit to t.he public schools of some
d'lded_
private session with our
of her piano pupils. Observe the suceiO"ht.-vear-old pupil in a weekly halfcessful classroom teacher in her hanhOllr lesson is slim indeed! It is a
dling of 30 children
during
an
mist.ake to claim that piano playing
arithmetic or reading period. Pict.ure
does not represent
musical exnerien~p of this type-that
bO"lilv re,:nonse should be left to the daw.;n,!;
('lass. t.hat listening is for apprecia{:on classes, that singing is a specialized area separate
from piano
instruction. They are nerhaps at the
advanced, mat.ure level. but certainly
thh-; type of experience is a prime
EAGLE
MuSK
requisite to a youngster's
first concO.
crete introduction .to music experience. which beginning piano lessons
usually are.
The class affords the teacher the
best possible situation in which to
approach t.he child's ideal of music
lessons! Musical experience
should
be fun, it should be emotionally rewarding, it should be hard-but
en·
joyable-work.
Gathered around the
teacher, recept.ive, anticipating
and
eager to be doing somet.hing. musical
together, there is no adult-child emotional barrier to he surmounted. Too
often do young children sit alone and
somewhat awed by the adult-no
matter how friendly. Their attitude
is too often one of complacency, resignation, or even defiance.
Elementary piano performance for
emotional outlet and musical enjoy"Let's face it, Hel·bie. There's nothing that rhYlnes w,·,I,
ment should not be a matter of key
Connecticut."
manipulation according to patterned
rhythmic outline. Piano performance
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experiences.
Piano technic is one of
the easiest things to give a student.
Because
it is easy, it is often over.
emphasized.
Music is what vounssters want at piano lessons. Estab.
lish the basic technical principles
for musical
purposes. The curved
finger and hand position. the relaxed
wrist and arm. the smoothly tumins
thumb, good fingering habits ~hotlld
be taught
and supervised 10 make
the music
wlri h the young..ter is
Iea rnlng to play sound better. Tell
your
lass what to listen for-ask
them 1,0 demonstrate
the musical ei.
Iects that the compositlen requires.
You may be surprised at what youngsters. listening find watching one another,
will learn.
Treat physical
problems
in id ntally in gelling the
tonal con
prs you desire. A perIorrnance
by nn elementary student
is mu h In re inspired and attractive
if students
are seeking to demonstrate
musical
(tonal)
effecls than
if they arc merely showing off graceful phy ica] man tlvers which you
have taught them.
Stu I nts in cla!lC:es rotsting at the
piano
demonstrate
individual tethnical
difference..c: upon which the
good leacher i. quick to capitalize.
With
an awarene
of hasic prin·
ciples in mind. it i quite likely that
the teacher
will see a lechnical ad·
vancement
in the piano cJSSE which
will be quicker and more reliable
than she would have tholl!:hl pos·
. sible under any circumstance. These
results will be especiall due to the
incentive
and desire to do well,
which playing and learning logelher
in a spirit of cooperative compelilil"e
enterprise
brings about.
Class piano studento; should hare
two weekly lessons to in;:;ure a sue·
cessful te hnical and mU5icai devel·
opment.
dequate Ilrowtl. for the
average
student is difficult wilhont
supervi ion at least twice weekly.
For students
who b8\"e parents who
play and assistance at home-which
is bOlh technical and psychologicaltheir
problem
is sati~fa('tori1y resolved even though lessons mav come
only once weekly. For those without
assistance.
how ver_ pro~
is USU'
ally
frustratingly
slow unl~ the
student is unusually quick.
Wh.ile teachers realize their importance,
students and parents are
usually no too inclined to go along
with the idea of two lesson~ weekly.
The problems
Wllich IorC5tall Eouch
an arrangement
seem to he these:
(1) too expensive i (2) take tOOmuch
time;
(3) "Johnny isn't t"8t much
interested."
The financial considera·
tion is almost always no problem
in group
ine;lruction becau~. efen
though
the teacher usuall" receires
a greater
compen5atioD for c1a~;
than
for pri"ate l~one;. the co:t
to the student " ordinarily soUif'

/;"Tl'nE:-,4rr;rsr
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whatless for two weekly class lessonsthan for one private lesson. If
thesecondweeklylesson is regarded
simply as pract.ice time for the day
onwhichthe extra lesson comes, the
seeondobjection seems to be met.
Thefact that Johnny might not be
"Thatmuch interested" is usually
negatedin piano classes. If the
leacheris a good one and the class
lessonis fun,there is little doubt that
• Johnnyisgoingto be more interested
inllpracticing"with his pals on the
extralessonday than in working by
himselfat home. The biggest problemwhichthe teacher has to overcomein organizing lessons on a
twice weeklyhasis is that of inertia.
Parentsand pupils aren't used to
theidea!There may truly be alack
of interestin getting out twice a
weekfor lessons. In large cities
whereparents have to accompany
their youngsters to lessons,
two
ll"eekly
lessons may be out of the
questionunless piano classes are
giren in the public school on school
time-thepractice of many
hools
throughoutthe country.
(In such
cases,privateteachers are frequentlygiyenthe opportunhy of carrying
outthe program.) In neighborhood
teaching,and where youngsters are
usedto going for music lessons by
themselves,
the problem of organizingtwice·
weekly lessons is not a
largeone,and is certainly worth tlle
effortrequired to get them started.
Two 30 or 4{) minute lessons are
aboutright for a group of 6 youngsters.Sometimes longer 1 or 11h

hour class lessons are substituted.
but they usually
do not meet the
need of adequate
su pervision.
We have examined
only a few of
the considerations
of class piano
teaching
as they affect the studio
tea.cher.
There
are many
others.
which need be mentioned.
The utilization of visual-aids
such as blackboards, silent keyboards, and special
class-teaching
materials
is important. Study and experience
in special class
piano
teaching
courses
offered by many leading schools and
universities
is most desirable.
Taking care to organize
children
into
classes according
to age and ability
i most important.
Arouse your parents' interest in the musical accomplishments
of their children.
When
cooperative-com
peti ti ve
feeling
springs lip in your classes, try neither to squelch
nor to over-encourage it, but capitalize
upon the disciplinary qualities
which it inspires.
Try
organizing
an elementary
class in connection
with your private
teaching. I£ six youngsters seem like
a tremendous
number,
try three or
four in your classes to start. Some
teachers find from eight to ten a fine
number
for group
lessons. Obtain
all the assistance
you can before
venturing
too far. The Music Educators
National
Conference
has
much interesting
material
for those
wishing to learn
more about this
type of education.
The personable,
alert, patient and intelligent
teacher
will find her experience
in this area
rich and rewarding.
THE END

WHERE SHALl I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE

TEACHERS

MME. GIOVANNA

VIOLA (HULL:
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing-"Bel
Canto"
Experienced
European trained Artist
Coaching
Opera. Concert and Radio
Correct
voice production,
defective
singing
corrected.
Beginners
accepted
Phone: Trafa Iqar 7-8230 Mon .• Tces., Wed., Thin-s.
608 West End Ave.
New York City

(Now Yo,k Cay)

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course-piano,
harmony
Many Successful Pupils
16& W. nnd

St., N. Y. C.

TeJ. 5c 4-8385

MME. BOXALL

BOYD

ALFRED JACOBS

(Leschetizky)
Pian ist~T eor:h;r-Coach-Prog
rom Building
Address-Stelnway
Hall-Nolo
Studios113 W. 57th St., New York City, N, Y.

Violin & Viola
Ccccb
Highly Recommended
by
Wm. Primrose. Otto Klemperer & Mishel Plostrc
Carnegie
Hall
Call CLaverdale
6-3701
Write to 7510-18th Ave., Brooklyn 14, N. Y.
T~acher

EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING
POSITIONS
338 West 89th Street,

DR, WM, MASON'S "TOUCN & TECHNIC"I

New Yark 24. N. Y.

Method Leimer-Gieseking
for beginners & advanced
students

VELIZAR GODJEVATZ
Pupil cf Karl Leimer
(teacher
of Gieseking)
Box #131
New York 19. N. Y.

P.O.

(FRANK)

CLARENCE ADLER
Teacher of famous concert pio nists now touring the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.
Eastman, Sy,ocuse U., Smith College.

(ERNESTOJ

LA FORGE·BERUMEN STUDIOS

336 Central

Voice-Piano
Among those who have studied
with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson,
Lawrence Tibbett. Richard Crooks. and Mme. Matzenauer.
1040 Pork Ave .• New York
Tel. Atwater
9-7470

By OLIVE WEAVER

RIDENOUR

PRIVATE
Concert Pianist-Artisf-Teacher
Recommended
by Emil Von Sauer. Moritz MoS'Z·
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studia,
Carnegie
Half, Suite 837. 57th St. at
7th Ave., New York City
Tel. Columbus 5-4357

WILLIAM

2, St~diedfor 'welve years hy Pahlo Casals
It ill public.

VOICE

3. Dedicated by

the composer
stored him to health.

4, Fir" S·pams. I1

opera

to the

RICHARD

he played

doctor

who

had

at the

Metropolitan

re-

5,Opera commlSSlOnc
..
dh y the KhedIve.
of Egypt.
6,Oper
I·h·
. a W llC lS often referred
to as Lhe composer

1.

Concert
Pianist-Artist
Teacher
17447 Castellammare
Pacific Palisades,
EX 4-6573

Calif.

New York

M,CLANAHAN

ISABEL HUTCHESON

Malthoy expone~t, formerly his representative.
Private Lessons. Teachers
Courses, SeminarsSummer closs-N.Y.
City, July·Aug.
801 Sfeinwoy Bldg., N.Y.C.
(Tues.-Fri.)
CI. 6-8950, other days, KI. 9-8034

Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Teeh nic:Coach ing Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further information
add res,:
Studio 202, IOOSI/zElm St., Dallas, Texas
Augu.t in New Yark

Teacher of singing.
Popular sangs and Classics.
T.V._Radio_Sfage_Concert.
405 East 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento

,s "Last

and Testament."

CAROL

ROBINSON

off the stage

when

first

8, LOperawhich was hissed when first performed

produced.

Street

Walnut

1·3496

Bochelor of Music Degree Opera
Department
Artish Diploma
Pedagogy
Certificate
Approved
for veterans
Children's
Saturday
morning Cla:.se~.

Caoch

Opera whieh was jeered

Mus. Doc.
Vaice Building-Repertaire
Opera,
Concert, Church, Radio
Studio address:
167 Elmhurst Ave.
Detroit 3, Mic;higan
Telephone:
Townsend 5·8413

CRYSTAL WATERS

to be produced

(1916).

WIll

IW"tm)

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON

PRODUCTION-SINGING

35 W. 57th St.,

.

hefore

TEACHERS

EVANGELINE LEHMAN

FICHANDLER

CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. f)

1814 and

Vienna
in
of Russia.

New Yark 25, N. Y.

EDWARD E. TREUMANN

for' information:

,. Premiered durin"
the Con"ress
of
dedicated to the OEm press Elizabeth

Park West

Summ"r"-La~e Placid

Pianist, Compaser,
Teacher
314 Wesf 75th St .. New York Su-7·3775
Recent Cam positions
published
by
G. Schirmer, Inc.

Know These Compositions?

1

(Arm weight,
relaxation,
rotary method)
Develops
rhythm, tone, concentration,
speed!
Closs, Private
LEILA TYNDALL MOSES
(Former pupil & Assistant)
315 W. 86, N.Y. 24, N. Y.
SC.4-6351

for Pianists
Program
Building
July-August
in Broakhaven, long Island, N. Y.
40S East 54 Street
New'Yark 22. N. Y.

in 1904 at

a Scala, Milan.

9, Considered the

most

..
mtncate

c hI··
ora
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MUNICIPAL BAND EXTRAORDINARY

Relaxation Through

Music.

by Barbara Allison
ago, a prominent business man was interviewed on the
radio, not because of his business
accomplishments,
though he was
president of one of the largest manuIacturing companies in the country,
but because of his outstanding
achievements in music.
After playing a number of his
own piano compositions, the interviewer asked him, "How did you, .a
hardworking business man, manage
to study music and accomplish as
much as you have?"
.
Most interesting was the story he
told the interviewer. As a child
he had taken some music lessons,
but he never got over his liking
music. As time went on, his business
and cares of life kept his mind so
full that he thought he never had
time to take it up again.
Now, successfully established in
business, he began thinking about
taking up a hobby. He felt the need
of this as he found himself becoming
tired, irritable and sleepy after a
long day in the office. Then a friend
suggested that he study music. Being
a home loving body he would have
plenty of time in the evening to
study. At first it was difficult, he
had forgotten everything he learned
as a child. But he became more and
more interested in the little pieces
he was learning to play, actually enjoying them, looking forward eagerly
to the evening hour. His health improved to the extent that he no longer
felt tired and sleepy at eight o'clock
as he l~sed to. It gave him a chance
to find new interests and divorce
himself from his business.
During his practice he would fool
, around over the keyboard creating
his own little tunes, until one day
friends insisted that he put the
tunes on paper. Though he had
never studied composition he managed to put on paper the little
melodies that grew to lengthy com·
OME TIME

S

positions which have been published
by two well-known music publishers.
"Are - you receiving royalties,"
asked the interviewer, laughingly.
"Not enough to support my family,"
he answered, "But the joy I experience when I get those checks
is greater than I can describe." The
interviewer asked. "Have you ever
played in public?" "No. I haven't,
but; several of my friends who study
different instruments come to my
house and we play music just as
other people play cards. We have
a great deal of fun during these
evenings, but even when I am alone,
I experience just as much joy and
relaxation.
In our group. besides
business men, are lawyers and doctors who have taken up music recently. We enjoy our group playing
immensely and have loads of fun."
As I listened to the final words
of the interview, I realized how
happy people can be when they
create a hobby of this kind and
it made me wish that people would
engage in this kind of pastime. I
know from personal experience that
many people would be only too
happy to study music, but they
fear the price in effort would be too
great. Anything worth having is
difficult to acquire and has its price,
not in money but in will-power and
persistence.
It seems, to me that men and
women of all ages would find greater
happiness
in forming
ensemble
groups throughout the country and
expressing themselves musically than
merely wasting their time in useless
chatter or running all over the country in their cars, many times not
knowing where they are going. Year
after year they find themselves in
the same rut.
There is greater spiritual and emotional uplift in expressing oneself
III music than in any other pastime.
THE

END

(Continued

under John Philip
Sousa, Arthur
Pryor, and with the Detroit Symphony, he became famous as co~.
ductor of the New York World s
Fair Band and later as leader of
the New York City Police Band.
Symphonic balance!
Symphonic
intonation! These words typify Mr.
La Barre's ambition for the concert
band. Quietly unrelenting,
he insists upon the realization.
of his
ideals.
Any differences abo'ut pitch (the
bugaboo of all bands)
are soon
settled by Mr. La Barre. At his
desk, within reach of his right hand,
are the dials of a Stroboconn,
the
instrument that measures sound to
the 100th part of a semi tone. To
date the Stroboconn has not lost an
argument. To Mr. La Barre's left
are the dials of a theatre-type
reproducer over which are heard the
tape recordings
of every program
the band plays. Who missed a note?
Who muffed a cue? The veracity of
the recorder is unimpeachable,
its
verdict always accepted as final. At
the next rehearsal ironing out of telltale wrinkles is accomplished,
and
the band moves one step closer to
perfection.
The job of making programs
for
the concerts (100 or more numbers
are played every week) is done with
meticulous
care,
ever
with
the
thought in mind that each program
must serve two purposes:
it must
present good music;
it must be
entertaining.
It is considered
that
the audience is composed of people
from every strata of life, from every
level of education. All have in common the love of music, but tastes
vary, running
the gamut
of all
musical repertoire.
Accordingly,
two arrangers
are
kept constantly
employed,
each at
an extreme end of music literature.
At this w:it~ng, Mr. Charles Payne,
~ho .specI.allZes in modern arrangmg, IS doing a band version of the
top hit-parade
tune, while in the
serious. vein, Mr. Fred Deyerberg is
arrangmg the Debussy Arabesques.
Both of these men work with the
assurance their arrangements
will
be enthusiastically
accepted.
Pro.
grams include the better over lures
operat~c selections, and the beauti:
ful SUItes afforded in ballet literature. The concert waltz is still de.
manded alongside the popular music
o~ the day. Serious
attention
is
given the novel and the humo
·
.
I
rous,
even a D IXIe and ensemble findin
program space.
g
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from Page 13)
A popular feature, one inaugurated
by Dr. Herbert
L. Clarke, is the
presentation
of a soloist on every
program. This practice requires the
services of a large group of virtuosi
and reflects favorably upon the in.
dividual
talents of the band memo
hers. All sections are represented on
the solo lists, with variety added by·
small ensembles
ueh as brass and
saxophone
trios or quartets. Some
of these groups have achieved fame
in their own right.
The musician is sure to ask, "What
instrumentation
meet these many

A NAME THAT MEANS

Famous
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During the years the instrumentstion has var-i d from a high of 51
in 1924 to a low of 33 during the
last war years. 37 men, including
the director
and radio-technician
announcer, constitute the band today.
Instrumentation
i as follows: 2
flutes and piccolos, oboe, bassoon,
8 B·Aat clarinets, 4 saxophones,
2 cornet,
3 trumpet,
3 horns, 2
euphoniums,
3 trombones, 3 tuhas,
and 3 percussion. Added to these
are a surprising number of doubles
which greatly extend the arrangers
tonal po sibilities. The clarinet section can be augmented to 12, the
saxophones
to 8. The bassoonist
plays
bass clarinet and baritone
saxophone.
Eflat clarinet is available on demand. Both euphonium
players
double trombone, making
possible
a section of 5. The tuba
section boasts two string bass players,
the reed section two excellent pianists and the Ist horn is a proficient
harpist.
Often the announcer leaves
h..is broadcast booth to serve as soleist on the guitar and to furnish
rhythm for novelty arrangements.
It is talent such as this, plus
sound leader hip and administrative
ability,
that has carried the band
through
43 succe sful years. Many
ha ve been the exigencies that had to
be met, and many the problems tohe
solved. Credit must be given a prefound "esprit
de corps" that has
grown through the years. It is this
spirit
that has enabled the handmembers
and leader always to pre
sent a united front to any problems
that threatened
the band's career.
At th..is 43rd milestone, Mr. La
Barre and the members of the hand
pause in thei.r celebration to extend
their salutations
and an invitation
to pay them a visit. They remind
all that only in Long Beach, (aliforriia (nowhere else) can one en'
joy two band concerts daily, through·
out the year-and
for free.
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In the Bureau af Weights and Measures, the yardstick by
which the Nation sets its standard is preserved iii
a glass case at a constant temperature.
Ropes oround
the case keep spectators far enough away that their
body temperature will not cause the yardstick
to vary even a fraction of an inch.
Bob Jones University is not enclosed in a glass case nor
surrounded by ropes, but its creed is written into its
charter, protecting the institution in years
to come from the infiltration of modernism and heresy.
No matter what the future holds, the standards
of Bob Jones University will not vary nor its loyclily
to the Word of God fluctua
Bob Jones University's emp
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